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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION:- THE LOCAL PERSPECTIVE

-,INTRODUCTION

In anearlier Institute report, we examined citizen participation

. .

'' ,Opm,the vantage point of Federallpdlicy and the managers of that pOlicy.*
.

.

4' ,
.

:.

Iltietever the meritsi,of this previous report, it lacked a "feel" for what
, =

s
,e

cittzen,involvement in decision making was "really" like: at the-local

llvel This later report,,isjen attempt to fill in the local perspective

on citizen participation.,

Seven city or tounty-based agencies, located in the far West;-- were
al.,.

,:eelected,foi observation. These seven agencies were: 1) aineighborhood
,, =

Health'Seivices Center, 2) a Community Action Agency, 3) an Otd-supported
4'

Vlegal :Sericee Center, 4) Model City Agency, 5) a Tenants' Coudtil in

a PUblic housing -,project, 6) Urban Renewal Projeceltee. Committee, and
a

,
) it community Marital Healt These aeven_local'efforts represent

programs sponsordaby.three
.
major ederal agencies: The Department of

. ., ..--

-',Horsing 'and-Ilrban-Developmeni, The Office, of Econgiic Opportunity and the
0 -7.

- ,." .;.!

Departmeni_Of Nealth, Education and Welfare. One Of the seven agencies,
.

.t. , . . .. ,
.Model Cities4 was also -the of a Concenrated-Bmglciymeht Program,

. .

"t.4.-.,

and is hat way a Department of Labor supported effort was also observed. ti

.

I .

.

. In effect, all four Of the agencies whose policies were previously analyzed

4'

' .. .

.

from the Federal vantage poini, are now being at in the person of

their .1 ally supported constituents.

C

*Melvin B. Nogulof, Citizen Partic ipation:,' A Review and Commentary on-

'Federal Policies and..Pradtices,-The Urban.InstituteWashington; 11.

6

.
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Two of the seven-pibgrams ,observed ope ate on a countyLwide basis

(die Community Abtion Agency and Legal Services); the othei five 7 ,
_

4. .., ...
. agencies are all concerned' with a population having a-smaller than!

-----.-- .
. . - . ,

-
A

. city base: These remaining the agencies are .located in tgo different

:'s .
,

;,
.

counties and :fteurdifferent cities. The Community Action, ,
Agency and

,
1

'

. f -

the-Legal Services -RrOgram'are specifically concerned with poor peoples,

41

.
within their counties, and tie otherfive programs are all selective

of their ,target populations within asuii!-area of a city or an unincor-

411
orated area of a. 40unty. In each of these five sub-areas the program's

target population is substantially or predaminaritly black. In the

c)
. .

'tables which follovadditional background material. is indicated about
.

each of the seven communities'and agencies in which.observations
,

.4

,

took,place.: (See Tables I and 'II.,)

,

o' The above pro We material on the agencies and communities

,observed, offers_some verification that the seVen'projects.differ

from each, other.in-aieas other than tfie Federal sponsorship.of-

the program, under observation. These agency and community differences

4

form a context, within which to u nderstand the varieties of citizen

pArticipationin eachofgihese local programs. Theo-alocal variances

,
in,citizen participation,'and the relationship-of these variances:

;

to federal policy are'the'focus of th.s analysis.
,

We must'again'note' that this rENOrt is using a 1Yery. limited
1, -f

definitio.og "citizen."' The citizen Ve,have in mind is one whosecurrent

.8
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. 'Table I./..;"

DESCRIPTIONS of PROJECT 'COMMUNITIES

COMMUNITY
BACKGROUND ',, 4

Characteristics

Politisal unit
in which pro-_
gram .is*basedf

Size of "'

Political
'unit. '

Community'
Action
Agency -

County

NAME OF PROGRAM

I-
N.

' Model , 4 Public Housing
Cities" Tenants
Agency' Council

44.

City Unincorporated
arta of
cdunry

100,000* ,Les

than

100,000

Less than
in county
250,000+

. Urban, Renewal

ject Area
Committee

Gommuntty
Mental Health
Center

City -

Health
Services
Center

aty

Legal
Services
Cehter '

Cottnty

5,00P
of ,

, 250,000+' 250,000+ 250,000+ 100,000+

Size of Comy4*

munl.ty to Be
served by
programer

Approx,
25,000

Approx.
20,000

Approx. . Approx.
1,500 4,000

\ApProx
160,000

Approx.
30,000

Approx.,

15,000

B
'IAperox.

lacks in
Percent of

Political unit"
. 4

Percent of 5%+
otIter visible

minorities in
Political unit

.Percent of

Blacks in
Prpgram area

35%+ County: 5%+ 'Approx.
roject: 20% / 20%

Approx.

20%
35%+ Less- than'

1%

Approx. County: 5%+
5% Project

Approx. 5%

Approx.
20% ."

. Approx.

2.0%

Approx.
. 10%

..

Less than
-1.%

Approx. Approx. Approx.*.
5% 70% 20%

95% Approx.
,30%

Approx.
80%

Approx.
10%

Percent of other

minorities in
Program$rea

Approx. Approx. 'Approx.
10% 5%

Approx. Approx.
10%

4

g

Approx:
57.

11. 0
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Characteristics

Is there a Model
Cities Unit in
Program area

Is'61ere a
Community Action
Agency serving

ram area

Community
Action
Agency

/7,

Mode l'.

Cities
Agency

Yes .

r

Table I-(Continued\)

Public Housing
Tenants
Council

UrbanlRenewal
FrojeCt Area
Committee

No )Yes

'Community
Mental Health
Center

,

No

-a

Health
Services
Center

Yes

11

Legal
Services
Center

No

Yes

. -

^Yes Yes.
*

.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Has there been
-an Urban Renewal
Projectn
Program'Area

Yes in pates
of Program
area

Form of
0 : government

k

Character of
Community

Party of
Congressional
Repregeniative

County Bd.
of Supet-
visors
County Mgr.

Rural-
Agricultural.

''RUpublican

Percent of visible 07.

minority group .

members in local-
gov't. (Council
or Bd. of super-
visorsl'

Yes No

q

City
Council -

City _Mgr'.

County Bd.

of Sum-
visors
County Mgr:

Industrial Rural-

Industrial

Dembcrat Democrat

387. 07.

(all

Black)

Yes

Industrial
Comiderciel

Demoirat

Approx.
20%
(10% Of
Black)

Yes

City eCciuncil City Council`-

Mayor ' Mayor

/, y

Industrial
Commercial

Democrat-
Republican

ApprOx.
20%
(10% of

Black)

'"

ti

1_,

1

9

O

Yes ,., Yes in parts
of Program
Area

City Council Bd. of Super -
City Mgr. visors

-"County Ngr.

Industrial Sulmiban

Commercial .
.

,f

Democrat- Republican I.

33;1/3%
"(I17 of `

Black)

iy
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Table II

'DESCRIPTIONS OF PROGRAMS AND POLICY MAKING/ADVISING GROUPS

Characteristica'
NAME OF PROGRAM

of'PoIicv. Commuhity
Action '

Board

Model,

Cities
Board

Tenants
Countil

Projectt,

Area .4

06MmiEtee

Mental
Health
Center Bd.

Making/Advising
Group

Prima-4 source
of funds' for
program

Federal
0E0

Federal,

'HUD

Federal
HUD

Federal
HUD

Federal
HEW

Federal policy Law requires Specific guide= Some weak. Permissive on -Strongt with regard lo 1/3 of board lines Mandating encourage- cttizen. encagage-citizen represent- 0 "widespread ment for ment'Ofparticipation ' the poor citizen
participation"

tenant
organization

cttizen

Partici-
pation't

.
,,Jiame of grantee

,fbr'Oederal
p.A.A., City

Gov
County
Housing

City Gov't
apped

'Mental: th
Center So rd.

AutheritY... Redevelop-
%dent-

CommisSion'

Involvement of
1ptal gpv't on
;polidy body

Holds 1/3
Of places
on agency

board :4',

No'olty involve-
ment.'COne
county sponsored;

agency'on board

r,,

Appoints
all membe'rs,
of Housing
Authority

Appoints all'
members ofts

Redevelopment.
Board7-makes Board
no appoint-;--

ments',tb'Pro-
jetrea
Committee'

None -- invited

4'to.Commenity
,Advisorc,

Health
Services
Board

Federal'
_HEW.

LegaW
Services
Board

Federal .

0E0.
0,.

Strong
encourage'

ment of
citizen
partici-
pation

Neighbor-
hood-Heplth
Services.
Board /

Law requires
1/3,:of

...1rApresent

the poor

Legal

Services
Board

None, Two county
agencies
on hoard

Si=ze .of

, Policy Group,
I -

'30 *,,r 28 Open-
ended

open ended' 26 12' - ,21

/Th

4; -'

4

,40



s Characteristics
of Policy
Makin /Advisin
roup 3

Authority of
body,on wlich
citizens
participate

I °

Table II (Continued)

NAME OF PROJECT
Community
Action
Board

Model,
Cities
Board

Tenants
Council

Project
Area
Committee- .

Decision-'

poking
Advisors; to'

City Council

W
How citizens Selection by
selected local, area

Poverty
Councils,

Advisory to
Housing

'Authority
Mgmt.

Advisory to
Redevelop-
ment Agency
site office
staff

Mental
Health
Center*Bd.

Decision
making

Heafth Legal
SarLices Services

'' hoard 'Board

iiDecson-,/ Decision-
/ making, making

Election by Community
neighkorhood forum
residents ''

_Community
forurti

Community
forum

-.

/

Self-
selecting

Selection by,

orgdpl-
zations con-
cerned with

POOL.,

'Percent of area
residents on

. body

'Percent of
Blacks on
policy body

33-1/3i 54:4

16%1

1007.

71% 407>+

95%+

95 %+

'50%+

45%+,

1007.

100%

4

33-1/3%

57.

A
.

Percent of other 257,+,

visible millorities

on'policy body

-f
Less than
107.

Do % of Blacks Yes
on.pOlicy bady
exceed % of Black'
in program area

Race and/or Negro
..ethnicity of
Program Dirtctor

Same

Negro

Yes 'Yes. . es. Yes No

Caucasian

Do % of Blacks - Yes

.fmong-community
reps. exceed %
of Blacks'in
Program area '

1[15

Yes Yes

ti

Redevelop:.

ment Dir.-
Caucasian
Site Ofc.

- Negro

Yes

Caucasian
_ -

Negro Caucasian

YeS

.

Yes 'Yes

-
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condition makes him the subjedt for Federal effo

0

This citizen is defined by his'disadvantage.and

s-at resourco.4

his disconnection ltram

(or inadequate connection to) our majOrinstitutiOnS. We will also, refer

to this citizen as a "neighborhood" or "community!' representative.. In

these seven communities, by narrowing observation.to those Federally

supported prOgrams which had citizen participation, we perforce became

concerned with programs focused on devalued minorities. The Community
, .

Action Program, Legal Services and Public, Housing were all,oncerned

with poor ,people,(many of whom were black of brown). The-Health Services,

Model Cities, and Urban Renewal Programs were concerned with populations

which were almost totally black and largely poor. Only the Community .

Mental Health Program, because of Federal regulations forcing, it to a --

.,- -ftlinimum__"catchment_area" of 75,000s served a population_which_was_pri-
.

. . 1,
Matily white and non-poor. ftrendietically, it should be noted that

despite its diverSe "catchment area," policy making for the Mental Health'

' 1

Program was firmly in the, hand6 of black.leadership.

'rn.seeking to describe local citizen participation there is the

obvious choice of constructing case histories for etch agency or analyzing

.the seven different agendies according to cannon categories of interest.

In choosing the. tack of common categories, are hopeful that the

identities of agencies and interviewees will be better protected, while

e Jat the,Sanie,tiMe enabling a'reader'comparison of the varieties 'of

citiien_partticipation eXperieece. The Tables on pages.3:- 6'` are

meant to
.

provide some'background depCriPtion.of community and agency

.differences which mayThelp.tO explain some of the apparent differences

in .titize partitipation:. .

;

O

-7-

17
-,
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1

to(m, STRUCTURES FOR PARTICIPATION AN POTENTIALS FOR 'INFLUENCE ON

DECISION MAKING

In the preceding Institute report
-

baling withFede al policies

°toward citizen participation, we were strongly occupied with two structural

questions pertaining to the citizen .participation body: 1) Gas :the policy

. body aFoalition of various .community forcr including community representa-'

,;..

,

tives, but not dominated by-any of these forces, or was the policy body

. controlled by citizen representAivaa? 0:Was the 'citizen participation

, '
2 1/ -

body advisory to another unit, or. Aid policy control over a prograth

rest with it? A cross. play of these two_ dimensions--board composition
,

,
. -

\
- . 1 i

---- :.,
,

and-authority of the agencyrOieteates the falloWing four categories (and .

,

agency occupants pf these categories)+ as observed

Coalition / policy

Advisory

Coalition/pblil4!Ly
Controlf,'

Legal Services

Cammunit Act -ion

Agency

Mental Health
Agency

C

,cit0411 Domination/
PolY Advisory

Tena. e Council-- H alth Services

in the field study:

D

Cl.tizen Domination/

Policy Control

Public

Urban enewal--
.Projec Area
Commit ee

Housing

Cities

Given these four categories of "coalition/policy ad vi

.-f -2

"coalition/policy.c ntrol,Y dominatiOn/policy adviSo

Q

"citizen domination/policy dontiol,"it is easy to argue that

t

and

e

1. Hans Spiegel suggests that the concept "high degree of infl ce" would

be more appropriate than "controk,,;!1 We recognize that fhe usa,o 'control"

conveya the idea of there 'being more power than actually exists' a

citizen-dominated policy making body. We risk,tivb use of ".contro because

it seems to,accurately portray the quality.of,influencethat some tizen
, [

grou0s1-1 re working for..2L. .

.
,

-0

. f
-8-

4



4

"coalition/advisory structure gives citizen participants the least potential

influence over decision making end the 'citizen domination/pOlicy control"

structure gives to,deitizen participants the most potential influence.

It is more difficdlt to assign an a priori position of influence to

.

the two middle categories, which incidentally includes six pf the seven
,.,- ,.

-,.-

-agencies observed. But thisAs precisely where'field observationl)ecomes

useful,. The Community Action-Agency, is nominally a coalition of three

equal parts, divided among the public agencies, representatives of the poor;

'and-private organizations. *In fact all participants agree that the Board

,of the agency is effectively in the hands of the representatives of the

poor. The game situation prevails in the' ental Health Agency, where a

two-sector coalition made up of equal parts of neighbOrhood and Mental Hdalth

Agency representatives, seems to be effectively controlled by the neighbor-
-

I

hood representatives. Thus, on a de-facto basis, the Community Action

v
'Agency and the Mentalllealth Agency can be moved into the most powerful

category (for the neighborhood); that of."citizen domination/policy

control."

. The Legal Services Agency Board'has one-third of its membersas

representatives of the poor 'and some ,51 percent who .ate professiOn4s in

the fieid of law. In-effect, the power of the representatives of the poor

-i's -muted by' both numbers and Lack of professional status.

If two of our coalition groups come under the 'effective domination
. ,

of their neighborhood representatives,it is equally interesting to ask
0

whether the citizen dominated advisory groups, really perform as if they
.

..;
.

_

,had de: facto policy control. The answer seemS'to be that the Tenants'
,...,

.
. -

Council, and the Renewal Project Area Committee.remqremain essentially- : ory to
44'

. .-

19
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.

government-type agencies (the County Housing. Authority and the City Redev6iop.-

,

ment4i3ency), while the Model Cities'Agency-seems tolevelop something reseibtin$
.

-

policy cofrol,over ifs program.- There are V46 possible explanations:for --

this development..Oho may rest in the fact that the Model Cities Board

a coalition. of forces numerically dominated by the

coalition,,iti lecisiohs may have more community-wide legitimacy, and'.

therefore be'lesi 'subject to review by the City Council. The'Tenants1,=,

5

Council and the ProOct.Area Coms4tteei are both almost-totally composed

of the black, the brown and tht Poor.. As such, ',they are'solely representa-

tive of the client group

less likely to grant th

group_and the Renewal C

ub is bodies they are adviWOry to are ts

control., of program po c . Secondly, the, Tenants'

ittee are both abisory to operating agencies;

and not to the policy-ma ing bodies'for these operating agencies. Conversely,

%

the Model Cities Board i dvisory to the City Council, which is the ultimate

policy body for the Model Cities Agency.

Thusdespite certain structural 'simiIaritiee between groups of.

. L t

these agencies, the real alignments in terms of the power of neighborhood

representatives to make decisions, vesembles the following:

Advisory

Legal Services

'Renewal'Project Area Committee

Tenants' Council

-10-
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'Policy Control

_Model Cities

Jlealth-Strices
/

Community; Mental Health

Community Action Agency
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Perhaps a most important Observation in the field study, is the

teen(' towards greater de-ficto power for neighborhood representatives.

in decision making. In no case did a coalition body drifi-toward becoming
4

advisory .rather than policy making, and in no case did a citizen do9pated

group have its domination impaired through being forced into a coalition.

In each agericy under study,"neighberhood
representatives seem to be able

to maximize their potential for influence over decision making.' And

in these seven agencies, the greater the percentage of black (and other,

minority.) citizen representatives, the more likely the citiz4representatives

-seem to be able 'to maximize their policy inflt.knce. The following table\

indicates this relationship:'

Boards Having Policy Control:
Health Services
Community Mental Health
Model Cities'
Community'Action

Polity Advisory Boards: af
Project 4ea CoMmittee-
Tenanti' Council
Legal ServiCe

%

ANt.. /
Table III

Percerit Blacks (6 Other

Minorities), on Boardsr

i60% d

'55+.

75+,
35+

95+

`tat
5

A

N.,
a. In the courseof this report it will be cleAr that the Pro act Area--

Committee has often exercised power faX beyond its advice=giving atus.-

To the'reader interested in citieen participation and control;
-7- .

-.th*e'conclusions based upon field oFservation must be tantalizing. '.What
, .

would the Satz be like in other areas of the country,. or would.the observations-
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.11

\ . -

,,,,. / 4*-

.

I

hold up if additional agencies had been.looked at in the firciest?"On the
.

other hand, the data does not 'seeifisto preetnt surprises, The observer

. fe

of citizen participation in_pederal programs knows that where partici-

pation,has been effective, therehave been shifts in policy control.ti.
.

.

And he knows that this movement has been enhanced when the involve0
.114,

citizenry tends -to be black.
. .

chdiacter of.decisiOn making in these'seOpn agencies. It /i much more .

h
At a latex ppint_in this.paper wet' hall furtherexamine the i

imporant

Tt
/ A

tolnow whNt-kinds of issues citizens' influence tends Ico.

prevail over, rather than to-'know that citizen influence prevailsmosr

of the time. Oris one.of the ielierviewees remarked lbout'the Model, City

.

fic-'

.s.

Agency, "the City Council did not verthrn or modify any of their

fp .
.

re commendations, because their program requeste'Were tem- peratef"

At thi5 juncture it is enough to note that.ditizen representati e

have almost alwaysmaXimized'the influence possibilitiee which were tvail-
-

able to them. We may better understand-th

who these representatives are, -how they are chosen, a d who

,

city to do so'by_ex,...in ng-
.

,

they represent.;

III. REPRESENTATION
1-,

Election and Selection

In none of the seven agencies observe4 were citizen

f"lected bTagencies they-were to give.advice tb,.or by 40.01e...

1 4 -

local government. There is little question that the practice

, .

representatives

unit0Tiehin_'1;

of 'turning

1. .

tolhe,affected community to select its min 'representatives did not prevail

prior to the 0E0 progra , and we are not even certain that our observations

'A

22
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are typical beydnd northenaCalifqxnia (where ',field work was.done). But the

meaning behind this pattern of representative selection appears clear:.

Those who seek citizen involvement understand that they are seeking, bona

--- fide' links t'o'a special community, not reflections of their own image.
4

,
.

This evidence-of an unwillingness by public agencies to "lay hands on"

_ the piocess of selecting rqpreserlrives, is even more striking when it.
.

is understood that only one of the'Federal funding agencies, 0E0, has
.

guidelines which 'itipulate'"democratic selection

Those who sit on the Tenants' Council in

procedures."

no way Appear to have
.

their selection, or attendance, or voting patterns influenced by the

Housing Authority. Council meetings Appear open to all members of the
.

Housing Projec t, and officers of the Council are selected.by tenants at
.

'-an open.meeting. In 'addition, the Grievance Committee of the Tenants'

Council, which has-become an important force in influenciwtenaht
4".

evictilm, has its four members elected by the Tenants' Council at,an

apen meeting.. The very name, "§linantst Council," implies that. its members

will'be telected by the tenants themselves. But there is some history

which suggests that when a local Housing Authority or the Federal funding

agency becomes unhappy with thoge who serve on a. Tenants'. Council, its

functioning may be seriously knpaired. In the Tenants' Council we
t!,

Observed, there was clear'evidence that the Housing A
.

Council as an'important (and generally)construotive) force; almost a local

ority viewed the.

governthe4 in the m

tampered with.

ing, which would prise some risks if it were to be



,

. L

-

One would expect the Community Action Agency to have more defined

V

proceduresfor representative selection, because of more carefully defined

lbderal policies ffecting the local agency.. One-third of the seats on
--f". --a...,t,. i

. .,.
'1' the Community Action Agency We observed were allocIted to,representatives

Li"
'-

.

Of poor people. These representatives were elected at open meetings held
..19

.

4 \ .

4 ,by local are co none.' Only poor people could vote, at these council meetings,

ti

-

. , although candidates for election to the Community.Action Board did not
t '

o
.

.
, .

. themselves have-66 be poor.

The Model City Agency showed concern, similar to the CoMmunity Action
0 -

'''Ek..3 c , in having theGepresentatives on ifs Board come from a number of
,

. t ,

;1

.,cH. erent geo aphic areas. But instead of elections being helin
,
k. t ,..

,
A

Iiifffer,pt rocalAouncils,,elections Were held at a single community forum;
Li.

.

where the elector was restricted to voting fOr Siimeone IroM hi.s netghbgrhood.

th
V1 . n the Model election, the franchise was restricted by geography;

in theiCammunity Action Agency it was restricted to those who were poor.

t-,..The

Urban kftenowal PrOject Area Committee alio made use of a community
.

forum to elecItits offiCe7s. As in Model Cities; the electorate was composed

of those who showed dnbuthinterest to come to the forum and participate

in the election:..44"

The election procedulte is Somewhat more elusive in the formattan
,is

,

' of the neighborhood 'Health Center's BoardOI Directors, In fact, it is

unclear as to whether an electtpn was ever held. The Board seemed composed

of a Small group of self-elected ghetto -.are residents, all of them bleck,

-14-
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and iflost of thr active in ether neighborhood organizations, who have incor-
.

veraied themselves, and received major 'Federal funds to carry out a neighbory

hood health services prograth. At the.time of t3iis writing', the Department

of Health, E4ucation,and Telfare staff were working hard to help this

neighborhood board esta i h a constituency, from which might be elected
,

.
.

ww ,future board members. f the seven organizations observed., it was only ..

I.
the Health Services Board and the Tenants ' Council which were not brought

intobeing under the impetus of already establ ished agencies. The Tenants'
.

. . .:

Council, which been.itrexistence longer than the,Health,Serviceslloaid,
...

t a
.

has an el ion-procedure-at least equal in -formality to the other agendles
-

e

r .
.,

xamined.' It is the local Health Services- Agency (as distinguished from
,-. .

..; . 'ir .

.4., .

its Federal aupportgrs) which seems the least concerned dith the niceties ,, ,

of representative selection. A partial explaliation may'reaOn a "democfaiic
t . ..

.,

election" being a legitimating device; perhaps the And of legitimation
'

L.

the neighborhood-controlled Health Center Board felt less in need, of.
. . . 1 . .

than other agencies in this study.. Or to Elie contrary, the'members of the

Health Cent Board may have subtly blocked an election for fear that it

would lead to their replacement..

The Mental Health Center Board

o
+

receives-
/
its,"consumer" representa-

tives in a two -step process. As a first step, a community forum is eonveri

whose task it is td select represehtatives to cforaiUnity advisory, board.;

Unlike the community forumsralready describeE attendance at the Mental

Health meeting was prim
. .

sought from organizedgroups operating in

-15-
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A

the Mental Health Center's "catchment, area." In fact, the invitation to the

forum was addressed to:, ?Interested groups of the-.-community." After this

community forum elected its representatives, these representativesin,.turn

el.eaed their representatives to serve on

The-Legal Services Agency carried
1-

base to elections one step',further. The

organizations, which ,had been designated

.-
the Mental Health Center toard.

Si.

, .

\ . .
. .-. -

bheA\ notion of au organizational

Legal Services, Agency requeeted

by the Community Action Agency

as legitimately representing the interests of po6rpeople, to ielect

0
,representative to sit:on the Legal Services ,Board of birectors This,

.

process of _selection seems,to c e closest-to a "layin {of hands"
'

in thg.selectian rocesa.- lt,igPghe_Community Action Agency-w4ch

. 4-4V;,'

designatL the ap o ribte organization to select representatives'of

poor people.- The disclaimer of- -`course,, Is that the Commpnity Action Agency,.

0
in the county observed, sees itself as rep'resenting'tfie interetsof poor

people, and thereforea legitimate' designator of organizations which speak

for _poor,people. .Ironically, some 25 organizations had lo be solicited
if

for representation, before seven. could he found which would designate a --

representative: Additional evidence indicates. that wilpt an organization
1.

did agree to select a representative, it

electiOri, but rather bpi appointment or, a

arrive on 3oards through sordel'iisrn bf electiop; two were ins

selection. In both cases of selection (neighborhood Health

. .

was rarely accomplfshed by

request for .a volunteer.,'

"

.

In the seven situations observed, five saw'citizen representatives.
,

716-

tapces of
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and Legal:
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Servicesthe selection was by a group within, or presumably responsive to,

the neighborhoods In none of the Seven agencies observed-did there appear
c'e

-recourse to an election procedure more comparable with community general.

elections. It should be noted that this is somewhatoin distinction to

elections held in the early days of the Community Action Program: IA-

these earlier elections, generally held in larger citijes, there were formally

proposed candidates and an attempt to involve a la percentage those

eligible to vote. Almost always, such procedures resulted in very small
) )

A
participation by the electorate. Similarly, the observed tendency in this

study to use community4orums,'rarely resulted in a large voter turnout.

In the C ommunity Action AgeAcy elections, turnouts to..vote at local area

council meetings produced some 0 to 30 partic*ants on,an average. In

the Tenants' Counalielections,some 10 percent of those. eligible appear

to turn out. The most recent Model Cities Board election drew a little

over 100 voters in a model Aeighborhood of some'18,000'people. The percentage ,

turnout, from the Mental Health "catchment area" was even less impressive:
los

than the, Model Cities election.

respite the invariably small turnouts for election (if they were
.

,

,

held
-

at all) in-these project's, n9whereidid there,seet- much challenge to
. , . . .

.
.

the legitimacy of those who were selected or elected. As one interviewee
.

noted 'the election process / a fdrumin,this case/ does allow those with
..

. .

the veatest interest,, the greatest opportunity to influence who gets

. /

elected. The use of the community -forum .seems to create:aa.instant,

constituency, who,care-enough to come and-to participate. As'the.same
4 " No

-17 --
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interviewee added, "the results Of the elaqion must produce Soard'meMbem
4

who care about the program and'w4o will work -for the program."

In their reliance, on community forums, most of these seven

agencies have apparently settled on, a device which produces a relatively

narrow gese"inthe.',SelectiOn of leadershin,, r Whether selected leadership
0,.

really has a constituency can probably beit be tested during times of

urgency and strain for the-program. At present the forum device for
-

election seems useful to a sponsoring organization because of its relative

simplicity, low cost, and apparent legitimacy. It is probably also

acceptable to the limited'number of tkctivists" in any community, in
'

that it permits them influenCe far beyond their numbers. Whether this

.0
relatively liiited base to citizen prticipation, will in time lead - -to

.-
4;-

a-"grass roots" ferment which (petitions the legitimacyof community. leader --'

,
,ship, is Unclear. It would seem that as tong as the channelt,for repre-

.
.J.

.
sentatiOn are kept open,'nd candidacies can be vied for, the narrow base

0

need- not necessarily pre harmful.:''It,may not be the size, of a constituency
A 1 .,t

f,
.

which is imporiant,l)Uf rather the pppOrtunity the election ifetem allOws

; . Aila -,,

,

for newly active constituents
,

0 hiie then- weight felt, Based upon this
.- / .

-- -%
,

.

tese5 the community,forum mode of elettion seems workable and satisfactory.
`4.

B. The Use of 'a ConSCitueficy,.

We prev.ously argued that a reason-for the non-.interfereAce-by

?establishment" agencies in the eiection/selection.process was their,

desire to be linked to bona eighhorhoo groups:, In effect, At\

the present 'time, a,black man selected by a White man is perceived as

r-=

-18-
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ledi of a black man. But the problem is more than the "iegitimate" selectionNi

of-'a representative; the problem is the development of a constituency for

the representative, so that he-can per ducally be told "how he is doing."

The constituency also-assures the " stablishegnt" that it is connectedr
-

.

to something that in tur is connected to-something-with roots in that

community the "establishment" is trying to. affect.

Let us turn again to each of
ts.

the seven agencies to seehow they.

developed constituencies for citizen representatives. Five of these

seven agencies draw theit representation froM some kind of community

forum. We would argue that the forum represents an instant (albeit

potentidllyi(feeting) constituency. At a'point in time the forum

. ,says to observers that there are a group_of community people who care

enough about a program-to come together and seek to influence its

affairs-. The interesting subject or analysis is how (or- if) the

"pressure" of the arum As sustained in between election periods.

1.

In the Community Actibh Agency, its 10 representatives of the

poor each represent local area councils. These. councils meet mbnthly
r, ,

,

for a variety of tasks, including- attempts to influence the policies

of the Community Action Agency Board. One interviewee indicated that

on two occasions the local area couteLl which,she represented-had given

her specific instructions onlhai.i-to cast a vote at the Community Action
iv k- .
-`34-*Agency Board meeting. It is our-impression that the'vitality of the

. ,

local area. councils-is an important determinant of the influence wielded'

by'a representative from that council, on the Community Action Agency Baard.
. .

'Lt should be apparent that a representative speaks with a much louder voice,'

"J.
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within a coalition, when it is cleaf'that he speaks for others as well as

for himself. This. becomes part of the dilemma for established public

.

agencies. They are hesitant about, dealip with representatives who do

not,represent, Alo have no constituency. Converselyi'itamay be'costlk

to'deal with those representatives having a strong constituency, because

of,the fact that they speak for tore than thetselves.

Those who attended the community forUm for elections ,to the Model
. 'A . ..

,'Cities Board have their neighborhood residence in common. Alut:there':is

no aencouragement for them to come together again s a group 'before the

next election. However, there are three local councils in different

parts of the model neighborhood,

:Cities elections, they have cpme,

for neighborhOodopeopie on the es Board.

and through their-involvement in Model
4

to constitute informal constituency

the experience of the Tenants' Council with regard toa constituency

is somewhat different. In effect, all of the residents of the public

Tiousing project are a potentiai constituency for the Council.--Those who

-actually come to Council meetings represent the "realized" constituency ; .

It is this constant (monthly) affirmation of a constituency which 'says`

Ito Council leadership thathe Council is alive;-parenthetica14:it ,says.

4

the same thing toliousing authority-management: .

4; ,

The Mental Health Center's sophisticated attptPt to establish a

"built-in" constituency= is a

yearly to select a-community

those neighborhood residents

useful example. The community forum Meets-

,

board which will serve,as a constituency for

11

'S

who are members- of the Mental Health Center Board.

It is *the Community Advisory Board, composed solely of neighborhood residents

120-
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At'

sele'cts Board representatives, It is the Community Advisory Board
4,

that the representatives to the Agency Board reports back to. in

a-senSe this Community,Advisory Beard performs the same function for

neighborhood representatives-alth Board, as da local

.afea councils fdr representatives of the poor'-to the Community Action
der,

Bo'gi'd and:peighborhbod councils _for neighborhood representatives
1 '" i,g

ofi the Model Cities Board: And if the analogy may be stNched,

it is the same kind of function that the "home" organization performs

for the representative it has selected to serve on the Legal Services

Board. Surely, it is no accident that the four Boards which are

coalitions of neighborhpod-people and non-neighborhpod people (CAA,

Model Cities, Legal qervices and Mental Health) all have constituent,

bodies composed solely of "consumer types," which to some extent

monitor the activities of the coalition policy board. And here too,

we suggest this is a development which was simply not observable prior

to the Economic Opportunity, Act of 1964. WAt is of gr,eat interest in

this section is not so much that neighborhood peopleserve.on policy

boards; it is tlikt these neighborhbod representatives ha4e'a constituency

which elerts some continuing connection between the representative

and'the community he is supposed to represent.

-11

ObserVation would indicate that the above notions,of constituency

operate fairly 14611 in the flodel Cities, Community Action and Mental Health

Program. We are less, certain about the Legal Services'Program where the

representative functionq on botH the Legal Services .Board and within one.,

of the seven organizatipps that selected hi for the Legal Services Bda.rd>
,

-21-
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his form of multi- organizational constituency seems the least effective in

that none of these seven organizations appears to have a.major stake in.

the operation of the Legal Services Board. It may help to account for .

the relative invisibility of the representatives of the poor in the affairs

of the Legal-Services Agency:" -

The notion of constituency fits somewhat differently in the three

gencieswheremeighborhood residents hold all of the seats on a policy

eking or policy advisory board: In the Tenants' Council, we described

11of the residents of the Public Housing Project'as th pbtential ,

constituency, and those who attend Council meetings as t3he "realized"

_constituency. The same would appear true for the Urban Renewal Project

A e'C ttee. All of the residents o the redevelopment area are the .

t.

,
.

p tentia - constituency;. those Who attend Council meetkngs .are the "realized"

constituency. In both the Tenants' Counci3Thind the Project Area-Committee,

.
. . 1 .

the "realized constituency-fluctuates. A potentially interesting '

. . ,
\ ,,,4

---: -
'meeting of, the Project Area Committee may dr w 150 people, another

meeting as -ifew as 15. As in other comparisons it is-the Health Services

L
,

,

Board which appears'unique. It is on this.Boa d, where neighborhood

residents hold all seat& on apolicy making (no advisory suclAs the Project

Area-Committee or the Tenans' Council) body, t at there appears to be ,the

least felt need to develop a constituency. In ffect, the Health Services

Board reports to no one. It has received the best of all sanctions; a large

giant from the United States Public Health Service. Not surprisingly, it is

the Federal agency which is pushing the neighborhood Health Services Board to-

-22'7 /4,
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':'.....

,..invigorate an area Health Council to serve as a constituency. Presumably,
4.

)
.it would be this., Council which'wouid elect members to Health' Services

'Board. The Health Services Board, to.this'point has not been very aggres-_.

sive in pushing lor the growth of a Council whiCh mi/./ght serve as a con-
.

stituency.. puring-the course of the study, thp writer sought to attend a

Health Cannon. meeting which he found canc on arrival. No s.uhse-
.-

qiientmeetings of the Health Council have been alled
6

during the course

of the fielstudy, and Federal'staff admit td a feeling of despair.about

the possibility of developing a Council.

4
One possible, explanation-for the Health Services experience might be

. that a constituency has two major uses--neither of which are pertinent

'inthe case of the Heajth Services Board. One use of a constituency is

to enhance the power of those who represent it; the other is to serve

.as 3a c tinuihg reference group so that representatives are not too

quickly won over to the norms of the organization they are trying to

influence. kinc the airSvaVof its major'grant, the Health 'Services
0

Ipoard has-not needed additional power. It controls the policy apparatus

for the Health Centerd apparently has-adequate authority. I addition,

TWalth Service Boa bered6We have to Worry about being seduced by the r

"establishment;" when it comes to health: services in their neighbOrhood,

they are the- establishment.'
/

Reviewers of this mater al have raised, questiOnb about the apparent

insulation and assumed strength Of the H

' wonder that a self4selet

**

th Servides Boatde There is°

board is eke to sustain self ih power in

-23-
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i
an mration as potentially visible as a majou, health services center.

Vm e no claim as to depth of connection between the Board and the'residents of

the health,centerJs neighborhood. We would not be surprised if this Board

were to split into irreconcilable factions, or if newly mobilized elements

. in the neighborhood were to challenge the legitimacy of the Board. Given

the very small number of people,in this neighborhood (or any neighborhood)

who are involved in the center, it is always likely that-new forces will
:06

arise to challenge the present Board. And since this ard's legitimacy
. .

rests in the Federal grant, and in the neighborhood's passive acCeptande

of the Board, and not<in a publicly held election, there is always the

likelihood of successful challenge to the current composition of the

Board, However, we wo d argue that this Health CenteriBoardis not a-

frail reed. The m- or organizational actors in this neighborhood include
a

the.churches, the community action program, the Model Cities effort, the

Black Panther s d'the Neighborhood Service Center Program.' The Health'
.

Center.Board, through its. various members, is connected to key leadership

in each of these community organizations. We suggest that it is these organi-
.

zational connections coupled with Federal support which underli he,

as parent strength011of.the Health Center-Board. A key tactical p oblem for

A; e.Board is to refrain fromiicting in such a wayias-to encourage the
eY-
tat

formation of'new.groups-in the neighborhood whose specific concerns are

the opqrations of the Health Center. Such a new health*-oriented'faction,
-:; .

not connected to the current Health Center Boardmighieasilyforce the

Public Health Service to withdraw its recognition from the Board as currently

constituted. ,

-24- )
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To this point, in detailing the importance of a constituency, we have

gaen primarily interested in those constituent groups which formally or

inforrrially select representatives. But there are other aspects of a .con-
'.

stituency which also serve- to inclgase the power and authority of.neighborhoodo

representatives. 0.ne aspect iests in the willingness (or the perceived

willingness) of the constituent area or population to abide by larger'

community norms. Thus a black representative having a blabk constituency;

even if not formally constituted, is likely to be listened to more carefully.

.And if
.

his constituency has upsetsthelocaf equilibrium on occasion, he

is likely td be listened to even more carefully. It thus seems sorliewLat

ingenuous for leadership:of the Urban Renewal Project Area Committee to

.

write: " /we/ know that politically no plan is going to be carried oust _e7

if there is serious,'carefulty evaluated, neighborhood Opposition."

This is not yet the golden age of rationality, and a great deal of

"carefully evaluated" opposition is for naught without a militant neighbor -'

hood presence to lend urgency to the care with which-the opposition

evaluated.

Ifthe 'blackness of a community is one aspect of constituency,

there is another which is figuratively carried on the back of certain

nqghborhoo0 leaders*. For example, her reason theHealth Services

, .
_

Board may be in no hurry, to build,a,constituencyf is that many of th ealth
, -

Atl..-

. .

Service Board members Individually already, halie such a constituency;'

Observation indicates that a number of Health Service Board members already

-25-
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0.

.

.
. ,

are tied into.,or' are leadetp of,' the key
A,

organizations'functioning,in the

neighborhood to be servedby the Health Services lutegram. In a,lens,
7 ,

e

J--- ' . 4
, .

. .

these Boaid members integrate the organized black drmmxplity in theit own
A.

51rsons, and they may see little"need to build what max seem'like

_'.-

artificial constituency.

lir -Constituencies which -aae'carried "on the ba # individual
,:

.. .

"'leaders should notieema foreign idea to one, who has ebserved the

, 4
membership of corporate/boards volunta welfare organizatips... Often

r

'

such board membership is an attempt to build in, via different members,

some of the external r1esources the organization may need. The same

soph ,Stication may prevail in poor neighborhoo s, where particular Minds
..iri r--

,

of 1 adership almoitlersonify the organiz differences within the
(

local --calilmuat)i.

. ,

C. Organizing the ComMiinity

It, seems reasodable that the "catchment area" of the Mentat:Healtb-

Center, because of the fait that,..1
.. ,

-!.

lations we.are loOking at, appe a most le a c ection of communities.
-f

; , /

Thertatchment area" eitacea ucb moretbati.a b).ack ghetto; it is much

more-than an area of low inc e r44.det.444, is not an area of great
1

common.interaction
t

amongst all residents and it does.not embrace a single
.

represents one of the largest popu-
e

political boundary. 'Conversely, the Public Housing Proje t represents the

smallest _population we are looking at, and while lacking a common political
4

'

boundary or radial homogeneity, it seems an area of sizeable citizen
e

interaction and of "community."
4,

; -
,
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Prior to the,Community Action Program, one would have been'hard

to discover community o ganizatioil as .a prominent area for Federally

supported activity. Undou tedly,iiame stil guestion the intent and ,

utility of community orgall zation. However, it seems difficult to Consider

the idea of citizen involvement without also considering efforts to organize

that citizenry. In the previous section we consJdered thg 4

constituency': A constituency which periodically
, .

comes together functions

as a collectivity of peoplet an aspect of an organized community.

the seven communities under observation, who organizes

In

this constiouency-

and hoi does the character of that organizatioh affect citizen involvement?

saw some 10 local area Councils as
0

a fundamental part Of the program-s

. 'constituency. Itwasthese Councils which elected rep,fesentatives, and

which Continued to serve an an organized point of connection between
6 A

the "people" and 4e:program.
%..

. 1

prior- to the start of the, CAA{.

At least one of.these Councils was organized

Ma yof the others, have been formed., and

...41111 haVe been nurtured, by the C muaity Action Agency. Quite appropria,Pely

supports'local area councils is called grass roots."

Action Program represents a clearlyconceivedl-model

program determines that it'w1.11 be adiqntagedt(and

the CAA activity-which
.

lAtethink the Community

, of an"instance where a

its goals,m0e more achievable), if the population it is conterned.about

is organized._, Once this organtzatiain happens, thg. CAA further supports

it by dra jig a portion of its representatives from these or#ganizations.

r
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,,In effect, the CAA has used its resources to organize that portion of the

%. .

'community it is concerhe4 about,,and then has helped these organized groups. 4

to exercise control ove the Community Action Agency's own-policies.

There are, of. course, other organized aspects cf the community, predating

the,080, which attempted, to ,influence the local Community Action Agency.

These include organizations with a racial or etbnic,bi-se.- In the community

under observation these organized groups h ve also bees given representatLon

on the policy, boaryl the'CAA, and in some case 'given monies with which

to ?prate programs--
,

The Model Cities Agency operates in a community where a pre-existing
10.

Community Action Agency had achieved some success in forming 9ouncrls in

the model neighborhood. These Councils have become a part of the organized

community interested in effecting the. Model Cities Program. In- addition

pre-existing groups with a racial or ethnic kOcus became part of the

organized community interested in identifying itself with the. goals of

the Model City Agency. ThuA in the/Community Action and Model City,

communities, the organized community base is veryisimilar; Neighborhood

4,groups, supported by agendes, beca7,-part of the Model Cities'
o

-and Community'Action Constituencies and in turn helped to supply

representatives for comdunity policy making. Th'esesneighborbood and

area councils are supplemented by other organiz community gro ps (often

.

o a racial or ethnic character) in''taking an intere program.

T ether, these neighborhood councils, and the racial/ethnic organizations

become a primary constituency for,the Model Cities. and Community Action

Programs.

f
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The Urban Renewal Project Area Committee evolved'from a group which

had received its impetus 'under the OEO program, and before that from

neighborhood organization efforts which were partially supported by
a

the Department of Health, Education and Welfyre (Office-of Juvenile

Delinquency funds). These-various efforts at local organization have

produced a group of apparent skilland muscle, concerned with the ptoblegs
4°4

of housing. Thus when'the iedeVeloptent program was persuaded-to enter into

a formal advisory relaticinship with residents in the area, a logical choice.

,was the Housing Committee which had evolved under the OEO prOgram (although

it had since separated from -that program).

In seeking, an advisory alliance with residents of the redevelopment''

area; the Renewals Agency chose not to organize a new, segment ofpthelcomMunip.

into an advisory group. By going to an already established group, the
%-

Redevelopment Agency contributed to the organizational integrity of the

renewal d:rea. -A more recent development has sren this'Renewal Project Area
*

Committee become part of the area's Model Cities program. In this geOgraphic

area, there is interesting evidence of movement toward a central communal .. , ,

.'
. . ,.

:.

-orklization. We will examine this-further in a section of the paper on

7 .

"Aspeets of Minority Community Development." Perhaps the most useful
A

observationat this point is to outline the strategic...choices which face'
. .

these Federally-supported Pkograms' and memb s of th!community being orgarld,zed.

6ne choice is Co build onto-the existing base of organizatio in. the community
4

of concern; another is to further develop(or fragment) the communityby at
4

tempting-to. organize new elements in it. A different a1spect of thissaeond.
.?"
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.

choice may be to conclude that existing organizations do not adequately repre-

') ,
sent the community, anti bass upon thisanalysis to attempt .to organize

. *,- - .

presently4norganized elements of the community, 'At least in the blaeR (----
,..,,

communities of America, we may have reached the point where the exercise

of tHese options lies more,,,,with the affected community, than they do with

the agency concerned with community organization.
4

{de have indicated that the Mentar health Centeri:partiilly because

of the relatively large size of its area of service; served the'most

heterogeneous, community in the study. As one.obserVer noted, if the

Mental Health Program were to be successful it wotfld have to reach at

least, the black, the hippie, 9,4 the Japanese communIties. Here again,

the Federally - supported. program chose a means of organizing its community

which would be minimally 6agmenting. The Mental-Health Agency did not

have the choice of building upon a single organized segment of its "catchment

area"; at least not if it wanted:to serve its three populations of concern.

..,1111the Mental Health Agency made the reasonable choice, of.organizing a new

connunity group which was really an integration of existing groups including

black, hippie and Japanese.residents,. .The.Community- Advisory Hoard? com-

prising representatives of organized groups in the three sub-communities,'

.represents a new community organization46#4,

. -

for this "catchment-afiere again, lies

n a net.conc, of community

.

an'example .importantY.

confronting Federally - supported programs. Iti addition to choices,which may

liagment or help to consolidate an-existing community (usually one with an
,,
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nic or racial bage , community .organization program can be,so structured'

`a:3:i° enable the amalg mation of different sub-oommgnities, or to build upon

their - separateness (particularly .the growing, sense of separation in the
.

/--' .

black community), In the case of the Mental Health Program, a "catchment

r

area was drawn to favor community amalgamation.-

i.

The prbgram's experience

may
. .

ay not sustain this intended amalgamation. At the present e, almost,ii;
- .t.

.

80 percent of the Community Advisory Board is black, despite the-fact that

AO
blaCks number less than-,One-third of the "catchment area."

The Public Housing Tenants' Council seems to come closest to being
. .

the community orgariization
.

. UnlikeN.eighboIIrhood-Councils, or the Mental

A

Health Community Advisorx,Boar or the
°

Ren wal-Project Area Committee,
! ..,%-4,; ,

-thd Teilants' Council 'Seems to Ootehtially affect most of the life space

,;

of community tesidents. Because of this potential centrality in the life

.of4projectriTidents, the fo-MatiOh and nurturing,of a Tenants' Council

is !an extremely difficult decision for a Housing Authority to take. All

, A

:Housing AuthoriUes have management' problems and would undoubtedly like

the assistance of tenants in dealing, with those problems.- But the con-
.

sequence of strah. tenant assistance may be _the 1Fggencdbf an organized

community able' to challenge*theaUthority of management in many differRt

areas: . .

N -

TheHousing Authority is not uniquelin having'to consider the

-fr. et., c . . -, -. : SO. ti

O 4...,
. . . '..t !

'

. rn' the -redevelopment area under observation, theRenewal Agency opted
. ..,..

-
:14 fOr the Wabilshmeni ofapojity 44visorY Committed (Federal regulations

ix,

opetative at the time required.advisory committees only where rehabilitation

.

. 0.
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was being undertaken). The benefits tithe Renewal Agency may be less dis-

ruption to the renewal process; itS costs may be important modifications of

the Renewal Agency's plan in order to secure agreement from the organized

community.
_ .

..
,We are not familiar with the Rrocess by which the Redevelopment

Agency dicided it would recognize (and'strengthen) the Project Area

Committee, nor are we familiar with the calculations by which the Housing

Authority decided it would deal with the Tenants' Council. Theoretically,"

the Housing Authority and the Redevelopment Agency had a variety of

options vis a vis their relations with citizen groups:

a) they could try to ignore them (or to play them off

against each other);

-------- b) they could seek to build new citizen groups; Aor,
N.

c) (they could seek to work with and strengthen existing groups.

'.. .

,

The Housing AuthOrity and the Redevelopment Agency, apparently chose the lattei

option. The Mental Health operation, Model Cities, the.CAA and Legal Services

all chose to build nhw citizen groups, in part oroghole based upon and

connected to existing citizen groups.

In all of the above situations, a public orquasi-.public.body.

receiving Federal'funds, had to determine what kind of alliance it was

going to-seek with its community of concern, and how It was_gbing to

conrilitite.to the organizatiOn of that community. Model Cities, Community

Action andUrbanRenewal made alliance decisions whiCh contributed to the

support of neighborhood councils; Legal Services and Mental Health

-32'
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their alliances with a variety of organized groups ih their community Of--

concern. In Public Housing, the Tenants' Council under observation i

the embodiment of the organized community, and the Housing Authority's

, "alliance" with it, contributes to the strength of the community and

apparently to the strength of the Housing Authority as well. It is the:

Health Services Board ihich seems to turn its back on linking up with

(and contributing to) the organized community in its area of service.

And this apparent lack of concern for the organized community, marbe

explained by the fact that the Health Services Board anticipates no

major challenges to its legitimacy from existing elements in the

organized community in its geographic area of service. The Health.

. iw

. Services Board embodies and represents that community in the persons
a

44$

of its key board members who are tied into the communal structure in the

almost all black area which constitutes the area of service for the

health program.

Observation in the field has-been particularly useful in the caseS
.

of these foregoing comments on community organization.. At the Federal

end, there is remarkably little knowledge of, and cdncern with, the issues

of community organization. Ana what concern thereiis,p_rbbably views the

-organized community as troublesome, if not threatening. As one Federal

field person commented, there appears to be no current Federal concept
. .

.

.

with the building of strong neighborhood units. But there is evidence

in this field study, that local program units, whether or non Federally



O

Mandated to involve Citizens, must deal with the issues of community

organization. Each of the programs under examination is attempting

to 4ftliver Federal resources to populations in need. Each of these

.2/

programs (except Health Services) sought alliances with certain

representing the program's "population of need."aillective elements

We'have pointed ou at there are-certain options in the way these

alliances are sought, and that d nt options contribute:

. differently to the state of organization amongst th " opulation of

need." It is very clear that there are "costs" to these alliances,

s.

in that t %ey restrict the freedom' of the prOgram grantee,(but not

to make these alliances is to incur even greater costs. Ittis also

becoming incriasingly clear that despite the costs, all Federally

supported prograMS seeking to affect aggrieved populations(an0

particularly black populations) will need to make these alliances

with new or uttering community organizations.

,e-
.

2. In the Case- 0 ealth Servibea, it was the Federal' Government
which achieved _ajirecf=alliance.with an organized aspect of a
black communfiy:--2"

.40



4 B. Multiple Service on Community Boards

_ We have 'continued to make not:col the almost anomalous style of'

, 4operation of the neighborhood Health Services Board. In part we have

'accounted fox this anomaly by suggesting that in the Health Services

Program the "community", is a program operator, and therefore doesn't

have to seek .alliances within its community. How does a groUp of 12

neighborhoo'd people, largely self-selected, become the embodiment of

the' community? Part of the answer must lie in the degree of multiple

organizational affiliations held by many members of the Health Services

Board. Its chairman is a member of the Neighborhood Service Center

Program Committee. Another Health Services Board member is chairman

o of the area .,.-1 Cities-Committee, and a lotmer chairman of the

area committee for the Community

re'

PrograM. Other members of the Board

are equally, tied into the poliCy Structures for the

_Model City and Neighborhood Service Center Programs. The Community

OHM.. Action,

YAction program has spaWned
a-number:.of,programEmbd-structures, parti-

cularly around educational efforts, which have tended to involve and

to create black leadership. A addition there-are a variety of other

organizations (political, religious, protective) involving the black

Cio

community whose lea ership seeks to be visible in new community activi-.

ties such as the alth Services Program.

"Y-\The simpleclbserVation Seems to be that Federally .supported programs,

such as the seven inAls studx, have created grounds for a remarkably
-A;
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rich, complex and exciting communal life for a growing number of pep

Some impressionistic evidence may be useful. In the Model Citie

gram, some 20 percent of the neighborhood representatives on the Board,

were alga members -of the°Board of,the Community Action Agency The

chairman of the Health Services Board .'tcomplained" thall the 'same people

r,

,are
A
called.upon to do everything. -(In this particular community,' the

"crossOver" of board membership is so pervasive, that one can't tell'

the identity of the meetingloy4looking at the people; they are the same

people who attended "last night's.meetingr for an entiely different

program.) The extensive duplicationof membership between the Urban

Renewal Project Area Committee and that goommunAy's Model Cities Committee,
P

undoubtedly facilitated the recent incorporation of the Project Area Com-

mittee into th- Model Cities structure. In addition, the Prolirct-Area
-15

Committee has su -committees on houeng, eduCation and recreation (amongst

others) all of which tie into other existing communal structures.

Members of the mmunity'Advisory Board of the Mental Heillth Center

'Aug ested thgt -"consume representatives to the Mental Health Center

Board be allowed to give roxie's to other, delegates. The plea was

that everyone is too busy g his "community ' to allow time to

attend each board meeting. In terviewing one key black.leader On't

Mental Health Center BAtd, we aske him to account for the extensive

involvement of other, black leaders in the Dental Health Services Program.,.



His response was that better mental health services,is an extremely

important concern for black people. This,is undoub edly true, but

there may be equal truth to the obseryation that the are black

governmen4 in 'the making -±n many of our large citie And like good

public officials, the members of this government feel'obligated to be

everywhere on behalf of their/constituents. It is also likely that

;

leadership in a variety of communal activities, particularly.thole

with access to Federal funds,.helps to enhance .the general influence

and effectiveness of participants. (If Edward Bankield is right in

suggestihg that powet is expendable, the converse may be that the

potentials for power maybe accumulated by enlarging one's arena of

participation.)

It should be noted that the examples of multiple board membership.)

we have.presented are largely confined to black leadersOip. The Model,
.

. ,
.

Cities, Services and Urban Renewal Frograms are-.almost totally;.'
' ...

. . VI§

communities and it is here tilat we are most impressed"

of participation by some leadera and the notion of a=,.-PY-4, e.,V

, ..' ,,--ri--r, ....'

it)--,::

The Mental Health Center '
t"t? '''

aspire to serve a community which is two-thirds non-black.' But at

focuied on black

-with the breadth

developing black governmental structure.

'this point, community re resentation is overwhelmingly in the hands

r-^*"
of black leadership, and is this leadership which)is so visible

o er a ties affecting the black community.

-

n
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The apparent ease with which black leadership has assumed,aamerical

and actual control of the Mental.Health Citizens Advisory Board, despite

the fact that blacks represent only one-third of the "catchment" area

needs further comment. In this particular
'i

.-,)
.:-.='. ...,

PrOgram entered a field which-had been the

neighborhood,- the Mental Health

scene of major community organi-

:,-.

zation efforts amongst blacks by/the Community Action Program. In addition,-

the activities of-the Urban Renewal Program had stimulated extensive counter-

organizational efforts amongst the black community in this area. Thus, as

a resat-of the Community Action Prograsiand Urban Renewal' efforts-, as well

as very active Civil Rights organizing efforts, this neighborhood had a 4

4 4
\

cadre of central resources, and were oriented to ectivities'in theincatch-
-

ment" area (as.oppgsed to "downtown" activities).
C

- Secondly, the Mental Health ,professionals both Federal andlocal)

,seem to operate in such a way as.to define the new mental health resources

. a's being primarily oriented toward .the black community in the "catchment4'

area. It was these white professionals who eenight workingalliances. with'

Slack leadership, and who helped tolstFucture the Community-forum for

election,of representatives, s84 that Negro organizations were Over-repre-

e'

sented in attendance, and this pat surpriztngly resulted in an elected

black majority for the Citizens' Advisory Board,

views,a potential community Mentalliealth Center(or any

_ I
-1.major Federal resource) as the start of a new game, it-becomes important

r 38-
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U.

to aft "how and to whom, news of the game is cOmmunicatec. And it be-

omes equally-important to_ask who is defined as a legitimate ballplayer

in,this new game. In this "Catchment" area, blacks were defined by%the

White professional gate-keepers as the most legitimate_ ballplayers, and

it was to the" black CommunitTthat most of the messages about the new
- ,A

acc .1.W
game were addressed. And equally important there was a cadre of blk

. -N .

1a
I

leadership'who were willing and able to. respond to the message. All of

this may account for the extent of black involvement in the Community

Mental Health Center, but it only partially accounts for the relative

..failure by °tiler groups to seek involvement. In this case, one might

conjecture that middle class white leadership living in this area is.

oriented to "downtown:" and middle class white organizations. beco
. f

activated in the face of a perceiled threat-but not:to seek th r fair
.4.

n share of new resources. We are less sure abut the activities f the

Japanese and hfppie-radidal sub-groups, in that they appear to div

the.remaining places on the Citizens' Advisory Board.

The Public. Housing Tenants' Council is a most useful example with

regard'to,developihgblack-leaderahip. Some 20 percent of the residents-'

of the housing project are black, but almOat50.percent.of the p

pating members of the ,Council are blAck, an the.Council's leadership is
4

largely black. One hag the impression th it is this black leadership

from,the Tenants' Coulcil which is most ig ressive at playing the larger

community game'. 'They'have been actfyein dealing with the schools, seWie

"2

4
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heavily involved in a local Headstart Program, and participate in the

0

county-:based Community Action Program.

Additional evidence that the notion f multiple board membership

has its best fit to a black population seems to appear in the Legal . i,.,_'---
, 1

~

. . _ .

Services case. Here in a largely white county ;(black.populatioof

lesS than one percent), we noted tht some 25 organiiations representing --,

poor people had to be canvassed before seven could be found who would

select a-representative for the Legal Services Board. And only one of
.

.

these seven was black. In effect, the relative absence of a black popu-

1ation, .seems to maki it less likely for-Zgencies to-secure leadernhip, .

who will publicly identify themselves as "consumers" of programs for
'-.,

.#0#

,,people inneed.' similar point was made by a Housing Authority.

1. -

official who felt that some white residents of the project were "ashamed"
.

to identify themselves with the Tenants' C , .

c 8 a 9.

3. The situation of blacks in *thei ,couniykolising AdthofitY:projects

dffers some interesting clues. The project"' we.observgd the la

and most successfully-integrated of the 13 cOunty.Public g

It is.the onlY,,project with a continuously successful TenadA' Co

It may be that there is a subtle Selection prograd'for to tew
picks the most middle-class'aspiring-blacks for residence, thin

project, and they ,in turn become the ViCkbone and tile most effect

leaders of the' Tenants' Council. Some, corroboration, is-furni

by the Housing Authority's director, who votes the, he most

black leadetship seeds to move quickly out of another,

is the second largest and almost all black in population.
Hass ,s

grate ing

Class:may still

be some Small evidence that more,o9Mpetent (by middle-'

black people are Attracted to (or maneuvered into) int

projects: This same middle-class 'aspiring black pub

tenant seems 1p leave-segregated situatibns, if he ca

be more important than caste in America.

Atot,
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The above arguments are consistent with the experience of those

who haVe attempted organization in communities.of poor people. Organi-

zation of anyone to take action is difficult; but it seems less diffiCult

amongst black people. The argument may le e3stended by suggesting that

,poor white people 'are not willing to publicly admit to having a community

of interest. Black people seem rt/betincreasingly-willing to claim A

community of interest for themse es, even (or especially) where that :

ytomiUnity is devalued by the larger' society. And they are strongly aidedut'

' -13Y-.,,the fact that blackness is alcover for people with A wille range of

rz

eqW

tencies and aspirations, It is our impression, that black leader-
,

.who play the community game,seven asTepresentatives of the poor,

tend to be as compe ent, as sophisticated and as middle-class aspiring

%' °i14 'arty of their white middy ass counterparts. It may be likely that

Federallyfsuported pry

Wave,.in the blagk community,

which have sought,community patticipation,

tapped into ampopulation of need" whose-
.

ds,oye very little to personal failip

product of.an abusive 'social strnctur

Rather these needs are the

Federally supported programs,

.

in seeking citizen.involvement, 'seem to have creatld a major new oppor-

tunity system for the utilization and development of black leadership.

E. Profile of the Representative:

In developing a profile,of the citizen representative on the Boards

of then , seven agencies, it seems clear that the black community in every

insta ce maximizes its opportunities for involvement. In each of theseven



projects the percentage'of blacks amongst the community .representatilift

on the Policy Board of the Agency exceeded the percentage of blacksqn

the drimunity to be served by the program.-6And'it seems that /this is

more than simply a matter of blacks being the population of greatest

need in the c9mAnities to be served. If there is a greater likelihood

of mental illnessamongst blacks (and we don't know that there is) it - .

hardly warrants that almost 80 percent of the community representatives

be black in a "catchment" area where blacks total one-third of the

community. And it is hard to,argue that the 80 percent white,population

in public housing is less needy than the 20 percent black population;

"yet black participation on.theTenants' Council runs to almost 50

percent. The data is less overwhelming, bit Clearly.in the same direction,

in the Model. Pities, Urban Renewal and Health Services projects, where

Y.
the black population runs over 80 percent, while blacikcontrol of

commullity,representation approadhes 100 percent' in each instance.

This evidence of black dominance in neighborhood representation

has its counterpart in the Itaff hiring patterns of these agencies. In

&T....of the six instances where a policy board hag had influence over

staff hiring, the director ofthe project is bladk., In 'the Mental Health '

and Legal Services Programs, the directors are white, and this may owe

aomethidg to the scarcity of black candidates in the legal and psychiatric

areas.

- ,
One aspect of the repreientatives' profile seems to show a gap

,between commonly held. assumptions and reality. In almost every community

52
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where black leadership is active there are expressed wishes for greater

male involvement. It is a wish that is assumed to be difficult to

_realize because many observers of poor and black communities are aware

of the difficulties which act to block male participation. Yet the data

4r, e
in.this study:seems to indicate success in securing black male leadership.

In four of the five projecti having black chairmen, the chairman,was a

male. In five of the six projects having significant black participation

(Legal Services is not counted in that it had4but one blaCkBoard member),

the most aggressive and effective leadership appeared to came from males.

Only id'the Urban Renewal Committee was leadership predominantly female,

and this may well change now that the Project Area Committee has been

absorbed into a more masculine- dominated Model Cities! struoture At

least in these six communities having black involVement, the era of

female ncappears to be ending.,

It is likely that this movement towar lack male leader'ship

be furthered as efforts are made to- secure the involvement of'

youth it community decision making. tit thiS-ipoint only twos of the,

projecteModeities and Mental Health, ppear to have tried and

0 _

been successful in securing the participation-of youthful4pembers

in the blaCk community.

In
(0

additi n4tc. neighborhood representation being largely black

and increas heir mate we have previously suggested its essential' middle-
, .'

tiitif ,

cliat chalic eristkcs. This is not tCsaii that black'representationld

p

. ,,

often meet, middle -class income criteria. -But-they are generally not poor,
. .

-
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. - .

; and at a body black leadership gives the impresaio9 il of a group of people

whose economic outloois optimistic. In.,,,no case is there an income

qualification for serving as a community representative, although in

most cases.there are residential criteria. And here too, observers

have rioted that black residents of an area tend to have a laiger range`

44
of income, than white residents. in a similar area;the 4imple explanation

.

being that when white residents "make it" they move out. Blacks have

fewer housing options; even with increased income. Some evidence of -

this tendency appears in.the Public'Housingroject where white residents

'appear more transient, while blacks tend to remain and to furnish

the core of the Tenants' Council leadership.

Nothing in the study permits us to ibmmett on how black community,-

representatives feel about the issues of separatism ape racial integia..::

tion. Web do sense a willingness to work with whites, and an interest

in.racial accommodation if'not in integration.

lang )Iage is militant, but mbri.frequently there

political sense about what is,poisible,.what is

Clccasionally, the

,

appears an astute

priority and-`what kind

"
. . . .

of exchanges have to be engaged in to move ahead. perhaiiis the most . ."-

,..
S

appropriate characterization of-the -community mpresentative is-,that

he nsists on his,prerogatives. He wants a clear atatement abou.tvihat

falls Into his domain, and'he expects to be listened to, if not

)

. followed.
,

Here too, the all black, all neighborhood BOard-of the Health

P
"Services Center,has a "different" feel. It.is the one B4isewhich rekusea,

. '" -

i, e-.' .. _,....

=44-
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*
.

to extend ad invitation.to the,writer of this report to attend a .

Board meeting24, Weildo not view this as ,an anti-white manifestation.

In fact, the Federal staff representative to the program (also

.*whittY freqiiedtly attends'Board meetings and offered

the writer Secure entre. In addition, this ,observer

=.,..*-

worked with.many of the Health Setvicee Board members in

to help

has

other settings.

Board was going

Rather, It seemed that, the Health Services

throughHn extremely difficult period, and-
?.

apparently saw no need to constrsit,_LIts- behavior i1

face of a white observer, whose Federal connect ns (via

the J.Irbad'Idstitufe) unclear.

C.Inaiang Upon-mate;Igito construc a representatives' ,

. ,
--ptofile,-we'fwere unable to use olir.ogae

Legal Services Agency Ph

, did no,tr, -,HowAr,

- Agency's*presentatives
"'

that many of

atron,of the;
-

hese Observations'

t three of this
/

from "poor" organizations- were

older aeult4,..seems worth commenting on.these were
. s,\

i. .
.

the onlyAlder adults we observed as community represep-

,

tatives(although'we may have deceilied'ourse-ve .r 4,
44.
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We have implicitly argued that eve`when the black an loses

'his economic disability, he cannot lose the-society-Jul-Posed

disability of his pilmentation. In the same Way,'/the'

older adult has difficulty indiscounting the disabilities

which a youth-oriented society Casts upon bim. If

Gunnar Myrdal could develop an analogy betweerthe'condition of

411*

tir Negro and the condition of...the female, he'perhipl,

7
could develdp a more powerful one for the Negro and

the older adult. It-might be that in reassessing /

.4.

, iedeR1 polraes for ci izen participationithe untappee

1(and probably willing) nterest of 0 older adult needs

to be looked at. In six of the seven projects wehave
, --.

i

obAtved, he is notable by his absence:

.,

- .
-40-
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IV. ASPECTS OF PARTICIPATION

A. The Quality of the Exberience

It is. possible to.observe a single meeting involving community

,

representatives and come away with the carefully considered opinion that._

iOs both terrible and wonderful. It is even easier to come'to a variety

4 0 of conclusions when one c- ompares a variety of efforts as we are acing

in this-staly.

.
On one level it is

.

unequivocally .4nd absolutely wonderful. /Every-
.

. t,

, ; _ -.
.- , ,

wfiere in these seven programs,, formerly excluded community element now., .

_.., have a public forum where their voices Aie heard and frequently taken

.. --
accouneof. Surely the political life of our canmunities must'be much

- A
.

d
.

healthier-when people with real and deep grievances lave the oppoitunity

,.., .

t 'moie
4
the system. Butc.ii we assess the qbality of the-eltperience

,
tiUmentally--wnat

.
eas citizen done to achieve particular

,
p

0 4.

goals--the pbservet Must became less sure And everi-discouraged. Asone
. .

interviewee said of the: Community Action' Agency, thrre-has been a great
..

-:-..-..

.

deal of -talk di action' during the
.
past three years, but very little

- ,
... . .

acacia., The lack of action; if, infactrtit is t7,7,, may ,have
' ( .9"

ter do with"he pxesence or absence of citizen involvement(
3
Wedon't know.

4

We also find ourselves not knoWing whaediiference titiken'involvement

has made upon the product. of all these deliberations. 'We-know the

process has. beeu 'different; new faces; new language; new sensitivities.

:, '
And maybe all of this.has improNzedthe quality-Of:life,And even-bought -

,,

timefor us In the recial.liismster, which seems to be knocking at our- .. . ,

4 .
. . ..

'

1
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national door. To all of this we must confess that we don'ft. know. We don!t

.

know what-difference it has Madel but it is absolutely clear that it feels

different. Our ambiguity somewhat mirrors the reaction of an older adult

Boar4 member of the Legal Services Agency who bluntly said that his

"opinion is not worth a damn" on a Board controlled by lawyers. He added

that he could think of no issue where he or any other representative of

poor people had influenced a k#(decision of the Board. Buthe quickly

added that he thought of himself as having a real voice on the Board,

and assured the interviewer that he was "nobody's rubber stamp."

Or as another interviewee noted in the language of asocial science,,,.

"citizen involvemeht has to be viewed developkentally." What does the
ro,

quality of participation feel like developmentally? In the Community-Action
-.

e ,
, 4

.Agency, there was,commodagreement that, initialp, the representatives

of the poowere codsid,ered inconsequential. They could be chewed up .

verbally and numerically by representativesof the.public sector.

. 4 . I
)

the community rtOxesentatives have succeeded in firing a CAA director (whose
- - ,

. ,

retentibn was deired,by'the ;'establishment'), and in naming a black director

. . . .-

,Fho was considered ode of them (despite the fact that blacks,Constitute only
'

. .

.

10 percent of the Board and less than one percent of the county4population).

, .

__There seems be agxeement that public agencies have grown less aggressive'
r

- ,

as low.income;representativeshave,..grown in strength and gtitlr in' dills

..- Community ACtion AgedCy. 'Public agencY'representatives are. reported aa.
r

Aft
, .

.14,001W6

-

.

stayi.ng away from meetings rather.than riskingla fight on issues they
, e

- anticipate losing. On their part, low income - =representatives have became.

. -.

Ildreasingly aware af their power, and have been aggressive in demanding,,.

. involvement in Assuis which concerts them: Federalstaff confirm_this by
,

. t

^o
4

. . -

1
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noting great growth ih a senseof their own strength by community

representatives on this 'CAA Board. But there is some counter evidence

.as well. One observer notes that community representatives_Attend-

in great numb rs it the time programs are,decided upon, after which

attendance drops off. Thy CAA director expressed concern because a/.-

lick of knowledge on the'community representative's part makes him oo

easy & target for staff manipulation. !

. ..
,

What has citizen Influence meant in terms of tangible achievement'

by the CAA? Programmatically,°not much; certainly very little in terms

of the size of the probleis in this relatively rural county. Yet there

is,i machinery for'decision making which is responsible to.a very new set

of influences. There are local area councils which have created'a new

.sensecif'Commloniity amongst those who are very poor. 'There is a. ,

JsA- --- -
--relatively effective working, alliance.between .blacks, Mexrcan7Americans-

anda ians, in a countx wheie.they'did not count fof very much a few

short years ago. Is all this not '!worth a Aluad;" or is it important

new machinery for.decision making which is hot the "rubber stamp':
. r .,

of the establishment?" '

The developmental history of the TenanW Council is somewhat:
o. . .' .

,

different iron that of the Community Action Agency. A keyiackleacler.
,.

--4, ..

.on the Council, without hesitation, calls it a "great organization."

ThesCouncil's existence has earned favorable publicity in the .

ligusing Authority, which also recognizes that-the Council Has

beet; affective'in helPing the Authority to deaf-with management

prohlems The Council began five years ago when tenants,came

together and successfully pressed for the development of a recreational area.

-49-
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'After their.initial success, tenants'took the initiative in hanging

together. The Council has become an important device for adjudicating

tenant and management grievances, and very recently the Council 4/

pressed for and won a'change in the rental,structure, from variable to

a
fixed rents. The Council in turn has broadened its agenda to where

it is concerned With items other than communication with Housing

Authority management. Despite problems of erratic participation

'at meetingsm-aude-s4e-great need for some funds with which to support

.Council expenses (and eyen to secure some staff assistance) there is

little question that the Council is emerging as a unit with some govern-

ing authority over the residents' in the housing project, Fortunately this

emergenOe of the Council his _occurred simultaneously with and has been 4_

)wlped by a change in Department of:Housing and Urban Development. aftitudes
6

about the importance of tenant self-government. It is not clear that

staff in-the local Housing Authority are totally sympathetic.with this

change. But there is no mistaking that the HoOsing.Adthority and this'

4

Tenants' Council cannot return to a relationship of authority paternalism

and autocracy. For those who have tasted of self-determination in this

Tenants'-Council-the--quality ofthe experience must indeed seem "great,"

and not easily surrendered.
,,

The Model city Bgard, controlledbY its,' klack representatives, As'
. V1 .

i
-,

_,..
,-;-
'4

.--
had the experience of seeing its

.
first-year'plan of action accepted with

.

almost no changes by the City Council. da6sunity representatives were
.

in control of the,Board since its inception, but this control has been

strengthened by the. decreasing participation of non-neighborhood repre-
,.

sentatives on the4lodS1 Cities Board. A white member of .this, Board says

"60



that black leadership is not out to 44isturb things." However, our examination.
_

of:Board minutes reveals repe4 'splits betweei black members on the Board.'

The direcCor of the Model City Agency also notes that attendance of community

representatives at Board meetings has been excellent,'particularly in view

of the small number who., turn out to elect these representatives. In some

respects the Model City'Agency.has the feel of an emerging unit of self
,

government in the same way,that the Tenant Council does. However, -the Model
.04".

City Agency is concerned with a largely black area of residents, and is in

turn controlled by black 'leadership h.bom that area. For its part, this

leadership seems to participate and make decisions with an acute sense
.
of what is possible. Some observers might say that this ModelAfty

leadership has traded relevance to the problems of the area for,iurvtyal

as an agency. We are in no position to make th4 cynical an assessment;

but we' are equally unsure-o4e'diference that black control of this_ .

program has made.

Inthe Mental Heal:" Center, anagencytaff member instrumenttl in

developihg the project, knitted that the original plan was for 20 percent,

of the. Board to be composed of community representatives. Nominally, the

community' now has half the,membership, but there is general agreement that

on a de facto baRW.Community representatives control the decision-making

--process. There is a genetal'elation with this state of affairs. The

professional staffy o helped.to engineer this in keeping with thein.own

ideological orientation are pleased, and neighborhood leadership feel

,44

7,
Jot

....4%.
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have been dealt with squarely. In fact; some haire proclaimed that they are

the only Mental Health Center Board in the country with this much community

control. It is too early in the history of this Board to tell what

difference community, involvement and control makes. A Federal observer

fees that life for the Board will be much more complex when it has to

wrestle with priority-making decisions which may split-thefthree sub-

communities, of black, hippie, and Japanese. At this time, there is litele

question that blacks have the numbers and the organizational skills to

win any such showdown. Wedon't know whether they would want to win,

One last comment about the quality of participation on the Mental

'Health Board seems generic to the other projects, Black leadership often

seems unwilling to

Board members. It

dominance by black

%

differ with blacks
(./
in front of other non-blaly

.

_

. .
.a - '

-: ., 4 a

was only in the Model City Agency, with an assured_

leadership, a black director, and two years of

experience of living with each other, that differences seemed to emerge

more freely.
O

The Legal.Servicec Board did not -hold a meeting during the period

of our field study. We have already noted the feeling,of one of the

interviewees that the attorneys on the Legal Services Board dominated the

decision making. Attendance at Hoard Meetings was reported as poor, and

perhaps the Board lacks a strong enough faction,to "take on" the attorneys,

and by doing so create more interesting (if not meaningful) Board meetings.

Unlike the Community Action Agency whose one-third representatives'a

the poor found immediate allies on their Board, the one-third representatives

6
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of the poor on the Legal Services Board appear without natur

probably divided amongst themselves. All,of this may not seem very

nc?urAging, but viewed deVelopmentally its perspective is very different.

A short while ago the principle that only lawyers could make policy for

legal services appeared sacrosanct. And even more radical, this Legal

Services Agency is in the process of organizing an advisoryboard composed
/--

of those who .have used the Agency's servkces. The potential consumer

of health services is being refined to the actual consumer of legal.services,.

The opportunities for continuing change in this Legal Services Agency

seem very real, based upon these developments.

The-Urban Renewal Prdject Area Committee began its. community cayeer

as-a militant combatant with the Redevelopment Agency. It now serves in

a forMal advisory capacity,to that agency, sharei physical facilities

0 with it, and-receives $40,000 of its funds. In addition, many members

of the Project Area Committee, and itspredecessors, have found employ-
,. ,

ment-with the Redevelopment Agency. Have these radical developments

changed the quality of the experiences for Chose on the Project4rea.
it

CommitOee? We suspect so,'but we have no evidence over time. What does

seem clearis that the formerly volatile
relationships betwer leadership

. .

,of this area and the-Redevelopment Agency have almost disappeared.

equally cleaf that there is movement toward the building of new housing in

a manner which would permit those who five in this area to remain there.

-

Cynical comments are heard about the Project Area Committee tpilg "in bed"

with the Redevelopment Agency. But the romance appears about to give
4

6 3. 1.
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birth to some very wanted children for both parties to t seduct

And a series of field interviews produced strong. affirmation that the

Project Area Committee has become an important force in influencing -

the redevelopmehi of an areawttfl great physical and social needs.

Does the above rela onship between the Redevelopment Agency
)

. -

. and a tormerly militant neighborhood grout itaemlike a classic instance

k ----.."

of co- optation? We sudpeCt so. But just who has been-co-opted? -It can
1 :

_
_ . .

1 ,
be argued that the Redevelopment Agency has been co -opted by the, neighbor-

hood group, in that neighborhood leadership is now privy to, and influential

over, most decisions affecting redevelopment in their area. But the

neighborhood has also been co-opted in that it is no loAger as abrasive

With a,Redevelopment Agency.over which it feel it has a measure of
I-

i I

control. Frbm\ tactical point Of view,, there are costs to both parties
.

-**". i
i1

1(the neighborhood and the agency) when neighborhood
i

leadership begins

to operate, inside a progrim's decision-msking.system. 'The agency. may,

surrender autonomy in order, to win cooperation; the neighborhood in turn
.4 -,,w,

,

. o
surrenders independenCe of action in return for whaeit hopes is greater

influence over decision making. ,

i

Community leadership may cope with these costs by supporting
1

pp g g*,

with' littering functions;, soihey operate inside and thers to remain
. ,

outside, We wil repeatedly argue that for the program agency the options

i

.

,1
'are lore limited; o operate without seeking to bringrepresentati.Ves

.t:::,

of client groups into the decision 'system is becomin,increasingly

unthinkable -(and impossible).

We gather that the all-black, all-neighborhood Controlled Health.

Center has become something of a showpiece for the U.S. Public Health Service.

I -54-
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Its uniqueness would appear to warrant HEW's pride, but upon second thought

there is nothing terribly unique about a lay group makingvolcy for a

health services operadigt. at least if that lay group is-not black and/or

poor. In some fashion (with more or less struggle between profesbionals

1

and lay people), this policy pattern prevails in many of the,hospitals
.

I:"'

in our country. Assuming'the Health Centel goes into operation (at the

time of this writing the center's facilities have just been completed),

it is clear that asmall groupilf neighborhood leaders,'`kccked by the

confidence of HEW, will bring an entirely`different medical presence to

a neighborhood in great need. Participation has indeed made a difference. .

There is little question that the decentralization of services could have

been accomplished by the County Health, Department and/or the private

1
medical community. But it was not. Is the difference useful or regressi've

in terms 9fthe quality of medical care? We don't know. There is little

question'that the Health Services project will make a great difference

Anteris of the accessibility of medical care, and surely that must count

for a great deal.

assessing the quality of participation, we Winded where we began.

:We are enoimouslynpresSed yith the changes'in the'EEK decisions re now

4beinumade because of community .representation. In= all communities' there

appears to be an accaleeation in the delivery,oi resources to people in

need. Whether this acceleration is due to community involvement (or in

spite of it),'we don't,know. It is conceivable that equal,,snms of resources

delivered tOcospitals, schools,-redevelopment agencies, and mental health
ts,

-.:_I
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centers wculd have yielded even greater increments of services (and more

,11:,..icly)f there had not been community involvement. At least in ¶he

gate of the Redevelopment Agency, this speculation appears invalid.

Movement in-the redevelopment area had been at a standstill until the

Redevelopment Agency appeared to open itself up to community,influence.

In the other instances, more rapid development if there had been, no

citizen involvement is certainly theoretically possible. But to this

observer it appears a trivial speculation. We have-argued in the first
.

t

---

section of this study that citizen involvement need not be looked at .

., _ .>...
.

instrumentally- -that is, to see whether things happen differently with

dr without it. Citizen involvement is an end in itself; it is consistent
1 '

. .4

w4111 our national ethos, and a necessary part of the way we must make
I

.

Amir-

,
means would display an interest in.bettering their lot?

1
Conceivably, ,--,

decisions even if it slows down new housing, schools, medical se ices, 1

'. -. .

etc. There is certainly no evidence in this study that citizen involve- 1

mentthas caused any such slowdown.

4;
B. The Road to Jobs

4

Does it appear surprising that poor people and those of very mode/rate

if one explains\RolTerty as a con4ition of apathy, one'would expect ,.

.

..

...-

,

. .,

poor people to be impervious to the 'goodies" whictuiere Ilei-*rig.:pa.a.s.e44-L_-:_;;________
_.,. _ - - t

. . _ -A--
out in_new Federally-supported programs. But of course they are not .

0

impervious, and the attraction of jobs has in some cases proved.94tt uctive
6 \ 6

to citizen evolvement on policy boards. In other cases it has 1ed /to

ethical

-*/. ,

.anomalies, where those who make policy for an agency are directly

'3;7
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advantaged by their own involvement. This of Course is a common (and

approved) occurrence in the private sectorof our society,.and an unhappily
.

frequent occurrence in our public sector as well.

Within the ebb-we context it y be easier to undergkand the impact:
Z. .

upon community representatives of b ing exposed to the 5reation aid

filling of numerous attractive employment opportunities. We have noted .

in the urban renewal case exampl, that the Redevelopment Agency seems

.

to have-conscpftsly gone about creating positions for neighborhood

g leadership to.fill. And it appears that-the Redevelopment Agency is

indulgent of its'staff members who wish to remain involved in community

affairs on agency time. We trust the reader will not miss the analogy

3 to our businesses and industries which generously make thet of,.theirotheir

staff available to engage in voluntary.welfare decision making and fund

raising.

'In the Community Action Agency a formerly active neighborhood leader
S
(and chief antagonist of the agency in its early days) has through a

succession of jobs become the directOr of the ageAcy% This same Community

Action Agency has experienced a 'number of resignations from the Board 9f

one of its delegate agencies. These Board members have all planndd to

apply foethe newly vacant position of director of therr.agencyl. C

P)rhaps the most extensive involveMent'of community representatives
"41

0

0

and agency jobs occurred in the Health Services Program. We,are unsure,
4, .t . '-

. a
because' interviewees appeared reluctant to talk about it, althodgh air f. to ., .

I e
indicated that it was present.and widespread. It is likely that the . .

. .
.

. .
.

.,

unwillingness dbf this health Board to be obgerved had its source in the

--'bitterness which the contest for jobs had engendered between Beard members.

O -57-
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The Model City" Ageney diSplAyed a tilt hick has b4come
-4.

common

in many agencies serving low income communities. 'A number of positions

were created whiCh could beet be !filled-by relatively untrained 'people

are neighborhoOd-residents. In addition.to the Model 1.ty Agency;

t is kind of job creation is preValent in, the Community Action Aiencyf0

O

O

o

O

t e neighborhood Health Services, the Redevelopment, AgenCY, t e Legal

rvices Agency and will undoubtedly be adopted in some aspec of
-

he Mental HealthiServices operation. It is onlythe Public Housing

Authority (where the Tenants! Council has little influence over authority,

expenditures) which has not'established aide positions

project residents.

to be filled by

These apparent connections between participation in policy making

and'access to jobs. has of course had an impact upon these Federally

supported programs: At times '.these situations have been used by the

ptesa to hold these programs up to qUestion, and at other times, disgruntled

job seekers have complained to their-dongressiowl:reiresentatives about'

9

local. hiring practices.. Some local agencies have been less thehmeticulous-
.

about the ethical Implica tiOns,although most agencies now appear to 4iaVe

kpolicieS%hich prohibit an agenveliployee from partitilatyig in policy

);M
makingfor that agency.

ii

. -.--

9 ., - %

There have, been more.posipive consequences with' regard to' jobs
..

. . .

:for neighborhood.people.- The .growth of. the "new careere.idea[has been.,
.

. . _ , ,:..

sOrongly,abetted by having communit0represeniatives tn_pasitions where

they influence hiring.

le

In addition, Wefghb4hood4eople, not so enamoured

-
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of "pr fess-ionalism," ha4te quie'sttone
1

. .

sometimes inappropriatnly e blished

r
ti

I

-ihe ciedential requirements which are
...-..

.---\ ---- ,

tb 411 posilion4% I th%s-respect,
a

tommunity_representatives op the Mental Health Board seem particularly
, OF

,. anxibus to cillestign the gualifi4itiotatablished for new:Positions.
- ,

,..;.

. /- .

In sum, theieia: ttle guest&n.that'in most of the seven age cg.go*,,
,,*

' ''' -4./1,,, t. ,ft .

., .. , , , 4 4:' .... 40 '.-
..*' .Y',*,..' ..

obseivedl participation'he'been a road to jaw. ilbt Ms needs to#..4....
.:.4s..

. ''''.>'
*--

.0'

seed in the general context of why people vdlunteer for anything. One

might'just as easily tugges tharsnme of. the attorneys who volunteer

-

fOr the Lege]. Services Board, .are doing it to protectheir own

(i.e., seeing that.L Services do not,serve clients who can pay, or
iat$

assuring that Legal Services takes those indigent clients who might normally

f .

be a burden on A private attd eY). While the short-term impact ofcompeting
t .

incomes

J

for jobs can be negative as in the case,of the Health Services Program, the

,general-vsults as peen in these seven projects seem normal, and even salutary.

C. ends and Allowances
"..

There. is ,an aspectoif douy standard. with regard to stipends

allowances in the ine.Way as seems to exist in the area of jobs. Some

an?

observers express'ange when neighborhood people use their policyiPoSitions

as a.means of access to employment, forgetting he normalcy of this

practice for other groups. In the same, way,
.

.

rprise Tha-44Y7,y be 'expressed
,..

f

when(kOmmunity representatives request or recei
)( ,

__-__

g stipends and expense
_-__-,----- ,

', tei bursement-nttheir participation on policy boards. -It 'hardly,need_
. 1

_ .
to be added thatvolunteer board memberg Who. work'pn company. time receive

.
4

N,

i.

c,

salariesand allowances. And of course'itrid--common practice for members

rr,

WY'
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of public commitsions to receilli honoraria fox their4service.' In adtition,

middle class volunteers can use their expenses as a tax deduction; an
gv +

option which may yield littld benefit to the poor person.

In the area of stipends.and allowances, OA was a pione/ering .

agency; 4 least with regard to the development' of policy. However, the

N

partial failures of both the Legal Services and-the Community Action Agency

in implevientigf these 6E0 policies would indicate some feeling on the-part

of focarlay or staff People-that stipends and/or allowances are not

justified expenseiiiiip the Legal Services Agency, reimbursement for ,

.

travel aria-other out-of-pocket expenSeS are available, but no representative
.. .

, .

of the poor has put in any claim for such fends. Stipefifis are not available.

-.

Imr the Community Action Agency, 'poor peppld'do receive travel allowances
,. .

and' other out -of- pocket expenses but stipends are not available. Neither
oo

stipends nor alloWafibes are available for partiCipants in the 4Ttban
.
Renewal

. . e

-I'roject Area Committee or to members Hof the,Mentai Health Center Board.

__-

They are obViously unavailable to membeis of the Tenantsi Council whb do

not have-access to any budget at-all. It is the Health,SerVices'Program

and the Model Cities Agency which are most iggreisive in this,erea."

14ith-the:express-agreement(and urging) of theU.S. PublieHdalyth Services

4 Stafi, a stipeAd is available to participants on the Health Services Board. _

The Model Cities Agency:pays a flat $10 stipend(in lieu of any

allowances), to those attending, regular Board,meetingsw o sign a statement-'
. .

..

indicating their-attendance would not be possible without receipt of .the

.

ts stipend._

7
4

O
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i
In the earlier Institute study we detailed the spotty,niture of

Federal policyin this area of Stipends and' allowances. It teemed to-us
.

. ; i
.3 1 .

abut
..1 ,;.

.
that if programs are really serious about enabling low incOme.particiAtion,

_

.

-', .they are going to have,to put their "money where.-their mouth is." The

''';.:- field study bears out the ierratic nature of policy, but even more interesting ,
-,

.

. =.4...' ,

is the.partial failure of pie two local PEO supported programs to implement-
4/4 ' , !

4/
.,

=

'OEO's national policy in this area. Apparently, there is a strong pull
%.4 . . .

, -

. . .
, * c.,

toward having our volunteers be real volunteers'(except"of course when

they are organization employees, doing their "volunteering" on company

time).

D. Board composition.

1

In another paper (ATP Journal, July 1969),'this-writer has noted a
C

development inFederal programs from cttizd articipation in coalitions

td programs where neighborhood residents p

Actiou Program with its formalizatiod of t
.S

edominate. The Cp0munity _

e one-third, one-thirdone-third

formula, seems; to epitomize-the idea of acoalition.

Program, theist has been tendency towards neighbOthood

In the Model Cities

domination and
,

i

even .total control of pqlicy making. There seems to:be little Federal
.

iireement as to what constitutes adequate participation, an4 we expect
.

..

.
this to be reflected Ix the variance of Board ?omposition, in the seven-

'a % ,,
%

4 '( 1

.

programs observed. -
. , , ;

#

, r
4. An interesting example of,the erratiq course of Federal policy with
.regard to stipends,was,demonArated at an NiMiCconfarence on citizen
participation; attended 1.2y this writer. All participants, ..ncluding key

, public official', paYthiatrists and welfare recipients received a stand rd
honorarium pIu'S expenses., ,

.

I
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The Legai Services Board is almost tht perfect reflection of formal

0E0 polity as,to Board campdbition. Its Board of 21 has seven-representatives

-nominated by organizatiOns assumed to represent poor people. None of the

l1 attorneys on the Board are memilleit'of one' of the visible minority
- Gr.

4
groups, and as previously noted only one of the seven representatives of

i

the poor is a black person, 4It.should not be surprising then that the

.reptesentatives of the poor are a)de lacto as well as a de lure minority
. -

on the Legal Services Boara. This minority status is further enhanced

43*'

.by the fact that attorneys, as well as non-minority representatives
-

control the majority of th'p Board,

Conversely, the ModelCity Agencyis both de Jure anede facto

. . . 1
.

in the control of neighborhood representatives. Fifteen of the.28 places
. .

1

on the Model City Board are in ththandaof neighborhood representatives.
.

%
,

In 'additiOn, the neighborhood representatives could count on support

from regr,tsentation asSIgned taCORE, NAACP and the'United_Councii
-... --,_

of Spanish Speaking Orgahizations. In the nature of the, program planning
... /' .

process in the Model City Agency, important authority rested:in the

planning task forces. Al but oneof the task-forces were firmly in-
,

.

the hinds of neighborhood representatives. The physical' improvement ,: - .

u 1

. committee was the only one on which non - neighborhood peaplepredolinated,--
-

. -,... .

The neighborhood Health Services Board and the PubliaNOusing
.

,

:. Tenants' Council are of course totally inthe handa of
.

commpnityrepre-
J - ..-

.

. ., .

. , .

sentatives, However, the authority of these two groups is radicaily
,..

different.. The Health Services. Board, composed o 12 blackoleighborhooti--

=62-
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residents, is the final authority for health services decisions affecting

')

e the neighborhood Heal h Center. So jealous is this Board of its prerogatives
;. . .

that_it ostensibly fired its first executive director (also black) because

he.wAelseen as uSurpiIng hoard authority._ At the present time, With the
-:

.

. ., .

apparent urging at* Public Hgalth'SerVice, there is some thought to

I
i . ,

securing a Chinese rOpresentative on the Board, in that the Health Services.
' f

areahus been redefined to-inelude an area of Chinese residents.

If the ssuOlf "racial ,balance" hascame very 'recently to the
;

Health Services Boar4, it has. also came in a rather unaccustomed way.

It is the black majority' which is called upon to exercise largesse in

making room for a non-black. In'a subtler way, some of the smile Problems

- of "raciallaalantelconfront the Public Housing Tenants' Council. If the

Coundil is to retain' legitimacy in a community where.blacks are outnumbered

four to One, it must be care-fill not to seem black - dominated. We vther

that black participation has run about 50 percent, and they seem to provide

the effectivejeadeiship for the Colincil. Care seems to be tiiken to

retain a balance on the Tenants' Grievance ComMittee; a Committee whichI
has developed important influence in'determining whether tenant evictions

.

are totakeylace..

The questibn of race- being what it is in our society, it would not .

114 surprising to find tension and conflict along racial dines in the Tenants'
- t4 N

.

,Coancil,, Atno,,t1Meduring the course of our observation was such conflict
. .

14.sible: And non6.OECthoseinterviewed referred to evidence of conflict..
_

. ,

.
,

.

:It may belhat.the commonly shared goal of-working together, in :he face
.

,r



Iv

- of a sometimes unresporidive-lan lord, is adequate to mute thessues of

.
black ana.white. Whatever the-reason,-Slong the dimension of,race relations

) the ublic housing tenants' -group was the most exciting group observed.

....

. for

f

.

+ The Urban Renewal Project Area Committee is, like the Tenants' Council,

advisory to another body. And like the Tenants' Council, the Project Area

. Committee is almost totally composed of neighiorhOOCiesidents. The fact.

. -,, .

that the

:,

Project. Area Committee occasionally has participants who are not

neighborhood residents seems a pcurious relic of a previous attern of citizen

participation in this area. Some seven years ago when this writer first

made contact with the redevelopment area, he was surprised to find that
e ,

the local neighborhood council consisted almost totally of professional
4

persons who worked in the area but lived elsewhere., In-seven years,

the situation has-completely reversed itself, with a reminder of the past

in that face that the Project Area Committee includes a few non-residenti
.

- .

`who work in the area. It shoul&be added that not ,oalyihas the seven

,--,

years witnessed an almesE total movement to indigenous participation,

but with, that movement has .comethe almOst.Complete e4minatIOn of
a

--white partic ipation:An groups which represent this neighborhood in,

-cammunit3'T affairs. 1

Welave elseWhe;e noted that" the Cammunity-ActionlAgendy is

effectively controllk by community representatives despite the fact

that these representatives nominally hold only one-third of the Board

,

,,seats, nie'remaining Board seats are divided between puolic agencies
A ,

and'"community organizations."' The 10 organizations represented on
a .

s the Board were
.

almost:,all characterized as groups which fight

, 4
. .

-64-
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"fot the poor." Given the common equation of poverty and minority status,

this observation is borne out,in the fact that seven of the 10 organizational

representatives aremembers of visible minority groups. These include:
three Mexican-Americans, two blacks and two Indians. The l0.representatives

from local area councils, chosen to represent the poor (but peenecessatily
. -

poot-themselves) include one black,'.two fiexican-Americans an& one Indian.

As with most-other Boards observed,' the public dgencies.didnot -SeleCt
-

minority group members to represent them on the Community-Action AgedR7

Thus a combination of 10 law-income repiesentatives.plus seven minority
./

group members from the middle ("community organization") sector totalled

17 members out of a Board'of 30. Given occasional splits.amongsi the

public agencies, eOupled with poorer attendance patterns, it is apparent

that community representatives (and their organizational allies) could

generally control Community Action Agency decision making. It shoUTTIbe

'noted that Community Action Agency, -like the Legal Serviced Agen:cyi.:;the
.*--- .

Health Services Board, and the Mental' Health'Board-, are all Boards:,---

41P
with final authbrity, whose decisions are not subject to local iovern-

. 1

r.
4

mentalreview.It ie also worth noting that three of-these four agencies,- - .....

.

`.
.

.

.

.

(the Legal Services Agency excepted)_ are strongly red$Onsfile to their
- - . .. .

community representatives in decision making.

04 We may be prematre in asserting that community representatives

will co trol the Mental Health Services Board. Technically'theBoard

is tonstruc ed tb create a situation of, parity between -the agencies who

Igt
ere constituent member of the Mental Health Center and community

reptesentatives. Each such agency is to reeeive,one place on thg Board I



S 0"

andthis place is to be matched by one member drawn from the Community

Advisory Board, which was elected by the community forum. But there are

two factors which,upset this nominal parity between agencies and CcimmunitSr.

AlWirst, the Chairman of the Community Advisory Board is ex-officio on

the Mental Health Center Board.. But second, and far more important,

pressure.from the community representatives has succeeded in enlarging

the roster of agencies which are considered to furnish mental health
_

-
.

,

.services to the "catchment areal' These neiay included agencies Were not

origin lly considered part of the mainstream of mental health'suppliers in

1this a ea. Their clientele and staff were more:likely to be blatk and/or
v rt.. - li I

hippie. The inclusion of these agencies on the-Mental Health Board,

as part of the agency sector, will undoubtedly create a corps of agency

allies-whd cats be counted on to vote with community representatives ?n

4

most key issues.

The subtleties of the maneuvering displayed inthe Mental Health'

.

Agency, may bei.incomprehensible to the reader ;1-1o.comes to the situation

ffit
' "cold.!' It IA not the intricacies of the process that are important--

.

it is the purpose of the process. 'And the purpose, as exemplified in

fiVe of the seven...proetts being examined goes'beyond tommunity

pation in deci4on making; the:purpose
e
now appears to be comrFunity control

vi

of that decision .making; - C rol is not now a factor in'the legal services

and public housing- s Ions% Control has been effectively won in the

!omallity Action, Mental-Health and neighborhood Health Programa:

While-the decisions of the Model City Agency are subject to City Council

4 -66-
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-review, it is clear.,th'at community represent4Ives contT1 enough of the

process to prevent anything they dislike from happening with Model Cities

fundi in their neighborhood. And more positively, the communitydominated

Model Cities 'Board initiates. all new program ideas for'which Model Cities,

.funds will be expended:
4

The Urban Renewal Project Area Committeeis by common agreement,

only advisory'advisory to, the. Redevelopment Agency. But as previously noted,

in a joint article signed by the director of the Redevelopment Agency

amihe Project Area Committee, there was an understanding diet "no plan

Is going to be carried out . . . If there is serious, carefully evaluated,

neighborhood opposition." If the Projecf-ilirea Committee does not have

control, it certainly appears to have a likely veto over Redmielopment

Agency actiltities. And with the embrace of the Project Area Committee

by the Model City Agency, the movement toward neighborhtod control may
5/

be entering a new phase.

. It should be a:truism that4those who make policy are important.

They are the thOrities, although they may sometimes not act that way.

Undszt.tie imp tus of Fedevai policy, Federal'staff encouragement and

the incr asirigly skillful participation of community representatives,

new faces have begun to compose the cast of-policyiakeri and policy'

Apparently, the lesson-has beeninfluencers: 1n these-sevenprogramS.

5. At At the time this was being w tten, a newsalvo in the battle for
community tontzol appeared to hav been fired'. The Model City Agency
,called for the review of a constr ction contract between .the Redevelopmeilt
Agency and a white-awned.tonst tion firm which was a high bidder for its
job. Instead, the Model City geucy suggested giving the contract to a
black firm, which was he low bidder, but which was unable'to meet bonding
requirements. The-Ridevelopm t Agency, while sympathetic, cautioned that

-thlsrmove-WoUld delay construction for a long.: time.
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learned that it'is easier' to influence the making of agency policy When one
',If' '

..

controls the policy apparatus than by pressing. that apparatus from the
..,, -

i

outside: And this may be what citizen participation is really all about;-" 7'
..-

--- changing the,composition of policy making bodies so that the aggrieved

elements of our society have representation inside, where decisions affecting

,

them are Being made. The evidence of the field study may be weak with

, .

regard to what new produ14; cts thete newly composed polJ.cy boards are

turning out. However, the evidence is strong, that
ti

tever the product.,

there.is a totally new aura of legitimacy to the proce s when the

voice of community representatives is effectively heard.

E. Training

If most Federal policy with.regard to citizen partici ation is

erratic and piecemeal, policy with regard to the training of citizen

1

participants is almost non - existent. _Little wonder then thatthere is

such scant attention to', and understanding of, the issue in the field.

The Mental 4alth Center Board, the neighborhood Health Service'

Board and the Project Area Crittee for urban renewal, all represent-
.

O
1

!,.

a wasteland with regard' to the issue of training Board members, or

the specific training of community representatives on these Boards. __From
. -.7.;1,-, ..

tie Federal point of.view, all of th ese are_programs which are not yet

widespread enough to have warranted systematic consideratiOn about-the

issue of training. That may be a charitable comment; a greater likelihood
1

is that neither,, the Pederal nor the local level° has even houghabout
,- ,
,-- e.

-.-the issues in tfie training of policy'makers. People ne, to understand,
--

*-68-0
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the purposes of .the agency they are asked to make policy for, they need to

.understand the problems they are dealing with, and they need to-Understand
,

the skills involved in effective participation. One may, malevolently say that

there are some at the local and Federal levels who'are not_ particularly

anxious to impart this knowledge and skill to community representatives.
ro

There are obviously others Who feel the skills and knowledge are "caught

not taught." And otheri may-feel that training is accomplished on the

job;oteiied up in the process of acting as a Board member. Whatever

the rationale for not training, in the three programs indicated (Project

Area Committee, dental Health and neighborhood Health) there is little
-

thought and no action with regard to the J.4(ue of training community
O

representatives.

The issue of training is not yet relevant for the Tenants' Council

because there is no one at the Federal or lOtai level, with money, who

views the Tenants' Council as its constit7t. This is hardly tosay

that Federal staff and the local Housing Authority are not on balance,

pleased with the existence of the Tenants' Conncil. They are, but they

appear not to have the new funds, or the desire to change their priorities

in the use of 'old funds, to make things like staffing and training for

t11 Tenants' Council

,
s

. The Legal Services and Community Action Agency represent totally

-4 ! ..4''
'Idifferent situations. Both are funded by 0E0, agency whose conception

I?.

/- re%
.., of the issues of citizen ,participation has rep ly been shown to be

I ,

at a level different from that of other Federal nciee. In the Western

-69-6
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region, the,0E0 supports a regional training center whose activities include

circuit siding for the purpoSes of training policy makers on community

action bbards. The Commun.4ty Action Agency under observation has held

board-training sessions. Two diverse reactions to these sessions are

worth doting. One is that the Public Agency people don't show up. The

second reaction, fiom a community representative, was her surprise that

, 'agency people were invited in the first cplace. Apparently she vieweL

community representatives as having different needs and interests which

would preclude a common training session with public agency representatives.

Covertly this community representative may have been asking in adversary

terms, "why advantage the opposition by giving them training--first teach

us;"
-

The Legal Services Agency, While aware of the advantages of training,

and the resources available for tiaining,has not engaged in any. There

was an apparent intentto change this, At this poiht the agency maybe

too new, and thOldirector too new, to reasonably expect that they would ha've

taken advantage of 0E0's training resources.

The Model Cities Agency has engaged in training sessions for-all

...-41G

members of its board. Training resources were purchased out of the agency's

panning budget as well as furnished to the person of the agency's director.

Such 'training for the Model Cities Bbard is indeed a necessity; in that it

o

was expected to participate in the development and apprOvaI of a complex

.

product called for by. the guidefines to the Mo
-##.11

el Cities' program. This

product-was to include a.five-year general plan and a one -year action

er.

11..
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program to materially improve the quality of life ih the model neighborhood. ° \No.-

In addition to:training cessions sponsored by- the local Model Cities Board,

7
the Federal tied4 Cities administrition sponsored regionil tratning sessions,

with all travel expenses authorized, and with the participation` of ,community

representatives specifigally called for by the Federal office.

404000%

The sum of training experiences for community representatives in

these seven projects is indeed thin. Except for the Model Cities and .

Community Action Agency, there is almost no Federal attention to the

issue, and perhaps as a consequence no local attention. may well

that the proper auspice has not yet been found for the 40 duct of training.

The OEO regional training'center is a promising idea, and OEO has also

experimented with college-based-training centers, 4thougb less successfully.

The writer recalls that the voluntary welfare sector often sponsors train-.

. ing for agency board members. There is not yet present a Federal point

of view (outside of OEO and Model Cities) which has learned to view

community representatives on local boards as part of their constituency.

The training tasks could be Supported by the other Federal agencies which

fund the prograths described in this study if they came to see community

representatives as an integrtl part of their locally4sponsored programs

rather than as some exotic sport.

V. DECISION MAKING

A. The Character of Decisions Influenced by Community Representatives
Notw

Whatever else the accumulation of knowledge stimulates, it-surely ---'g'

,4

- stimulates the need,for additional knowledge. Nowhere in this study of

-71-
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0

,

1

6 ,

I 4

citizen participation is'the needfor additional knowledge as evident as

0

isin the area of citizen influence on decision making. We simply dow
not have enough systematic_evidenle as to_What kinds of inhuence cam-

,

munity representatives have in.deCision making. And we early confessed

that our evidence was even more fragile with regard to what is different

(in product, as opposed tipprocess) because' of citizen inVolvement. In.

this section on citizen influenciover ticision making we can offer some
. ,

yh 0

clues,_based upon observation of formal decision- making processes and inter-
.,

views with a wide variety.of persons involved in, the making of decisions

in these seven agencies-.

The Tenants'. Council in thp Public Housing Project and the Urban

,Renewal Project Area Committee both came on their respective scenes

la.

y -after the agencies they give advice to wed: in operation. If one is

interested in community infl ence upon decision making, it would -be

useful to compare the operations o the Housing Authority and the

'4

Redeveloement Agency prior to the formation of their respective

advisory bodies. If such data were not available, one might attempt

to tbmpare the operations of housing authorities and redevelopment
.

agencies with.and without citizen advisory bodies. 4
.T'r,,4-

.. a

We do not have the data to form the basis for a comparison of

4 4. ,

comparison

.
:

,:-

- ,
decision-making influence._ But we do know that the Tenants! Counc,

off`'
. ,

ametogetheravertheissueofrecreatimalfacilities,and achieved -
. .

, .
. .

.

its most tangible success in stimulating the Housing Authority io '!find"

$5,000, iii its budget with which ?to install playground Ailufpment. 'It
,-.v .

v _ - _ .

,.``,
. ,. .

course can be,argued that a benign HoVaing Authority management would- _
.

. -.
. ..

-.72 i
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.

.

'have '!found" the $5,000 on its Irwl3 impetus)'and therefore, the Tenants'r .4: ' .y

Councilhelped to 'achieve nothing different. The point is moot. JATehat is

e

,.not moot is that theTenants' Council hastened the expenditure of fUnds

.4 V

fOr pl'aygrounA equ ipment, and fioan there has gone on to become a body

oeWi range.
,

. . .,
concerne 11"'t a of community issy.esaffelting those who live in

.
.

'..., . .
-- thechousing,prdIect,' In addition, theHousing Authority-,bas apparently

- .

-
. .0, /, .

.welcomed a role'for the Tenants' Council. h ;regard to- tenant eviction.
A \."

4
It iireported hat-the counciL has influencetover some 80 percentOf the

.

project/reef:dents:- In addition,when

_eviction proceedings directlywith a

eviction proceedings concerning

the HOusirig Authority initiates,

,...

tenant, he is told that he may,seek'recourse-againstiaanagpmeAt action,, -
. ,.

-° with the aid of the Tenants' council. ft ie-. f course conceivableOthat,s
4,

i -,

''::-.-the Tedanti' Council lwould be harsher in taking judgmentt about :tenant
. 4

.

. 7 ' .4 , ' -.. , '." 0
eviction than would the HouiifiCkUthariki.:a'aing;ftIline:That-fa.07be an.:,... .. -.

. -.

.-
e.

....

interesting outcome of community involvement,-but: it in no way detracts
......

- . ,...,,

om the fact-of imPortant cmMunitv-inflUence,over a sensitive, prooess,'
.....

r .... a . .i

which in other housing 1Yrojactsis tie sold preragatie of the Housing ,

.

'Authority. -

,
II I

- ! 71
. -One major difference organited tenant influenC&,has Made is.in'-

..
, , d

., -.r \,',:e. -1.-- d.-,_ ....,a. change.. cvIn thsti puCture of rent aYments fOr project.risrdenti.
-

All

ether. housing projects in the county Under ob4erIratian.have'a variable
^ ,..",e;

tai structure. rent payments are in.some-,fashion.geared to ability

l . i
The Tehaattal Council has Vest InStrtunenE1444 helpirig the -: .

, .1: .7-' N. ,4 , ..., , s,--

Ausihk ority-to a'a4oprsYsteM:ofifixed p4YMegtsk in effect-, rentals
-

, :-
,-. :

4` \ '-1:toSecU'act size of apace occupied as _opposed to ability. to spay. Thais_ .

'-''r,...

C
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.
community representatives have helped *to remove an additional means test

;

. in the lives of tenants an have moved the rental'system to a point where

it approxkinates the rentai,structure in the private housing market.

In the process, a fiardship may have been worked on families with large
.

numbers of children and those least abletto pay., The reader may vi& this
. s.

as evidetce that when community based leadership asserts itself it tends

.

tolmake tAsions in terms of "community of orientation" (the middle class)

rather than 1ts1"community of oCcupancy" (the lower-class public hollsing
..

dweller). br it may be that a rental ."means test'is as distasteful to

public housing tenants asNb those of the middle class and therefore
ft/ 0

e
o., ''' .

e r., -
All o

the 'means test" is overthrow:when tenants have influence over rental
V et.

policiA. -.
t ,-:-- --

s

,-.. If the Tenants Council Can be viewed'as an embryonit self- 0,

,

go rilment=lor the residents of the,public-housing projectiiit i7s equally

IcIearLthat some of the; prerogatives of self=governme t are not about to '

be surrendered by,the,liousing Authority,management. One staff member of

the Authority, whileNappearink sympathetit'to the Council, waA concerned

over it being "easy for thers_to decide they Want to take over.T ,While

there may be fluidity about which decision areas fall into the Council's

-- - , 1,
aomaiA, the Housxng Authority is clear that the hiring and firing of

. ..-:
.

,-.

. --.

. - .
. . ..40........,- - ._ --. °__

. personnel ls not one of them. .its-4.7e.shall see. iii the o her prOjects . . ...ei
....-

-_. . .

..,,personnel,mattere'become aprimarifOCus for ci u . fluence. And it
-- . .-..

seems litceiy, .,that until personnel' matters fall into th pttrview of --the
.,.

,,. . -, .. ;-.

e Tenants' Council ; they shall remain a good'distance,fromeapproximating;
- 0,

. - ,

,..f..

s ,
-
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f

4

In terms o
16
f authority, the position-of the Urban Renewal Project

Area COmkttee is analogotis to 'the Tenants' Council. They are both
. .

.

.goo-
1-

,..

Redevelopment'
1.

advisory, groups, and; the o Agency and the.Housing,Authority

a
have full, legal authority to proceed with

\,;

or without file,
,

sanction Of their

.
.

respective advisory groups. The de facto situation is somewhat differant,

1

.Cemmunrty leaders ofthe Project Area Committee were firm in their'belie"

. 'that redevelopment site office personnel would have to beremoved if ene

_Project Area Committee withdrew support from them. In fact,the redevelop:

.ment site office staff makes an effort to involve the Project Area-a
Committee in many of-its hiiing decisions, taking obvious care to

employ black personnel- (and particularly)those residdnt in the-redevelop-

ment area).

The Project Area Committee hqs also been influential in delecting

architects, planning consultants, and de6opers to work on.the -redevelop-*

ment project. 'During the course of intervietaso Project Area Committee
.

leaderShAl, could recall no issue where their advice was not sought
0, t-

and given weight in the making pf final deisions. Thine familiar with

the ridevelopment process, and in particular with the feelings that black

leadership
-,

have about the redevelopment process, might suggest that

A
someone waebeing less tha candid, or that the interviewer was incredibly,

4

naive. The facts see ofherW.se,(at least the laCtsibith regard to candor..

but naivetetaili have to be assessed by those who know ?the community in

t
questiod): The 'Project Area CoMmitted:is inf;uential over the deCiSions*

1

_affectingits arga, which==are ma'aelly the Redevelopment Agency. There is

r

'
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i

no pretew b}/ the Redevelopment. Agency that theroject.Area,Comiiiittee is

even exposed to manyi(or most) of the r40'edevelopment decisions affecting

the project area. The complexIty ofthe redevelopment apbcess would make

that difficult and unnecessary. As we shall.note in a later section on

techniqal assistance, staff area the most influential decision makers on

`14 day-to-day basis in all projects. Very often. lay decision makers are

not made aware of'the issues which affect them. These issues are decided

solely byceilkff on the grounds that they are "administiative" rather

,,than "policy" type decisions.

This practice, of staff decision making is hardly unknown to members

-R! the PrOjectArea Committee. It can be more easily lived with (or at

4
least not tested.in public struggle) on two counts: (l)' the dir1ector

' A .

of the project area for the Redevelopment Agency is a black man, and
. t

(2) in an effort to build aniyancehtth the-neighborhood, the

Redevelopment-Agelogy put large, numbers of black people on its site office

staff. This s ff -has indeed proved a bridge, but it has also functione'd

asan'informal nformation network tq-let the Project Area Committee

know when decisions re°bding made which are quedtionablefrom-a neighborhood

point of view.

If one accepts" this reviewer's impression,that'a Project-Area

.Committee holding only advisbry powers, has been markedly-inflUentiai,

the qUqiiion of "wig?" deserves further comment. One anWer may lie

in the realmtof structure. A- Redevelopment Agency 'site office
......*

.1

s,

,physioallylased.in an almos t all black redevelopment area;.witli a black4 .
. . .

. . . . . ,

director, and many black staff in-influential
.

positions has certain
-. ..

.

."'

C;

?

".
'21" :."
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.
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.

. -

, .

-4.

A .

4.

`

.)predictable sympathies with the resiAlents4 its area. And just as predictably,
-- - \r-- .

. .
.

it has strains with its Central-office, based downicfn, seemingty responsive
1

to thebusiness i nterests bf the larger-community, and having"downtown "
44;

staff and policy' ersonnel who are predominantly white. In Addition -to this
.

.

,organizational strain, the site office of the Redevelopment Agency. .
4.

under-

s ands that the support (or at least the neutrality) of the area's residents,

are as 4pOrt nt aresource foit, as any other that can 'be conceived of.

The result becomes a "natural" alliance between the site office of the
.4

Redevelopment Agency and the black leadership of the(cbmmunity as represented')

Area Committee. This " tural" alliance is hardly uniciOeto,,,,,on.the Project

the c. unity-under analysis. It seems

the community

RedeYelopment

and the PrOject Area leadership dealt n the realm of what was

elatively successful here because

was Well enough organized to form

lIgncy played the decision ma -ng

an alliancewith, the

game. in relative good

politically possible. They did not raise the ittice of a continuing
--:, -

,
,. _

,--,alliance to the point where .if would have been 'too eXpensive" fof the
1

Redevelopment" Agency' cantinneithereiitionstp. The resulting

_ influence for the'neighborhood's rea4er-ship, if this influenceis sustained,
,

I

.

may produce important increments for ill parties to.the process.

I
. _.

.Before moving to' other projedes in our analysis, ecititen influence.

.on decision making, it is useful to-aggin note that:the Tenants' Council.
4 ,-

and the Project Area=,-Committee.are two of the tfiree§tructures inour stadi-T-.

where citizen representatives sit in a policy advisory r ther than
,.,, r

- .. ..
.

('-. -
.

- -
.

4
makipsHrole. An' intent of our analysts has been to indicate the immense

-. . - . .

.0;" 17.

C

8 7

C

.
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potential. influence which lies in 10he advisory role. The potentials of
)

. ,

the advisory role:appear to be best realiFed in the Mcidel City Agency.

In the Model City,-Agency, a policy advisory body compwed of 15 community
7

representatives and 13 organizational representatives develops policy

A

7

forthe approval of the City Council. Unlike the Tenants' Council and

.the Project Area COmmittee, which were made up solely of_community

representatives, the Model bities)Board is a coalition of community
IJ).

.

and organizational representatives And perhaps because of this , the

Model Cities_Boardtsadvi&Ory role tp the City Council has evolved into

a de fa_ cto Situation of- policy authority for the Model City aoard.

None of' the Model City Board's policy or programs have been rejected in
A

City Council review.

How shall we account for the strength of tasfinfluence by a

neighborhood dominated policy advisory body? One suggestion is that

the goals establAshed by the M el City Board are simply not threatening

to v- ery many 'people; one-interviewee said, "The program'is bland."

,

Others, suggexted unity regreientatives on fhe-Abdel Cities Board .

OW
were ,politi.cally -astute atiP'ieali:stic. They .avoided, "zerp - sum"

-
. . .., : :; :

-. .. e. '

choices- (chpite where gai44 are jia.chieved which entail equal costs for
1

;'

others), w e se4ing. tOzAhhan46; the resources evailehke -to the black .

.

- :.., :!i,.,- .

....
,..s; ,o .,r

.

cpmmunitt.-: goret.hut '1a,;',.401e,,,,o.k.fi1-4e new #0using 'plaTad, wil).6e. located

,., 1 4,
...,. - !,, .

.1! .1: , DY . ,.° P;- -',

.
osie

.

areas i4 th aTe.IDOO ai*earlya ;', One tAqck-itede).:.dities Board leader
, .,, :"-: .- -.s.,-.:., ..? "-' ..." :'-'..:.8:;--1 ' . -=.,- -"--,-.- _t- ., 1 ,

. -f . , .

noted :.th.A j',141'1'..k,i4lacip!t:.00,e_ -4v4flAkekto bus 1(474s il, order to integrate
. . a . .- -.. ,..., ..,...te -,i..,.. 0.: , ..

. -,, ..., .,_

they,Weren..tlig4LIWto 140t llo41-3gity funds to break

. .

4

.

ieri id hb gang. his oa d in'ember' said that the only kind of
A T'' ;'; PV r90'.

;they r'w4ret tarestici, thgi,3615.."' C
: ./.1

I .
eC

SD' ./
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0 .

We don' really pretend to knOw whether-the extent of community

- influence in the litiel Cities program is bestexplained by the community

A . _

representatives having asked for top little, or having asked for that

. ..- -.._ - .
.

which hold- 1141e threattn other institutional forces. Or another

explanati e that the City Council- views dilution of its influence.

ovekthe>bodiflt Cities Program as a reasonable "price" to.Ray for an

allianaewith black community'- leadership which may! result in atmorc
F

peaceful city.

In the three projects where-citizen representatives sit only

/

-

on advisory bodies, this body appears most influential in decision making,

when it is a,coalition of forces dominated by coMmunity representatives

.0

(e.g., the Mddel Cities coalition).- The evidence. with regard to coalitions

which themselves are decision making, rather than advisory to other

decision makers is somewhat more mixed, The Legal Services Agency represents

the one policy making/advisory Board having community representatives where

, 4
these representtives are,a Aegal and,:factualiMinority.. The seven community_

.-..
1

2 ,representatives appear to be,mininially influen-tik in thPdecisioU of the
-1

Legal Services Board. One Federal observer of_ this projeCt commenced-
.. , p

4
$

"the poor geJaciXed out,of decision making;'; However, we did npt an&
.,

evidence that: the representatives ofz.the pooiZ are deliberately shunted aside

in the Legal Services Agency. They do get manipulated, in a.sense, by

-their lack of natural antes, their relative lack
,; ,.

I.-,
/

of sophistication with regard'tollegal issues, the lack of cannon interests

-
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z.-

betwe4 the'representattves-of the/p or,'and their

I\ V
a constituency which-tight occasionally-Igo "to the community mat" for

the thinga)they be] eved 'in.

inability to draw uponi

i f / .

.

j,;1.1k:, -I .

.
,

'Iktealt prcepiesentatives have fared tuch differently on the COmmunity
AA.4.,,:;v .

.

_1. .,,,,,.- i *,..0
-,-z_

Action wilq5r-Pva-- \Unlike-the community representatives_to the Legal

, .

. .
.

Services Boaril,,.\the CAA comMuniiyarepresentOiyes'have a constituencr,in

4. the 101ocal aria,, councils, there.areva.,aignificantnnumber.who share -,/
,

1,-," ';

the eoMmonproblama of color, and an alliance_ee'realized between

organizational representatives and rePresentaties of the poor selected-by

-,i
loaal_area cduncils., It seenskear that the comm4Inity repreiingatives

A
.'

4.--,...

N
.

and their allies on Comintnity Action Agency determine the Agency's
., , ...

program'goals. It,fi.they who have selecteddieq0te0iit epiinrttiesr-'7---
,

education., housing and transportation for the prolirai. ,dae priorities.

Italie not been fought by the public agencies,:,..:gut-'1,t a:equally clear

t
that these agencies; on and off the ComtunitrAction Agency Board; possess

ode facto' veto over elk programs, which 'require the use of .public funds. .

Analytically, one tight suggest.that the community representativegin the

...., ..
CAA have achieved control over those patters which are internal to -the' -:

. 4
.

They can run a prolOat scigaong as it doesn't require:outside

.)ces or sanction. !And they can effectively control inte;nal:2;genc;'.. ...
_..- .

41--" age cy:
/

-/
/resou
_

/-
Staff

,

- -,

ng policies. ' Ip additiofl to being ble to, hfre a black. direCtoro(whoi

.
.

,

. __ ...-

..-

is not exactly hei-greatf ..., .- ,ommudity

.

a

--- . .

4

Atrectoi, despite overt .opposition t ihe faring, 'liblic ig nags. .,

representatives were able to concert their streAkth and f
.

.
,-

. .

.

n:

,..:.:

*--

s !

"
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6
. .

. '.
. -4* 1' I Ofcourse, the influence of the community representatives in the

--, .

CAA0is not all, internal. It. commonly acknowledged, that community
11

.

represeneatives,have been among th most influential in workidg topl
'

secure the eseablishment.of a county Hou*ing Authoritz.1 But there
A-- A*

is a'sense in the CAA (and liethaps,amongst others as well) that "more.

and more they may be - dealing pith less, and less..' -' The,ftice
,

for
---/-

& ,T0 ... .

neighborhood control may have been an erosion of the CAA's capacity

to be'influential in a broad environment, beyond the.CAA's'increasingly

limited resources. Ana the strategic implications for how the CAA deals

. with its community environment, given_itsabs ce of "muscle" in that
qr

environment, may be too difficult fOr the CAA o face. To this-observer,

the-implications iiouidinvolve a CAA (such as-the one under discussion)

in a level of conflict which the Current nationaladministratioOta
1

no longer be,prdpared to tolerate.
(1,

. ,

Community representativeS in the Mental- Health ServicePrpgram

also serve as part of a coalition on a policy making Board. It is a
-

;Board On which they wdre to have parity but. which they now effectively

*controls Part of the reason, for this dbfierol rests in a .detiSion
. -

.

\infIlkenced.bycomalunity representatives to enlarge the number of} -

agenCieS in the Mentgl-Hedlih "consortium" to incIu -new Mental Health -,,..

.

Agencies which are "grass
,

z,'
, ..,_

Board has taken a palty situ Kon and moved it to one of effective

,/ rei

Mr

-communiiy.dominance:\ To this pant, "the,impactlof tbp-cVsnge in. the '1/

toard?$ balance of influence, has only bekulao: be felt. Community
.-,.. 1--

o s4 in character. Thid-enIargiillent of the

:
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.';
)repreSentafives have been most influential in moving the agency ,to a

primary concern with the problem of drugs. It is not Clear how this

Board will act when it has to decide how to allocate program funds;

will it allocateeverything for drug programs, or use some of_its
V

fungla

to "buy into" other mental health efforts?

The Mental Health, community representatives have also asserted

theii interests in the issue of -jobs. While this &Aid did choose A

whie directoi(Psychiatrist), thereAs strong feeling that the

"second'man" must be black, and equally strong concernpny community

,

_.representatives that-all new positionsbe examined for the potential
. .4

' '
t

employment-they offer to "catchmen t" area (read black) residents.

Given the youth of this Mental Health Agency and the fact that

its program decisions are yet to be made, it is lIfficult to detail

examples of_community influence that go beyond proceduralquestioa.
a

Federal stiff expect the agency to be newly sensitive to issues affecting

,black people and /or poor people. At this point the influence attempts'

by community representatives have been focused around personnel, program

priorities,and procedures: In doing so,::commUiiity representatives]

appear to have brought -the Mental-Health Agency under their effective
, .

-.dominance. "Power is powei does." What the resulting differences-

s.

arid program,achievementt'wiil!be, beyond "sensitivity" (no 'small

difference) are not yet clear."

AgAin, in this axea'of decision making, thetexperience of the

'44

neighbOrhood controlfedHeal6h*Services Center appe4 ars categorically.

diffeienf:, The .12 meMbeA of the Health Services Board have nor'

Ti32-

C

a
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' ..- ..
.

,,Unaliehn, .forceawitiiintheir own organization to contend with for.inuenC46..

, .

This is not to suggest that there :a Jt important struggleswith.the

County Health Agency, the Public Health Service, the hospital Community,°
..:-: , -- 7:. .etc. And perhaps the mbsp important commentaryjn:this,section.on

.
. m

decision making., la that theHealth ServiCeal3bakd haa.iiaqdled.its
1 t% ..4.

, ,....
-.

with enough acumen to push theconstriiction,of
- "

_.)

4

.4

e

decision,makieg' tas-
.

a major new facility to completion, and-0 win.oier an spoo,o0b grant

from the U.S. Public Health"Service.X
."

As with other agencies .examined, the Healtii::Services B

" sr
concerned with the issue of personnel. But the quality of

44

as

concern

r r
was-- different. Rather than'community representatiVes seekfnginfluence

in the hiring of personnel, rin this egeae the He4th,:.:Serviees Board
. m

fired a director who it fereAis coMpeting with their anthorityo
tz,

operate the center. With regkid to medical personnel, the Health Center
. .

--

tr.
,.: 1

Board has negotiated a series-of of complexagreementi with An organization
.f:.'

''-'''
. . A TO %,..

representing the practitioners who will use 'the Ice4er 4:f ' ,: :4'
I -- ',;`

agreement, the ,Health Center Board has convincinglp:asa
.

.
. _lri

.. _ : %,,,,
over .the conditions four usage by inediera ierabnk(1,

°ugh .this

- ,

edlay-authorAy

In this section, examining the character of debisional4huenced

by community, representatives,
A.,

to the:operition of a program

there ia evidence that all aXaeslpertinent%

concern ,citizen. representat, pies: These
I ..-

t4i--'include personnels programs,,priOrties, procedurts, etc-1-WW,:state

. -
the obvious-to make the point thatlommunity representatpes have the -i .P,......,

. ' -
%,:' '4 , !*

1r
...4..%... ,

concern themselves-with-,all of those:things which

.1!

interest' capacity to

-834
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o

organizational decision makers are a party to,. It'was only-in tie Legal

. .

Slices Agenc , with no established community of interest between
A

. -
-representativ of the poor and a numerically insignificant minority

community, that community representatives appeared unable to assert their
,

'special interests.' It should be'apparent throe out this study, that
t t ?

we are taken with the notion that pooriblack/brown people potentially

represent special interests blocs., In. fact; the whole-movement toward

..,.

community representation-(or whatevef the euphemisms we have, used in,

Place of
_
communitygepresentation is baPed, on-the recognition that. .

l

. ..
,.. .

community groups having special interests with regard to issues which:,
..,

--7" boncern them hai.re until now been systematically eidIlided from.
, 10.,

. .

community decision making. In the next section we will examine the
,

relationship ok some Of these s dcial interest groups to each other

as they work to influence decisions in the,agencOs under observation.

. t :

B. Relationships Between-Factions in Making Decisions .,
; .

. -.-

The notion of "factions" provides yet another pefspectivefor3%
4----..--

-derstanding7the policy making/advisory systems we are examining. In

these seven agencies there appear three essentially diffireht qtructures

.

for incorporating the special interests of -poor` /black / br-own peaple,into
,. - .

the policy'making system. In one ofthese structurgl, the)latcs as an

aggrieved special interest group, constitute the total internal decision

systeX e neightbrhood health Seivices Board reflects this structure.

Whatever factions pr special interests there are, become submerged uncler,
f 6/.

-

the pervasive "blaetness" of the ealth Services Board.

6.' It is'of course comeivabie that "hiddenfactions'on this Board
4' will erupt, and even imperil the life of theragency-.

Y. a



On- the ental Health Board,. the Community Action Botta, the Model
a .

Citlei Board, and the Legal Services Board, aggrieved'special interest

groups constitute a special and distinct faction withi the structure of
.

the policy board. In the case of the Legal Services'and Community Action
. ..-,

.

Agencies, special legislative attention has beenaivep to the size 'of

the factions seen as- representing the special' interests of poor people.
..

. .

In both of the local communities being observed, additional thought

.was given to how this faction would be selected and how it\would be

augmend,(i.ew, in the Community Action Agency; organiziifSns were

-----eirusento serve on the Community Action Agency Board whose representatives

were likely to serve as allies of t e representativesof the poor). In'-

the Model City Agency and Mental He th Agency great energy wae expended

in determining the size of the faction which would represent the

"consumer." Of gieat importance is that in-both these cases a npmber

was arrived at which would insure parity or dominance of the "consumer"

faction on the policy board..

. 11
A third form occurs'where the policy making agency,- recogniziri$'

the nartowness.of its connection to (and legi/ timationArom) the aggrieved

Igioups,'enterainto a special policy advisory: at onship with. a grouqi

*- -

composed almost solely of members from these agvieved groups. Such_
0 t

itgrodps Are the Tenants' Council,'compOsed entirely of petmle'resident in

public housing and the Project Area Committee composed almost entireXy

it
. .

of'black residents of the area to be redevel ed.. qn,this situation

the special interest group is placed atirm's length' from the policy__

making system, but in-a Nrery''apecial telationehip,to it.
. m ,
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V

o

er '117:ms...
These 'three forooCommod'ati4 aggriaved"special interest grougs'

into the policy system may be captured in the foilOwing diagram:

I

' 4I.

qv INTERNAL CONTROL--

4

i;AcOALITION

/ ,

I.

Health Service
' Center

Policy Board

Other factions
. ,

different

and other

In the

0

,
Policy

. making
Board

of

I

Black residents of 4he
service center area are ..

.the. sole occupant& of
policy makiitg positions.

ures

P .

expect'iliat the above three -types of :St*

relationships betWeen the aggrieved spe

.

special inter-eat factions,,inside or. out

..
lepresentabives of ',

aggrieved grqups are one

of a'nuAber of'faetilons
onthe policy making/ ','

ad5ising board. -:

I

Volley-advisory body,
made up almosr!:

comiTetely pt'repre- .

sentatives,oYAggrieyed
groups. .

9

ures will reflect
-, t

14' interests facifOns

.

the.pedlicy board.:
.

. .

cane -of the four agencies weisee as having doSition 14ucturea N

,
. .

Mental Health, CAA, Legal,Services, Model Cities), we Wii7: be interested
0

;.

in the relationshipbetWeen the black/hrown/Poo fictions and gtfier-

.

a

groups on the board. In addition, in ail gevin-b arc's, we will bedntgrested
. .Akit - -='.-

.
- . :. ,

-

in evidvicesFiif-factionalization along any of the followinvrole dimensions:

.

. . /

-=blacObrownt..profeailanal,honprofe&siOnali-staff -lay; Anoiity-majority:,

etc.

,

4

.
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The neighborhoodHealth Services Board is primarily organized around:

two factors: the blackness of its members and their area of residence.

%

,In this respect it may be no different from thousands of other 'policy

.boards which are distinguished by homogeneity as to color and area of

residence. In these latter instances, color is a most subtle factor
. . cl

in hoard organizations, One aoesn't set out to have an all-white board;

an all-white board grows because the significant constituencies of the

agency are all white. In the neighborhood Health Services case, the°
f 7/

most significant constituency is all black. And the board is all black.

Other constituencies, such as health professionals, public officials,

hospital officials are negOW.ated with as needed from edistance, rather

than incorporated, as factions, into the Health Services Board.

Based on the structure of the Health Sertiices Board =one might

argue that its most significant conflictswould.be with its environment-,,

6

- not with representatives of that environment who might- otherwise be

,seated inside the board. Despite the theoretiCal argument that the

structure of the Health-Services Botdphould diminish internalconflict,

Whilemaximizinethe potential for external conflict, the evidence is

not convincing. dif Health Services Board 'seems to have developed useful
.44

relationships with part of the private mtdical community, with some

:
7. We have ngted elsewhere ,that the composition of the Health Services
Bogrd may be changed to include. a Chines,e'pember, in that a Chinese

k. area of residdnce hPs been incorporated into the Health Center's, area
of service.

2
-87-
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hospCtals, Snd with the County, Health DepaffMent. Convetsely, there appears

to be some factionalizing within theJleilth:-.6arvices Board along what may

be class lines. We,have previously noted dissension around' -the matter of

board members taking jobs witH the 'Health Zhere4te also

_suggestions of other important internal split's within the board, based

upon individual board member values. These splits should come as a

,...4,
,

surprise to no one, in that -.all policy groups expetiende occasional

/
,

or frequent internal struggle.- t is only "surOising in the case

,A
of the Health Services Board were black fights black, and where blacks

join together to fire a black director. In our present racially charged
4.

atmosphere, public conflicts' between blacks, subject.to view bra white
)

*

audience, tare increasingly rare. And the firing of i'black"airector,
,0000(.6*,

which would be concurred in by black board members on,a racially mixed'

board,.would be Just as rare.. Al l this by way of suggesting that the

Health Services Board represents some small evidence that when given

the opportunity, class rather than caste lines can become more important.

It would seem that whatever opportunity westill have for an integrated

glociety would rest in maximizing other possibilities for class-interests

preVailing over .caste positions.

VThe Tenants Council and the Urban Renewal Project Area Committee
4'

both tepresent factions organized around the grieVances of their members.
-

In that respect they_are similar tothe Health Services,. Board.- But

. .
. . ,- .- ..

unlike the Health SerVices

.

Board, hey posses .little authority and few

f--
.

.)

resources. However,with respect to res rtes, the Project Area Committeeres

is far richer than the Tenants' Council, possessing a budget of -



V

0.0

$40,000 and esometims angry black constituency tollend credibility
7
its advice giving.

The'Tenants' CounCil, In-a-way-to tally.different from the Health

Serid.ces Board, seems additional evidence that class interests call

'predominate:over caste lines. 'The Council seems to have an active

membership almost equally divided between blacks and whites. While they

,undoubtedly come to the Council as blacks and whites, their primary

, performance 'seems to be in their role as tenants of a public housing

project, The natural grievances inherent in this role, and the need to

develop internal tenant unity if theyare to effeCtively deal with the

Housing Authority and other. agencies, seems to have enabled this Tenants'

Council to submerge caste lines in favor of class interests. However,

we would not beoptimistic about 'f he Tenants' Council Ability to remain

relatively insulated from the racial passions'of the larger society.
-,'

In fact, it would be possible for a Housing'Authority which became

threatened by a racially mixed Tenants' ,Council to break the Council by
. , .

playing black against white. We haVe seen no evidence of this in the''.'

Tenants' Council we'observed;, to the 'contrary, the iounqil's success'as
a .

k

. ,

an integrated group-owes much to the calibe\r of its tenant leadership

-iand'the pragmatic good sense of certain Housing Authority personnel.
n

%
.

'The 'Project Area tommittee*-,...seems to haVe successfully dealt with
- ' ,

... ,. , . s.two sfrainful elements, which have .on occasion torn apart other black. .

8-
. ,groups. The Committee'; has came fKOm,a nucleus -lof tough,

. -...,

. 0
and skillful black ftmen. \This female .le adership hasnot always been'

**,

ti

I>
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viewed kindly, by a rising younger black male leaderhip. In addition,

the Committee's apparent capacity-to sustain an alliance with the
1

Redevelopment Agency has made it suspect'amo st the area's,more

"militant" elements.' To the outside observer itiseems that the capacity-
,.

f the Project Area Committee to sustain itself in the face of male

and "militant" factions (and even incorporate them) is further evidence

.00

of a maturing bladk community..

In the first part of this section, we suggested that the.lour

"coalition" agencies would represent'the most interesting grounds on

which to o- bserve factionalizationl In the Legal Services Agency,

the division between lawyers and non-lawyers masks class diffeiences

2

as well, and might also have masked racial differences., Whatever the

potential's of this factional split on the Legal Services Baird, the impact

seems minimal. The lawyers on the Board are firmly in control of

policy making for the Agency. As previously noted, the repreSentatives

of the poor do not function as a group with common interests, and they

have been unable to build usefdl alliances with the three. Agency repre-

sentatives on the Board. Various interviewees,report that there are no

issues which divide the Board along legal vs. non-legal lines., and

parenthetically, no issues on the Board which seem to divide the

representatives of the poor from others. It is likely-that the issues are
, .

there;,it is unlikely that the Legal serVices Board as currently structured
'

: will encourage these issues to surface.

-90-
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In the, Community Action Agency, the firing of alprevious-executive

director became the ground's for a coalesCence of representatives of the

poor and their allies against the representatives of the public agencies.

This coalition was further strengthened by its capacity to name a new

black.agency director. There is little question that

.

Beard understand their functioning in terms Pf,which sidp of the coalition

0.theygsit on. There is a small hint that t e,pubiic,agency faction may be

embers of the CAA

...
.4 P _.,-.--- e A .

.

breaking down now that the,daminece of the repreSentatives o if the poor is
.

clear. Interviewees report that some.Of...the .younger representatives of'

the public sector have taken to voting With representairves of the poor

on a number of, issues. Thelrise of the factionrepresenting the poor

k. becomes even more interesting when if is realized that' this faction embrace4,

, .

sub-groups with distinct special interests; the Me anrAmerican, the Negrpi

the Indian, and lthe Caucasian poor..

0E0, and the history of biaCk-brown

Given the diminishing resources of the

splits in other more urban areasr, yne
.

6
, 0

. ..."-
migh not be top sanguine about the possibilities of this CAA horaIng .. 8-

.

together its coalition of poor people and those of color. What...May save"
- . 0. y

1 ' 'the coalition, is that in this relatively rural county, no one minority
.

. .
.:

faction by itself, has the capacity' to dominate theprogram. The.ContrO1
,. .

.
%

. .

...by representatives of the poor rests inottle willingness of,thesePfadtions,

°
.

to unite 'across minPrity.group lines.

In the Community Action Agency the .dominance of those who are poor

'

.'., .
nd/or a .coibr is not predictable from an initial look at the structure di.

,

.
. ,

i.

.

.

, . re.
./

. . -

N,the board of directors. Inthe.Modei Cities Atency:there appears lo have, -.

te

-44 .
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been a deliberate attempt to structure'the dominanoe Of.b/ack neighborhood
.

residents with regard to decision making.

that the dominance'of

strong representation
0

factionS.on the board

But .there =,is sane evidence'

black m4Mbership on the board, oupied with very
)

on the staff,, has permitted the'4uifacing of other

. ,

. As in the Health, Services Center, this"ohserver

!'
'.,

saw,some evidence of black lay leadership engaging in open conflict With
or.-

. -
.

- 1

Some black staff members. ,
Another interviewee reported that on-, a umber

, ..

\
.

.

. ,
of .issues, the..dominant split 1s not .along black /white ailed, but aying

class lines. Thii interviewee reported_that on certain issues, ilhere

appears an informal alliance between more middle eggss Kaok board
.

memberi And, "white liberal" members.

was

Peihaps the most interesting obServation in ,the., Model Cit/Agency

.

.

that under conditions where blacks hold a variety of elrga zationai
. ,

, .

.

.
;- , k: 7,0

roles (lay:ieaders_and lay folrowers--top staff and bottom atfY1 and. `''b
...

a
.._11 a grona Which has a ,;aak'orientation, color becomes re

es . .. -: .-.
.

.-.

;insignificant as actors, pursue_the,imperatives of their various'roles in
.

... .

mbvintoward organititibn and personal goals.

atively°

/4
Two-, other instances ,06 eht Mq4e1 Cities expeTtence,4appear vnith

.

Mode:.
, .

h :,

G4,,,,;-

4 - ,.

reporting on...''One'-is a factional:.split whidh haemot-944tred.,A1
0, . .- .

15 neighborhood representatives are equally aiip4tPotea,agong,three4differTn1
.

4veas
.. ,..

ne,.'.- Of rdSiddgoe..lhese ighborhboa reprentativesAaliegifferent.
. ,

t -. ',. Y''''''' 7
. loca1,604nells,ad a const4uency bWe. Andieyet'dea-Iiite'XIIse differences,

-... .z
.,--n,

:-..? -4 -'' s'IV--
theie isnbre&rt that repre4entatiy4pV.an/grea tlna tp_diy.4ce agarkst

--._
s.'t,'!=.....

- ,:::-',1 7 ,..
.

. ,

each.othet En ;he jlocatirin'of agen-cy sonrces. Anoihetrap.4t which .

/C.

.

1.

.,t

-

,4%
tr"A I

A,

". - , .
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/ has-occurred' apparently,did not assume major proportions.e.qn the

)

various planning committees which met to develop program,
.'

.
aSoo there were reports of anti-professional attitudes voiced by

t
., ,

'.:darmmunIty representatives: Here too, the potential's of the split

-.i.0
' may'have been muted because neighborhood-representatives ware so ,

,m0,tio. , .7 ' r

1,

,. .

clearly
si

the one

0.
-As

iore'tha
4, 4

t, s
'faced with ;-7 factional splits, each supporting and deepening.

fio
the othaips the community representatives are overwhelmingly

in control often nine planning committees, except for

dealing, with phySfdal-improvements.
.

ofthe), time bf'ti-his wTIttng, it:wa%,:the Mental Health Ag

/

an'of the other threedoalition" agencies which was '

't

black and,
I

the agency representatives are overwhelmingly white;.
°' '

' the professionalS are overWhelmingly white and-,tke lay people are

,
cy,

,
)

, .
largely

-,0,1,..

4ack. 11:44 deepness of these divisions and'their strength
-./

. ,,: 7. ,,

). seem mirrored in two apparently,cantradictory_observations by ---

interviewees,. '. ,

ope blick-obAerver noted that the pr'ofessionals.,kn the Mental
t

.
..-

lieaith Agency_can always )oring community people to "hedl"mith.
'

,their greater knowledge., Conversely, a white observer( felt that
''o I

.11' k
lei k4a9 OPOOsible fort none lacks to stand pp at, board meetings and

1
. 4latgue an'iss.ue once he black representatives had cast the Issue;', I ....--4.'

- A.n. erms,0f race. This was corroborated by-another inee-iiiewee
- -

.-,., ..

r:h6oted,XhItthere is little public division on issues; -he ,said''_

; -
;

r.

.
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-

that agency people tend "to clam up" when .he going gets rough.' If

was the M6tal Health Board'which seemed t best reflect the obser-
-

. yation that 9ply blacks are able "to take o&' other blacks in public

arguments over issues with racial implications.

.
0

; Despite, the apparent depth of division
,

along racial line's in

the Mental liealcthoperatian, fhks obververswas equally impressed-
.

.

with the opximism that both black and white..informants held for

the project. Blacks felt -that they had been dealt with, squarely

andthat they.were.going to be allowed a genuine voice in the

Mental Health-operation. Orie key white professional went so far.

44 as to base his optimism on:a different prognosis for black-white

relationship.in the West. He said feelings were less bitter; there

was more trust And more possibility in the West for bridging the

.

difficulties Which separate black and white.

'It lay'be that muph of the material for this section on-factions
. .

pros, des a shaky basis for generalization to the lest of the country.
.-

4 4
. '.

:,-.Fhe working coalition between black and brown and white poor in the

Community Action Agency maybe idiosyncratic. ,Racially integrated

.public housing, and:a Tenants' Council with strong -patticipation
, .

by tikack Ad whae,:may be quite unique. A Model Cities Agency

14
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where middle clans blacks and "liberal" whites.frequently vote.

together may be an atavism. A ':militant " ,black -area grossly

deprived'and not tbo long.ago the scene of.fiotingmay be

the bast likely context for an ex-chairman of the Project

Area Committee to co-author an article with the white head

of a "Redevelopment Agency on "collaborative planning." All,

.of this may be evidence which is spUrious, or in fact; may,

mask serious black-white conflicts which were invisible to
0

this observer. There are undoubtedly other "truths'!..in the

situations which are unknown to us. But we believe that the

b e material is also true. Blacks an whites can work

together. This working together, is supported when blacks

occupy some'posItions of authority'in the decisionsystem, and

when blacks as a group have significant Influence over decision

making. These may not be sufficient conditions toenable

black-white cooperation; based upon this study they appear
tt.

necessary if,cooperativd relat'ionshi'ps are to have a chalice,

°

I

4
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C. Cad-cussing and Bloc Voting

Some of the foregoing evidence of factions is arrived at by.

- infetence and of course much by post facto explanation-of events.

k Perhaps some of the most reliable evidence of factions, occurs tit..

/ voting behavior and physical, attempts of factions-to caucus. Not

surprisingly, It was the Legal Services Agency which reported that

its represeneatives of the poor did'not See themselves as a bloc,

.'
; :

.
.

and that they bad never cauqused. Conversely, it wds reported that
....4-

there was a time in the Community Action Agency when black and brown

members of the board would caucus prior to Meetings to prevent splitting

4

4

,
the vote of black and brown delegates. SiMilarly, there appears to.heapp av

./

been peTiodic meetings of community representatives to the Model City - i

-- ,

Agency Board in order to educate themselves and attempt to develop

their common pdsiticiris. It was stressed that these meetings Fere not

to "plot control, in that we knew we had it." /

The notion of a caucus has a different kind of fit to tbe lTenants'

Council and.to the *ProjeCt Area Committee. In a real sense, the Council
o

and the Committee represent on-going caucusses of tenants and:black

residents in their.repeclive areas. ,This is not to say that there is

an absence of difference betw'een Members of the Ten ants' Coacil or

the Project Area Committee It is ratherlthat 1.4.e have no, evidence of

I

bloc voting 0.either group; and no evidence of factions meeting

-96- 4
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separately in order to plan control of the:lerger meeting. In the

same way, we would suggest that the neighborhood health service Opeta-
.-

Lion represents a'case 'where the Public HeAlth. Service gave legitimacy,
4. -4

)

to a black neighborhood caucus interested in influencing the distribution

of health resources in their area. -With the Public4Health Service grant,

the caucus was transformed into an operating agency wbpse policy was made

by former members of the. black neighborhood health caucus. ''In the natureJ 45

of organizatanal development, it would not be unlikely fot the Health

r

Servicqs Agency to be split into' n ew factions which reflect factors other

than rate or areas of residence.'

From the point of view of caucussing and bloc-voting, it is the

Mental Hgalth Agency which presents the most sophisticated. operation.. .

The reader may tecaltthet the Board of the Mental Health Agency has

parity in representation. between the Mental Health Agencies and the'
. 1

community representatives. In addition, mll.of these community repre-

are,
'

..., .

/ ,sentatives:servebn and elected by a Citizens' Advisory Board. It

is the Citizens' Advisory Bo"ard, composed of community representatives

and some representatives ofCommunity serving agencies, that in'effec- t

.represents a permanent on -going caUcusiof the ommunity r epresentatives
.

4
who serve on, the Board of the Mentaly Health,Age y. There is no need,.

.

fOr these representatives to meet nrtTVely; the Iegltimtte func on of

the Citizens' Advisory Board t9 meet periodically to develop post

for community representatives to take on the larger board. It-would be

-97-
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most interesting to observe whether the agency representatives on.the

board.- develop their own caucusas a reaction to the Citizens' Advisory

Board:
I-,

The potion of caucussing is common knowledgeto any observer of
,..)

the nation4 political scene. In many circumstances, a caucus serves,.,.

4,

an important democratic purpose. It insures that the representative
..4*.

. . , .. .

An fact represents those who selected him to stand for a particular -

position.

.
.

IF seems no accident that cmcussing was most common in the-
,

"coalition" agencies, (all except Legal Services) where representatives,

of theaggrieved groups would need to learn to function with S' common

o

purpose in the face of sometimes. hostile elements. If in fac the

,
whole push towards citizen representation is meant to serve othdt than

i .
.

symbolic purposes, we mustlook.with favor upon devices such as caucussing

and reporting to a constituency. It is these'devices which help to insure
. -

,

,

that the citizen repr esentative represents and II accountable tosome one
'

.
, .

other than himself in.Community decision making. li t-4

N ---

.
f

-
.

--------

, ' 4'

D. AdVICe.or Consent--The Blnsive'Difference, ,
A

, ,

....._

,

-TheBoardofthe Mental Health Center, theCbmmunity Action Agfncy.,
, .

he neighborhood HealA Center and the Cegal Services Agency are, all i.
.-----; .

.

-4-' 1
.

' . \ ,

Bbards of final authority. TheBoards are the locus of deoisionmaking

as opposed to decision advising. III expending the resources under their .,
.

'9

control, these Boards need not go anyone else for consent. iach of

thdse foul- Boards having final authority' has community reprgsentati

-98-
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eh-M1 In fact only one of these BoardLegal Services) is not de.k nt r 4
_ s 'A '''

.

facto controlledhby i

(HealihServices), is

-1

'Thus, any community r

is community *Ores iatives, and one of them

entirely controlled hy; comMunity rFlireSentatives.

*epresentative who sekvegcon one , of thesestour
.

Boards knows that it is his Consent,, rather than his ,id.V.Ice that is

,

being sought: Th these,instances., the difference between advice and.

.consent is not elusive. But even in, these four Boards, there 'is

'interesting evidence of addiffOnal channels for seeking.advice froth

Others.

The RealthCetter leeks'a6ice front's Medical group'comPosed of.
.,- , '

I e7
those halth.prUctitioners who Operate out of the Center. The role

-, ... ,i ,.., ,.....

of this medical,groWpi4,Elear; they.a'rgigdvisdry. anly.or As individuals',.,
!;',,,,)

. ..
,:q

,..
,

they-are.tenants of.the Health Center, subject to:poliOles made by the ...,

.:-

8 /' ., 0

all black,,all neighborhood Health *Servic.is'Boara:-
-

7-
r

8. cIn'xevieWitghWmaterial, Robert krievSne argues that the
strong citizen control inhe Health Servioe<Program, appears strong
because the policy board's sC;pe'fdrsaOtiot is' smaller than in other ,

agetcies.' In'ekfeCt,the decisidn4areas reserved to Orpfessionals--.
'ulbst,be high"anci the:policy topics lef to citizen-control are
'OorOspenditglYSmaller. AA:Vitels-obiervations limy' explain policy'.
--making in'the Health Servloesjrogram gt a more mature4stage-of. .

0:operatdn. pUring,the period.akthiszfield "study the-ifealth befite;
'cies not yet offering-medical seXvices,eUd'had a very small number
-of'mediCal'per'sonnel:ih'its,*Mploy. li-M4ibe that the Health Ser=''
vices; Bdara waghighly4depenaent upon other--sourCes to spell out its.

'q)ptiOna,foi deoibionplaking. And as it-'''theother six projects, the
Health' :Servioes 116.017as dependent upon Federal:funds-so that it
would have soTeining to make decisions about. But there is-to quegtion
that withirkefte'consEraintA that it opeXg,ted', the 12 citizen repre-4

,

'se ntatives on the Health StryieeS Board ttad the greatest amount of-
4adthatiky,4pssessed_bytany ciPthe

neighboxhocid-groag

In this _study.

;10
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. I

The Legal Services Agency at the time of this writing 4s attempt-
_

.00' ..

ingto form an advisory body.composed of ex-users
%
of-the agency's .

services. In conception, it is clear that this wouldbe an'advisory

group, although as we have seen in other cases, the actual experience

might be somewhat' different. ,Parenthetically, one might guess that

this interest (at .1e*a.St by the agency 'director) in forming a consumer's

..,loody is a reflection of the-minima/ impact that representatives of the .

Poor currently have on the Legal Services Board.

It is of course clear that the Citizens' Advisory Board Is meant

tosbe %only ad isory to the Mental Health Agency Board. But we hive

\ argued that n practice it is much more than 'that: We see it as an

on-gping cauci which will strongly influence the positions taken by

the community repi'esentatives selected to serve on the larger.board.

---
If the Citizen's' Advisory Board is able toexert increasing control

.. .

,

. , .

over the positions taken by community representatives, and if these

representatives in turn are the

...

ddminant element on the larger Mental

- Hedlth Board, thenon a de facto basis, power over the MentaHeafth
'

. ,

Program

y._

...-P
;rsdgram comes_to rest ith .the Citizens' Advisory'Board.. In effect,

.

it is the consent the titizens Avisod ,rici.._,that will be re-
'

squired or major new decisions.
.

, -eel,

The Community Action Agency takes a much different approach to 0

seekingseeklng of advice from others.' Its. seeks consent. The CAA has

furtheesubdivi4ed its authority so that it agrees not to operate'a

-100-
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program in any area where a local council does-not approve of that

'program. In effect, the CAA gives a veto over program...to local area

councils. Thus, with regardto the issues of advice and consent, it

i's.only the CAA whic115turns to othergroups.and surrenders its .,

Sovereignty over programs to councils which presumably better represent

intended program recipients than does, the CAA..

'If the foregoing four agencies have the authorit o make decisions,

it is equally clear that twO'pther agencies; the Tepants

the Project Aria Committee,have no Such authority. They are advisory

ouncil and

bodies only; the Tenants' Council to 'the Public Housing Authority and.

the Project Area Committee to the Redevelopment Agency. Ithdle the
:..

presumed.limits inhnent in advice- giving., clear, the consequences

of being in an advisory role are not always uihderstood'or accepted.. 4 1
.1

Qn the one hand, theagency Which enters into an advisdry refationShiP
,

, is sometimes deliberately. fuzzy About how mu0,,of its authority it is
-7,

giving away. Thus, as previously noted, the director of the Redevelop, 4..

ment Agricy can sign:hit name to an article which encourages' the ProreEE-.0.

Area Committee .to believe that "deriousi carefully evaluated" opposition-.

'on the part of the Project Area Cqmiiiittee Would be enough to block a

program. And anoth er top official of the Redevelopment Agency notes

that "no contract goes through without their / ect,Area Committee's/

k

approval." 'fit the same time, he adds this' is not ariN"absolute veto"

-101- .;
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iii that there is nothing to legally preVent the Redevelopment Agency

from actingwithout thp approval of the Project Area Committee. We

woad suggest that it is precisely around these 'kinds of ambiguous,
R.

. -

procedures that the difference between advice and consent becomes

elusiVe.

If agencies contribute to the fuzziness of the boundaries between

'

advice and consent, the advisory sroups often deliberately furthr the

fuzziness. When dealing with their Fore militant constitutents,-ad-

visory grOups sometimes feel the need to act as'if thiy have the

,
1

power of consent. And in many other cases, the difference'between

;
. .

advice and consent becomes canfused

.

by precedent. An group
. ,

begins- to look as

almost followed.

4
if it is much more thanthat when its ad4ic i

Authority not God- given; it irinan made. If

;body with presumed authority 'repeateAr defers to another gr.dup in
...-

making decisions, it,is eilarked on a process of transferring its

authority to that othev oup. If the Housing Authority never makes

an eviction decision without the concurrence of a majority of tenantsl.

on the grievance committee, it,is surely beginning to share its
- ,... - .4,-...-

.,

authority with (as opposed to seeking advice from) A tenants' group..

,
lifter a time it is the f-the tenants' group; to noceed with

.in eviction, rather tha ; which is being sougA.

Given the aboveoln 14dvice" And "consent," it is gtar
, --4z,,. ..

-:1,1--.",-
.. -..

that the Project Area Comm is-much further aaVanced ifian the ,

S
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Tenants' Council in its quest-for

noted statements of redevelopment

)

authority.. Apart from( previously'

officialS, members of the Project

_ Area COMthittee indicated that they could not recall when their

.

recommendations were overridden by,the Redevelopment Agency. Surely

`this,recounting of,past history indicates an expectation of what the
#

future will be like with regard to,moking decisions. ,AnOther

guilty representative'explained this seeming transfer of authority

by suggesting that the "muscle" of4the black community has given the

Project Area Committee a de fact) veto over redevelopment programs:

Neveriheless, when pressed, all community-representatives interviewed.
/

agreed that the Redevelopment Agency has the legal authority to over-
_

-

ride the advice of.the Project Area.Committee% 'It is precisely this

.confusion of expectation and legality iet makes the advice giving

relationship so volatile.

The Public Rousing Tenants' Council did not have the same

expectations with regard-to how much muscle it had. These differences
z - ,

.May be captured in the cbmment of one Tenants! Council leader who-said '

. t

the,council would be "disappointed" if they were not consulted on a ''...

over- not

.

major decisi9n. Surely "disappointment" oveot being consulted is
.

.

ysry, different fromthe Project Area Committee'S stated feeling that

'!everythihg" which happeds in the site office of_the Redevelopment

_

Agtify is the buSiness"of the'Projdet'Area Committee .

r?' -10a

'4\
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While the advisory relationship of theTenants' Council may lie

--weak-as-comparest &the Project 'Area Committee, there is nevertheless

a history of important achievement which has helped to sustain the

Council. There is ,a strong feeling amongst Council members that their

recommendations are "listened to." They continue to be influential

in eviction_ procedures, and they-.have a major recent achievement in

moving their basis of rentals from variable .to flat rents. In addi-

tion,'representatives cf,,the Councilhave had the experience of

4 ,

,

pleading the Council's case' before the County Hops4ng Commissioners.
g 1-

_ Thus the Council is beginning to function' as an adviqory group to
.

k,4. f : 7 ° ..'

2 major .eleMents affecting the houaing'projcts; the commissioners

who make policy affecting the'project, and the- management personnel

who impleMentthose policies.

'The Model CitiesAgencrisothe hybrid. In many respects it

T

resembles the'Tebania' Council andthe Project Area Committee in that
./ ,

.

it has limited authority o act.-Ieially, all o
,

Model Cities
. .

Agency's requests for fu s and its program decisions are subject to

4/ -,,Ake apOroval of the City Council. But,yeto,like other "coalit"coalitions,!'
/

4 ., -

the Model Cities Agency haq reOresentation from other public agencies

and a laige staff 'which is responsible to it. Unlike the Tenants'

-Council and the Project Area Committee, the Model Cities,,Age y deals

with a body,(City'COuncil) which is only:minimallY knowledgeable
a._

about the prograMVer which it has final Authority. This is a sharp,'
-
, . ,,-,

4



-

reversal from the redevelopment and public hoisting situaspoJhere

the administering agencies have the staff resources and a detailed

knowledge about the programs which community-representatives are

trying to infltlience. Thue it sho

City Coarl.f ha

d come as no surprise that the

never initiated a program proposal, and that the

City Council approved without alteration, all prograMproposals sub-

mitted to it for approve/ by the Model City Agency. With this kind

of precedent, one might suggest that the City Council has started a

process of shifting some of its authority to the Model City,Agenty.

While the ModelCity Agency may benefit by pertain shifts of ,

authority from,fhe City Council*it also possesses certain real

authority which was given to it as part of the decision system as

initially conceived. The Model City Agency is formally_a part of the
. ,

'-,

04ropess by ,which program decisions aremade, and itii consent $.s I.

, 4 t

''''

.

id
1.,) V

.

\ , .

necessary before the City Council cat request fus4lor a p4logram.

This i& precisely where theiModef Cities system foridecision making

.4;
(in thecaty under observation) is generically different from the

advisory relationship which prevails between-the Project Area Com-
44

mittee and t e Ellievelopment Agency. ,There is no 'formal procedure
t° *), .1* t _/

. ..,

by which the Redevelopment4Agency agreed to deferrjOi'oeitain advice/
.

from the Project Area Cominittee.,No g4 with ihe.-Mlr'City Agen
,

the City Countil must seek its advice; and hy--1-Otal 4reeMent the/
. . _ .

City .Council binds itself not to act without the consent ,of the

Model Otty Agency .
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, .
...

, ,.
_. -

.-

-. However, the reade must not.Ve_led46 think tarth44defcitlro.
14 . 1 ..

genc,rpos'aesses the ame authority 'to' aCt:'iis-does: the Mental Health
. /

/

, .

\ Agendy p0" wlifY-Astiou:Agency. It does not.-
.

,-The::Model City

eny can46ict without the consent,otthe City, Council, This

tionship:has been called the "dual green light aiiiem," -because
. .,

1

both parties (the Mode/ 'City Agency-and'tho City Council) have to says.

"yes" in 'order for action to take place.% Each party heeds' the other

.

p*tyisiEoryserit to act with regard to the Model Cities Program. This

gives the Model' City Agency fax mote'authority than the Tenants'

Council and the Project A but far l thority'ihan .\

any of the other 4 agenc es under observation. 2The,net.xesult for
%s4'

the Model Cities Agency a that it can effectively stop action in

the Model Cities Progiam, pt it is'only advisory to the City council

with regard to the starting f program.
9/.

It is conceivable that this "dual gi-denjight system" may be

pafrticularbr usefhl

,:representatives fo

keep goverhm nt and

accommodation- between thi*desire'a of community

itional influence up out national need tR4.,
;:,

its resources closelIr connected to the4prObl$MaL.

I .

g. Hans Spiegel hasdaPtured additional subtleties to this system

by calling it a "triple veto." In addition to'the,possihility of

negative and positive sanctions by the neighborho4 board andfhe
clty.government, there is-a final veto testing in the-hands of the
Pedexal.Government'which must decide whetherto 'provide funds for

the piogxam., / /-
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of,mhe-poor and minority communities./ it is a system whichcbears

close,watchling. 'One of its most important negatives would appear--
,_

.

...

that it makes it much easier not Ito aelt than to act, and that would

,
.

It'4
appear to be.a road to disaster in o r current urban crisis:

. I

. 9
Another negative, is the all o apparent one of the Model Cities

Agency producing bland innocuous pr grams:calculated to win'City Council
__

.
.

.approval, and to create the illusi n of, action for the Model City Agency..
.

,

1

That way appears to lie another road to disaster. At this point it is,
.44.'2 1

f#1440o pearly to Ode might only suggest, that 'in its potential'

tee,"dual sreen"iight".system of making isions in this- Model Cities
7-;

.

Program, seems to, overcome ehe ambiguity advice giving, while .

giving to community representatives genuine,authotity-to block action

404...whdCh appears disadvantageous.
It also-retains'enougb,"muscle" for ;.-

,

local government, so as to keep'it an active patther in':progtam develop-
../-

ment. It'would.seem important to develop a careful evaluation of the4 -, - .

'0' .

costs and potentials' 4!)f the "dual green light" system of decentr&Liz09,
s.: ., ---- .-.

____,--decision making. , . , .

I

.----E.---/technical -Assistance for Decision Making

The Model Cities guideboOk=notes that the "neighborhood-citizeft-i

participation, structure... must' have 'the technical capacity for making
f \

knowledgeable decisions. "This will mean that-some fOrm oftofessional
.

technical assistance,:in a manner agreed to by neighborhooll

,e.

-107-
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e. ,.
, Tv

.

will be provided." tn- other POilelities materials the above ideas ' ,
.0

I

.
T. '0

Are captured under theheading of "independent technical assistance." ei

. IPresumably the technical' assistance given'to community representatives

,
1-

.

,

. .
,.

.1:

is tobe independent of city government planniN:sfaff and'is'to bt.-

41*

.

chosen-by the '.community" ,and not ty city government.,. The implicit
& -.:-

&

11,,
a

o .

model, is one of an adversary proceeding.,,, That is, if the final , .e.

,,,,- .

decisions for Model Cittes- Programs- are being made by local govern- . ': %. - r
-- ---- taw/ .

.

...
.

tent, then neighhorhoodiedvisors must have staff resource inde6endentC:'. rv.,-,
of city government. ,-. ,. ...

,, ... \`""/ N -...-?--:
7, g, , ,

1.

We have previously suggested that the Model Cities/ guidelines ;*
.

4-'

.
.

',..`

i . - ,,

offer the most sophisticated Federal material with regard to the'iCfea ,
.0'0

4 1.
. \
, Jrat community. representatives eed-staff.resouices 0 their OWn

,,..

. . . .

choosing. Other Federal agencies appear to have given little thought

to .the prevision of special technical- asStstance'to neighboetiood groupd..4,-
:,

,*

,or to the otential adversary netureof the relationship between pub,ye

,-. ,

-. ',

agencies And citizens affecte by the actions o ne.ies.

, :-,
The furnishing of technical assistance

,

in 'the seven agencies .N. .
SA

"W,*A4N1
-
--..

t .
fo a

under' observation, reflects the, primitive 'stage of policy develop-1._ .
, ta

ment in this area. First let us be clear that all seven'agencies.

charged with making final decisions in these progrAls, have their

own technical staff whist& they can hire and fire. Neighborihdbd 11

Health Services has a niedicA directorand an administrative director,
.

.
. ,

loth responsible to the Board of Health Services Agency 'The Legal

\
.
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V

Services Agency, the Housing Authority; .the Redevelopment Agency,

-the Mental Health Agency, and the Community Action Agency'all have

executive directors who_serve, at the pleasure of their respective,
4

boards. In the Model Cities Agency, things become somewhat more. 4.

complex. The City Oixuncil has a technical staff headed by a cir):.
. a

manager. T.1101 Model Neighborhood Board, which shares certain con-
.

.

sent authorities with the City'Council, also shares its executive

directOr with the city. :This executive director is a city employee,

and is responsible to the city manager, who exercises important

weight along with the Model NeiXorhood Board in the'hiring of the

director.. Thus the director Of the Model City Agency serves a dual"

constituency; the City Cbuncil throtiih his responsibility to the

city manager and the Model Neighborhood.Boar4 dominateebycommunity

---,representatives.
,N

,

-* -
At. 'one point in thbkhistOry of the Model City Agency -thire 'N:

,.-
4

was a-suggestion that planning committee's -have access to technical
.

.
.- , .

assistance whiik would be independent of the Model Cities director's
....

. .

staff. qbviously this.requesi wasconsistent with the pre
t _ r ' *.

'quoted Model Cities guideline. However, the- ght051-hood-dominafed
.

.

board turned this request, for 1pdependent staffing of committees>
__-,_----- .

_:.--- .

down. ThsNOderCities director was firmly against the provision
. --s._____

.

',..:-151suoh special staff, being go9ted'as.saying that neither he nor
---:--

.

his `staff needed a""watcliidos. Ga

-4.

t,
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Two.factors make this rejection of independent staff under-
ti

standable. Fifst, the neighborhood-dominated board also has the

4
dominant voice (3' vateS to 2 for city government) in determining

the hiring of theadirector. Secondly, the .director, ari'd a mafority,
\ a

of his staff, like the majcirity-of.the Model Neighborhood Board:.

are lack. T is also clear to the observer, that the directoz.

and his key staff, view Vemselves as working for the. neighbor-
,, ;

.ho d despite their'nOmi41 status as city employees. In effect,

I

a vote by "Community representatives to authorize independeilt,,tech-

'nical assistance, could have been interpreted as a vote of "no

confidence" in the'taireet6f and his staff. A

the most useful

assistance ou44t

examples of ,independe*:_tthr---hical

found with bodies such as the Ten4nts'Apuncil

of which are advisOry to large,and the Project ArgA Committee, both

complex

N I

1-1 etaifea, agencies. The actual experience'is very dif-

ferent. The Telhants",:Council has no budgt or staff resources of

its own. The Housing iuthority has indicated that funds for staffing
1

the Tenants' Council aie not'available, although the Authority makes

meting space availabke .0n some occasions .the Authority's staff

has .frelped the Tenan Councils in its dealings with,other agencies.

The county's anti-plierty program represeoked an excellent_pstentt61---
)

source of funds feqstaffing the cou

the county CommuUay-ction Agency showed tittle interest and a formal

A17:

1 ;yz
7
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1*.

request for staffing funds was neveramade. From time to times the

. .

i.Tepants' CouneLl has-been helped-bY professional personnel from

other areas of the county'who attend Council meetingh. At the time

4

t Of this writing'the Council seems to be interested in seekin: a

foundation grant which sedure staff asiance'.

e experience of th roject Area Committee as compared to

the Tenants' Council is markedly different in seeurinefunds. But 46

ironically, the Committee's net position with regare6 staffing

maybe the same as the Council's, /The Project AreaCommittee,recently °

signed a contract with the Redevelopment Agency which makes $40,000

available to the CoMm4tee. However, none of this money is to be

/7 . °

used for technical assistance, in that staff hired;by the Committee

is intended to be of assistance administratively but not technically.

The result may be that the Committee wiLl be a more efficientv*.

organization in managin its but it has not secured the

staff re4aurces whi would make it technically more icnowledgeable

in giving "achiice to the Redevelopment Agency.

The Legal rvicis Agency does not presently have adisory groups;

and therefbr ther,notion of independent assistance is notapplicable.

However, a have noted some initfal attempts to-form an advisory
.

group of ex -users f al services. At this point, staff resources

for the attempt to rm this group are being pra'vided by the 'Legal

Services Agency.

jy 4s
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44

The Community Action Agency being observed piesents a situation
410f.

of some turmoil with regard to technical assistance. Nationally as

well as in this local Community ActiOn_Agency, there :s a specific
- l ,,

effort to further decentraliie the Community Actidh Program to =

.t ,,.

, (- ,
..s,..-

commun y
,I

-neighbatoOd col,:ndils: We i.ave already,lready .Afr

noted that 10411 area co oils have a veto Over programs -

. ,,I. *
.-

their areas. Given'this affairs, ore :night expect an in,:

51.,

o..,
. ..,

crease irPeffoits to proir de sta f assistance :A.c:cal area co,:nci: .
-er,

.

. .-'
. ,

In fact, such staff-aasistance huftbien provided and is now being
.i

,

- 4
,

,

wtithdrawri (or toput it morakinAly,irestruct=ed). Forniell, each
,- i

.,

loca' areascouncil selected its
,

own "grass roars" worker, who was paid.
. . 1 . .

for with Community, ,Action funds madeavairable,through,en agency
,

I
. . .

charged Withcommunity.organizationifor the codIty. TheseZgrass -,

r6dte.-workeit became Staff for the local council's, and undoubtedly
.

. . ,

. ,

. .

on occas on prOv$d annoying to the COmmUnity Action-Agency,

i
by 11.01p7

1

.i/iiTTOC1 councila'take positiriicountet to the Community Action

. .
. . .

.( Agency 'ff. 'At the, time of this writing, "grasz.roots" workers arse
r

-, t
;

i . Y
at-beinzceniralized, sox that they will no l rlonger be responsible to

.:..

. .

indadual local .councils. In return, the local councils have been

promised st aff assistance on an "as needed" basis. Theoretically,

this centralizing of staff should make the staff assistance avails'

able to-the councils less independent and.more responsive to the

. :

J
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)

\ ,interests ofthe'central Community Action, gency.

Commentthatindependent technical assistance (that is assistance

. ;
' which is independent, of "an establishment," no matter how benign it

One

,

, .

might cynically

;.,

maybe) is a far more-attractive
.
idea-in the abstract than inoreality.

,

i

, b, .
...

, ....

,

4

Inthis situation, the Community Action Agency appearg tohave con-
--

,

tributed to eroding the independence of the' technical'assistance

available to 16E'al area councils.

The matter-of technical assistance.reflects an interesting tutn

about in the Neghborhood.Health-'Bervices situation. The mostitignifi-
t!"

cant groups in the environment of the Health Services Board are all
)

domposedof professional personnel. 'A reasonable assumption is that

lit# Health 'Services Board'needs technical assistance in dealing with

these groups (hospitals, county health department, private practitioners).

It would appear' somewhat ludicrous for the Health Services Board to Con-

'

cern itself withsrengtheningstaff assistance to professional groups.
.

. , ..,

. . .

/In
..3--

fact, several of the health technicians,. hired 'by the Health Services-__ c
''..... ,..

'Board, areexpected to serve asljkocates of the.Board's positiOn in the
t. .

professional community, as well as consultants to the Board in how to

deal ith these outside professional agencies.

At the pretent time,'

discussiar'orapecialdtlf

in the,Mental Health

f pssisOnce for the

Agency, there is no

ComMUnity Advisory

i-- ., The director -of thplental Health Agency is staff advisor
...; -

.-..

i ,4 It,4' 4

the Agency's,Bodd and also to ttli COMInunity Advisory Board: We

r
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would guess, that if community dominance of the. ental Health Board
.

, . .

° were not to remain an accomprished fact, it would
:

lead to the non-

acceptance of the agency director as an appropriate staff assistant

to the CoMduility Advisory Board. TheCommunity-AHvisory Board might

seek its Own staff essistance in that it might come to view itsdlf

as being in an adveriary relationship to the Mental Health Board. ,

The observation that loss of community dominance over a decision-
.

',making body, might result in a withdiawal of community confidence

fromthe,staff hired by that body, seems partiqularly important. We

are suggesting that on policy bodies Where,neighborhood represents-

c.;

tives are not all effective majority, these representatives will seek

additional connection to a'body (such as a neighbbrhood,couneil)

is - dominated by neighborhood representatives and-which has

independent staff resources. We admit that the evidence for this

s

assertion in this stud-, is, slim. In four of the agencies, community

representatives do have a working majority of the Agency Board and

therefore see themselves as having control over .staff resources.

the'Legal Services Agency, there appears to be no working community of

interest among representatiVes of the poor, and no apparent interest

ini orcapaeity*by these representatives_to.'organize licaucus external

to the_Aiency. In the case of the Tenants' Council, there is a clear

artidUlat

:-Authority

,

,

fri-Cf their desire for staff independent of the Rousing

the Project' Area Committee, resources for independent

:r

1 4' 1

Y
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i
9 -

;Off weAswon, but the staff was appa ;ently hired for its adminis-
..

,

trative rather than,its.techni it skill. However, the recent

absorption of the Project A ea Committee'into the structure.ofthat
_!00-

neighborhood's Model Cities Agency, now gives the Committee access
,,-, .

to an.array of technical skills which are independent of the Redev-

opment Agency.

VI. RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER AGENCIES

A. Influence on the Established Agency CommunVy

In six of the seven programs we are looking at (the,Legal. Ser-

vices Program excepted) there exists a body dominated by a combination

of black/brdwn/poor representatives. On page after page of this study

we have attempted to detail the'influence these community representa-u

tiVes have had within their program's decision-making system. In

this section'we turn our attention,io relationships betweerithese-
.

neighborhood dominated groups and other agencies in their enViron-
.

ment.: In a sense we are looking for changed in community equilibria,
,

Af
)as.existing agencies learn to cope with (and to mpipulate)a new

collective force strongly reflecting a 'dew set of interests. '.S

, Onthe 'national scene, one might suggestthat the Community

Action Program has been40coped with" to the point Where it ,may be

effectively neutralized. And -yet there is an emerging literature-
*

.

*

which details the phnic originally felt in many communities at the-A -

,.-;

t
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.

advent of the Community Action Program. In the community under

observation the County board of Supervisors voted (unanimously)

410 4

not to 'exercise tile options or the Green Amendment. This:amend-

ment, as part of the 1967 Economic Opportunity Act, allowed local ,

government to assert sponsorship (and authority) over t e ommmnity

Action Agency. ,.One interviewee suggested that by rejecting sponsor-
, -

, ,

ship of the CAA, the aunty meant%xo disconnect itself frod"the

f.".

wrangling "-in the program andfrom its minimal program aalievements./

This. interviewee also noted that the-agency -representatives,who ate

.
holding the 10 public agenCy seats on the CAA Board, were becoming

0

"younger and more liberal." This might be interpreted as a down-

..-

grading,of the CAA,by the public agencies. It would be somewhat

40 ,'--

. .
.

.
.

akin to a national,policy which saysa us sending junior level black'
, .

(

foreign servicebfficvrs to staff American embassies in the newblack.

nations of Africa. 4e have noted elsewhere that some,of these new

public agency representatives will frequently vote with tepresenta-

tives-of the pobr. One.of these agency,represehtatiNiesmade the

: .-

I S.
'''.:'

point repeated very often in other communities, that niin-agendy

people with'l*ttlestake'in the' current way of doing.thihgs, make

the potent force for community change.',This of course, is,the

ptentiai of .the Community Action Program, and other programs with

extensive citizen involvement. It is-important to note thatthe

point is still givencredenbe hyliome of those who are involved with
,

the-Communiiy Action Program.

-116 --
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Some have remarked that the Model Cities Program was an attempt

to rectify the "abuses" o citizen partiCipation in the Community

. Action Program. In this study's Model City community, there appears-

_to have been City. Council acquiescence.in es tablishing

Agency dominated br'neighbOrhocid representatives and holding

cant authority. There are occasional reports-that some City Council-
-

men would like to Change the situation, iiut apparently the "costs"

foAftempting to do so are considered too great.

Councilmen-and Other community leaders (both black

I 4 p%

oimpressed with the sibility of.the Model
/

the spoketifian for Vie black community.

In addition, some

and, white) appear.'
)

Board Imerging as

In addition to its expected relationship to the City Council,

.'the Model City,,Agency has had extensive contacts with other community

a8Nies in the devei9pment-and operation of-program. There is ample

-
evidence- that Model. (City and lay people, feerTree.to publicly

reprove- established agenc,es for their "insensitivities" to the

needs'of black people. But this pretsure by the Model Cities'Asency'

on established public agenties is not always perceived by agency
.

,.,

staq as dysfunctional. Operating people=in an agency (and Partitu=
..

.
,

. .

4fi
.

larly those Agencies whose central administrations lie outside the

community) cafe find. Model cities pressure very benefitiathese

,

operating staffs seek .to
.

bargain within their own bureaucraciei for .

-117-
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increased allocations. It is precisely thiA-,kind of situationwhich

.
makes an attack by the Model Cities Agency a'welcome elientlin the life

of some agency staff. Itistiso likely. that as Model City leaders

better understand the complexity of relationships within large public -

bUreaucracies., they will be elfen more effectiire in forming covert or

oveit alliances with certain public agency figures.

The Urban'Renewal Project Area Committee reflected the Model Cities

experience in the way the Committee's "militancy" was u ed,by the site

office officials of the Redevelopment Agency to'press 4teir central office
.7 V.

for greater autonomy and.additipnal resources. _Prei bly these additional

resources were to enable the site office to deal more'effectively with its-,,

militant neighborhooif. In_addition, the central Redevelopment Agency affiCe

had learned that amilitant! Project Area ComMietee was useful to the

Redevelopment Agency as it soUght,to secure particular kinds ofaction
_... .

from other public agencies. In effeutNthe,Redevelopment Agency can press

particular kinds- orkatinds with other public agencies by pleading' thata

Project .Area Committee (read volatile blacks) are."on'their baa-s" for

,action. 4

...- In a much-lower keyed vein there are certainsimilaritip eb the$, .
.

,above situations in the relationship between the Housing Authority and

the Tenants' Council. It was 'reported that the Housing Authprity.was
,

initially "hostile"-to the foimation of 04Tena11ts' Council. While
,

,
.

we did not. detect unrestrained enthusiasm for the Council on the'part

i

.

.

,
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of the Housing Authority personnel, it was equal,* clear tha "hey:,

were learning to live,with the-Touncil and even to like it. The
.

Council apparently contributed to-a better run project and the

, -

success of the Council clearly tearned "credit" for the Housing Author--

ity with the regional office of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development.Infact,the.Housing_Authority,now appears to be

encouraging the Council to bccome-inVolved in pressuring ether public

agencies for action. In this way, the CoUncil may-serve to "loosen

up" some of the public agencies that the Housing Authority has been

dealing with. Here again, the opportunities for alliance are enormous.

Community representatives will learnthaethe HousingAuthOrity has a

variety of goals, many of which-would be agreea to by project residents,

c .

whic the Authority is pressing with othek_public agencies, (i.e.,- =ii -. -....
1,-.

,

schools, high'Way 'department; city manager's office, 'etc,). Therg is

same>evidence, in many oflphe,p 'rams we observed, that community

representativegare learning to Make fhe e differential assessments, and
i,

.... n
..

.,

c
:learning, how/to use short-term alliancesto achieve limited objective._:

14 .

, 4
1. I

Virile the enants4.'douripil 'has sought to influence agencies in
._,.........-

dditio.n...to th, HouAing Authority, it is,c;ear tlpt the commissioners
_.

, ..,

of the Housing._Authority remain a keytarget for"C6UnciLinfluence.-,
.c.

It is 'both reasonable and predictable that tenants of the Authority
L , ,

i .

will goon serve among thr commissioners. The seating of tenants as ,

comMissionersis publicly suppdtted by DHUD, slthc with th few apparent

. . :'.'4°''' #

-. ,

)

results at the locellevel.
. L

,

1

.
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In, this section on influencing the established agency community, .

it seems safe to conjecture that the Health Services Center will be
. .

nationally visible and mssibly influential astlwell. Unless the Health

Services Center meets'with catastrophe; it is likely.that a health

agency totally responsive to black neighborhoOd leadership, will be

.influential no matter what it does. IX has already been suctessful in

>

securing commitments to work out of the. Health Center-from a la/le

number of medical personnel who formerly offered no services in thig

almost all-black neighborhood. The existence of the center has, fOi4

the while, stilled the argument in this community over whether blacks

grng medicine to their neighborhoods or by

residents to the, existing complex of city and county

are best servea by b

lirnging the, bla

-medical servic

Health Servi

.

Initially,,,the County Health Department fought the

Project as-a,,move toward the "ghettoization" of

medtcine. Whatever

believes they are 1
r . -

is now. cooperating

mutual goals of sec

the philosophical differences sand this observer

arge and important), the County, Health Department

with the Health Services Center and furthering their

uring better medical services.

In the health services experience, the community of agencies is

46'
. being,dMpacted by the grOh of the center, and by the need of the'

existing health agencies to come to -ter* with the center. :These

Health Agencies of °curse-have the option of-atempting to gtfangle

I
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'the center, but this would indeed beirisky strategy in this particu-

community. In the mental health experience, the Mental Health

agencies in the "catchment" area are on the inside, not the'outside

I)

looking in, as in the Health Services Project. There is some question
, .

as to whether the participating agencies knew they were entering a

4situation where the control of poliCY for the Mental Health consortium

would drift to coMmunity representatives. is.equally :Certain thatrepresentatives.

''these agencies have, not yef' begun to feel-the impact of their involve--

ment'in a consortium whose policies may be controlled by neighborhood

representatives. One Federal observer astutely commented that even'

the initial decisibn not toNuild a major new agency, .but rather rto work

through elle exiatingocommunity%f Mental
ty

4l Health, agencies might have
,

avery different one had it been subject' to community-representative

influence.
.

--,i -

It is likely that the.model of agency ArticipatiCti: in_theMintal

Health PrO'ject olds important information with regard to the way in
. . .

. -:. ,
,

.

. ..-.
Which community representatives influence'lChangei Of the seven projeCts

beinedekribed, it is only in the Mental Health Agency that the agencies
-

Whic4 are expected to delilier the programoresourceS-have joined together
...,- :- ,-

. ...,

'-,--

,:

..to form a new,policy board with a like number of community representa--_ 14:11 :.
).

-
tiveS. The tantalizing question for those interested in,change is...._ . .,

'Whether 'this ney.communitydominated board will' only be able to

1-31
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influence the use of new resources which come into the Mental Bealtbo.,

consortium, or whether his board willbe able, to influence all of

the activities by these agencies Which triiPact the reeidents of the
4

"catchment area." %The evidence has not yet begun to come.i How-
. 1t/.

ever, one interviewee wise in the mitterof community involv,ment,

-suggested that ie was crucial not to raise expectations fOr change

which the institutions in the consortium have /no intention of deliver:

ing* on.

,

In this section on "influencing the,establiahed agency community"

1
we have begun to come closer to the queStion of "whit difference does 4

r'''""

citizen involvementuma ke?" One apparent differences is that it makes
/ .. ;

_ + , .

community clecisioft making' a far more interesting and comatx affair.
.,..- , .

. .. .

The parties-which were formerly the subject of negotiation (the black/

brown/poor) are now a party.to the negotiations. In a number of

r
instances, they are not just a party, they are the dominant party with.'

regard to the allocation of particular resources. For example, if fhe

r'N

Health Services Center survives, it is unlikely that any Aajor decisions

, "

which are, locally made-affecting the'delivery Of health services-itO the

'black'residents of this area will be made without thepater Of.

the Health Services Board.

..,--

One other.apparent difference of grept port is thaene kinas
.

_

. of communal alliances are being built. Many,CoM6tmitir representatives

will no longer be able to, divide t4e community into "us" and "them."

.4,
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their own experience has taught them differently. Members Of the
g

Tenants' stand in-alliance with the Housing 'Authority .

on certain ilsues. Members of the Project Area qlommittee will ally

themselves with the-Redevelopment Agency against other community

.., -.,-

agencies on variety of.issuee. Repr1sentatives of the poor iii

,,> ,,...-
/

it

.. -t
.

jilla-Communfty Action Agency will remember that tat), were supported in

a variety of instances by certain established agencies. The cynic,.

(or the realist) may reply that all of the above is window dressing;
40

i,

-p-P on the -crucial issues it will remain "them against us." We don't

/-h,ave-the answer to this Oeculation. We do know, based upon the-

.experience_of these seven projects,that neighborhood participation

in. community decisions and neighborhood contr 1 over some aspect of

that decision making does appear to temper the differences which on

occasion appear to"be tearing our society apart.

B. -Relationships Between Agencies Having Citizen Involvement

In the. first part Of this study, which looked-at citizen

partiCipation,fromthe Federal man er's perspectIve have detailed
.. /,

. et betdeflsome of the conflict evident
. ,

Model Cities and epmmuniiy

Action Agencies. ThescNconflicts.were less apparent in this-second
_

Part of the stud. There was no Model Cities Program' serving the
i

ranunity Action Area, adour Model Cities Agency was partially
.

,

insulated from the Community - Action Agency which was headquartered

1he County seat, some 30 miles distant:

.

1 33
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In aciAggn4o_the-potebt-tallirfor conflict with each other,
-

Model Cities and Coma.' y Action Agencies, as comprehensive planning

mechanisms were also potentially in ,conflict with all other agencies
tr.

having citizen involvement located in their area of operation: For
,

example, the Community Actioh Agencies in the Health Services and

Mental Health Prbject communities% could b th reasonably say that

their citizen representati4es are the bona fide 'okesman for their

communities as Opposed to the self,,appOinted members of the Health

Services Board, or to the represelltatives selected throu

of a community forum for the Mental Health Board.

some,pf these 'conflicts, -as well as other pects

ship-between agencies having citizen involArement,'

them further.

device

i4all detail

of the relation-

and.then discuss

One model of relationship, which was not found elsewhere, pre-

vaned between the.Legal-Sarvices Agency and the Community Action

Agency in its county. The CAA furnished to the Legal Services
...

Agency, names of organizations including poor people. The Legal

Services Agency, then solicited these organizations to nominate
a

representatives to serve on the LegaltServices Board.

ComMunity Action Agenciei did not always find ter relation-
'

ship so simple and benign. Members of-.the Tenants' Council expressed

aver that the County Community ,Action Agency had not .seen fit.to

_ . provide staff assistance for the Council. The. Health Services

-124-
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Agency hadS40:ClAimally_received aid from its local CAA in cond ting

a health survey. It also made use of some boirowed staff f om the

CAA, but it strongly resisted other CAA overtures, for ar that

the CAA wanted to "take over" the,Health Servides Board: The Pro-
..,

ject Area dbmthittee'coOld trace its lineage rack to the Community

Action Agency in its area. The Committee was'originally established
4

t by the CAA. to serve as a "watchdog" over redevelopment efforts. With

the decline in fortunes of the local community action operation, the

Project Area Committee
,

move away from the CAA

could safely ignore its parent. And now the

has become complete with the integration of

the.,,Project Area Committee into the neighborhood%s new Model City's

structure.

Perhaps the blow which would have hurtthe Community Action Agency

advocates most, would have been.tOrhear:the Community Action Agency

described by members of the Mental Health Citizens Advisory,Board,

. ,

as "members of the establishment." Other evidence oche low estate

. to which one Community Action Agency:has fallen is the fact, that the&

CAA represented only 1 'of 26 different oyganizationsre'presented on

the Menial, Health Community Advisory rd. :

. -..

We have previously sugges ed that rel ionships between the

C)
. . e

Model Cities Agency, and the ommunity Action4A n y ih-ite-C6iiiity

'Mere diminished because the two agencies were headqua tered in

different cities:. But this did not prevent certain earl struggles

-125-
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between the two agenCies. Soon after its establishment, the .Model
, .

-.

Cities Agency wrested the spellsor4hip of the:Concentrated Employment
,

Program (CEP) froit. m the CAA. Thil-, despite the fact that7,according
, ?to (`' i

_. 10:DOL regulations, the CAA was the "presumptive sponsor" of CEP.

at.

Conversely, the community organizing efforts'of the CAA.in the model ,
. ,

neighborhood did not appear to have been itgressively:concerne4 with

stimulating neighborhood involvement in the Model Cities effort.

We previously suggested, that.in the Model Cities community,

there was movement toward developing the Model Cities Board as the

spokesmarkfor the black community. If this Model Cities Board had

to contend with a variety of prOgramsin-the model neighborhood (e.g.,

c Health Services, Mental Health, Redevelopment) over which it had no

influence, its position as black community spokesman would become

somewhat of a joke. It is thus not surprising that the-Model Cities
1M

Board fought for sponsorship of the Concentrated Employment ProgramI, ' ---

cl that yictory in turn validated,its claim to black CoMmunit5r,

leadership.
1 .

:
. ,:- .

-,..' We earlier suggested that.the CommUnity-.Action and Model Cities

Agencies because offheir*charge to bercOMprehensive planning agencies,

would be forced into seeking relationshi0 with and Wluence over',
. .

....... z

other programs affecting their respective domains. '(In thqzcase of

..
.

,the CAA, its domain is poor people within an area; in the CasepfJthe
,. '.^ , ',:.o.! ,,t;-

- .

N '.0' k
Model Cities Agency, the domain-a,all people, resident within a more 0-

., .- 'ft

I
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'limited geographic . area.) We would argue that the-failure of the
-.F.-.2...- ''',k,id

.
Cciiiimunity Action AgeF Affiies to sustiinfluence in the Health Services

.

. .k.; --.5vs 4s .

?gogKam,.the Mental Health Pro rath; t4CT.Model Cif0Area, and the.... rr,
..

.
,

(Redevelopment Area all imperil to CAA's aspirations to community....

leader --ptosgratis affecting' poois ieoplegt

.rait-

-The CAA and,M0A1 Cifles,A.PncieS, by virtue of ,their eharge to

"act compreherisively" are imp0.1ed,togo ou ancFseek/-telationshilY

with, and ipfluence.overf7programa within .their `domain. No such

tharga-confronts. the more'llth#Ied_ifforts of the Health Services
,

Agency ort
'he

Mental Health Agency. Rather these "single-purpose"
"- ,

_-
-)

agencies may see, athiantage in not linking themselves to the Community I
.

a; -,0,.- .4., i

s .. .

...-,-,--:r

Action Or44Vodel Cities Agency. One apparent advantage is greater ( '

-..

, . ,

-5,.... --
autonomy. Another leAfie opi)ortunity'to devise one's own system, for

-,---..4o. s

.4

securing community representatives, as opposed to working through the
,.- 4, :,..1

-,.-A,,,

"s-tfilS014F-Pf the Model Cities:or Community Action Agencies: In turn-,:7,,

ing to a community forum deviCe In order to
.

secure repreientatives,
.'tome gI

,
. _

_ 1
. . -.

-AelMental Health Agency is seyfmi that the-Community Action Agency ,,4

-5-' ,-
,af ,,-1 ' 1 . , - I

irriti4feajlas not adequatelY-organized the community. UnfortunAtely
-4,...:, ,

,

organized e.

,

for the Community Acti4 Agency in this:a ea,:its failares.to organize

. 4

-44 thetneighorhood are all too == .ear in the existing plethora of organi--.--... . . . s . .... .
%e- . o - .' : .;..- zations *filch clatftcto repretent the black-comMunity,in.the "catch-':...

..

:,. :'-'4. :.' i:.

6 ineht 'area 1'1

rp

45.
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_These matters of relationships. between agencies having community

involvement, and the capacity of ConimunitYActionand MOdel Cities'

Agencies to extend their influence, are not trivial. They are

crucial to the development of an organized minority community. Where

A .

the model neighborhood is almost all blpck (or all brown)4he Model

Cities Agency has the potential for becoming the embodiment of,thei

organized minority community. Clearly, there is some movement in

this direction in the Model Cities Agency we are describing.

Where the Community Action Agency's concern for poor people
4016-

masks it preoccupation with a minority group of a particular color,

the ity Action Agency also has the potential for organizing
Or

the miN.rity community into a functioning body. In this particular

study, the Community Action Agency under observation does not derve

areas of high minotity group concentration, and therefore wits role

in organizing the minority community is less pertinent. In the next

section of thepaper we will examine the evidence in these seven

projects with regard to minority community development.

VII. ASPECTS OF MINORITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

O

Three of the seven lirojects we are looking at serve communities

Which are largely or almdst totally black. These are the communities.

'serveLly_the_Drban Renewal project Area COmmittee, the Model tities

Agency, and neighborhood Health Services. The Mental Health'Agency
4

38
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serves,a "catchment area" of 160,000 which is thought to be roughly

one-third black. However,
A

Mental Health Project is so

the dominance of black leaderShip in.4the

.apparent (and not unexpected), that it

presents excellent material for this section on minority community

development.

The Legal Services and-Community Action Agencies both operate.

in counties where the minority populations are relatively small. In

the Legal Services county the combined black and Mexican-American popu-

lation runs to 1-1/4 percent, or approximately 2,506people. In the
4

Community Action county, the combined Mexican-American, American-.

`Indian, and black population approximates 5,perCent, 4 percent of this

being Mexican-American, and the Indians and blacka.splitting the balance.

4C
In absOlUte numbers; the Mexican-American population numbers some 9,000

with a little over 1,000 each for blacks and American-Indians. As a

result of these relatively minor figures, we will be less able to Comment up-

on minority community'-development in these two-,programs. Nevertheless,

, certain observations should be reporfed. The Community Action Agency'

has become the grounds for a relatively successful%-coalition of its black,
.

brown and poor members, The preponderance of minority members in this

county who are poor is recognized in that almost-One-half of he agency's

30 board members are black or brown. In addition, the Director of the

Agency is black and as,an interesting footnote, the telephone caller

to the Agency is greeted with "Buenos Dias - good morning. "'
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Throuihodt this study we have treated the' public housing project-

as a relatively self-contained community'.,. While mtich of the surround-_

ing,'area' =it white, the blick population in' this public 'housing popu-
,

,

Ration of some 1,200,runs a little over 20 percent We have been

Igreatly impressed pith the capacity of black and white residents to
...

. .

ork together in the Tenants! Council. However, we have noted that .

black,parOxipation in the Council is much higher than would be expected

based upon the percentage.of'blacks in the'public housinepopulation.

In this respect, the experience is somewhat like the Mental Health
_

...
, ...,,- -,_,A .:, ,,. ' "' ',. - "'-,,,.. ", , -, . :', ,'. ,

'catchmenr-area".Where blacks participate far beyond their percentage
,

(

Of_the area's population. However, we will not offer further materials

about the hOusing project in this secti9nlecause there did notappear,.
.. _

i ,' .

to be,a black organizational structure, batking-up siting as a
14

°

constituency for black participants.14n the Tenants' Council. This

organized.black constituency does exist in the."catchment

and it- is this existence Which makes theMe
ic
a11ZUlth program 'a

...

.
useful point of departure-in*Uuamiaintminority,community deve16p,

ment. 4,

We asked an importak black community leader (one who was head'

of a major action organization in the "catchment area ") to account

for the_exteilsiNe'particinAtion by black- leadership In. the Mental
.

1
Health, project. He responded that-Mental Health services were an

-area of great concern to black-people; that mental illness was-a

-130- I
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problem very close to home in many black failies. This response ism

a sensitive Qne and of course true. Btt there may be other explana-

tions.for the extent ofblack participation Which better clarify,the

development of the black community.

Observers of the community fotums which selected repreSentatives

to the'Mental Health Citizens'AdvlsOry Board commented that the

participation was largely blabk and very sophisticated. Those who
. .

,,organized the fOrum virtually assured its."blackness" and its sophis-
.

4#..

cz-tidation, by soliciting attendance from a largely black set of "organi-

zations in the "catchment area." An.organiiational overlay of this

area would=yield a great number of'black organizations, with a strong

cadre of"leadershiplwho.know how to play "the community decision-*
tN,t

Making game." -,A$ one observer commented, this leadership represented

t _

, .
.

an "achieved': rather that an "ascribed" elite in the "catchment area."

.This leadership protests strongly that it is overburdened with meet-

and activities. Yet this same "busy" leadership.attended the
,

Mental Health, Community forum and vied for election to,the Citizens'

Advisory; Board and then to the Mental Health.:Bolicy Board.

In this area of over 50,000 bladk residents, there is a core

of leadership:which has entered into PUblic decision making(and

conflict) inmany different situations and with-many different public

figures. It is this leadership which knows how subject to infrifejael\

certain decision systems are, and it knows how sensitive to pressure

141



are programs.which use public-funds. To this leadership, the Mental,

,1
'Health Program with po.tentially large resources, and a relat(vely

open decision system, represents a worthwhileatea for-their ;invest-
..

ment of energy." These communityleaders have-learned the crucial

lesson, that in much decision making "power is as per does..'! To

playlthe game,--to invest one's self, to care, is to insure in fluence

over a set of decisions.

lnthe Mental Health PrograM, the Mental Heilth,Aiency"did not

go to one, or even a small number of organizatfons, and"tay "you

represent the communit --give us yourxepresentatives." Such h move

would haVe been too risky, b causetheie was no one black organize.;

tion that "represented" the black community ip this area.' But there

seems td'be a group of-black leaders, who by their energy and

visibility, are coming to represent the organized black community.
14/

'

Some of these leaders appear to be present on the)Mental Health Boafd,

and their dominance may help the Mental Health Servicea Agency to .

.
become an instrument of a developing black community.

10. We continue-to use the notion of.--.,"organized black community" as

a way.ofdibtinguishing between the individuals who are active in

community 'decision Aganizations and those who more,passivelTreside

in this community of-30,000 NegrOes inside a "catchment" Of.

-some 10,000. 'In Reveille for Radical's-, Saul: Alinaky used the figure

of 2 percent ei'representing the percentage of a community which was

.organized and inyohied in his Chicago. efforts. We would be very

surprised if the 2 percent figure wasapproached 'in the "catchment"

area's black communitof,50,000. .Whatever, the actual figure, it

is our'impression that this "organized black community in the. "catch-

ment" area 'is comparatively large, aggressive, and-OIten'very skill-

ful. In short; it would be alMostJmpossible for major new resources

affecting black,people to enter this communi-ty without the activity

and sanctions -'of important elements -in the "organized black community."

,
e,
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In looking .at the Mental Health Board, the question arises as

to why the local Commenity Action Agency's neighborhOod organization

failed to become the area's representative organization, and there-
,

fore the supplier of community representatives to the Mental Health

operation. The answer-may-lie-in-the,:fact-that-the.Community-Action

Agency's neighborhood organization developed too'early to le:Theflect7

ive of the differences in the black 'community. Itbecarfe a protagonist.

in local black affairs rather than an embracive community organization.

In addition, it aid not have the will)andor the skill to become ,

predolyant in many areas of concern to the black community. Thus,
.

other 'leaders arose, often around other Federally-sponaored projects,

and"these leaders were unprepared-to accept the Community Action-
.

Agency as the determiner of neighborhood representation for the

Mental Health Program. In fact, one black leader suggested that in

'the person of the Community Action Agency,

r

, t Federal Government wig'
.

, t*

' O
.A4

supporting the disorganization of the black community. At the same
,: c

. ,
.

time, he expressed great interest in the emergence of a bladk organi-
,

/

Zation, with-a base broad' enough to speak fot the entire black com-

munity in,the "catchment area." It appearatO this cbsetver, that
'''

1

,,:-----1 -Fedgral,policy,' by omission or commission, will help to determine .

. ,

/
whether such a central black otganizatiofi emergea. At thia' 1:451iit,,

the Mental Health Project, with its-attempt-to build itsow-k1
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constituency based,on a large varietY of organizational constituencies,

does not appear to have advanced the development of a central black

communal ,organization.

It may be =fair to imply fault with the Mental Health Program.,

for not contributing to the devel9pment ofan embracive black communal

organization. 1resuthably, black community organization was of on the

agenda of the Mental Health Program% (Although, some definit ons of

0
social psychiatry would say that such a,communal organization could be

.a major contributor to the mental health of black people.) The experi-

once of. the Model City Agency, in terms of its contribution to black

4 communal development, needs to bp assessed somewhat differently. By

I.

virtue of its charge, its means of seeking representation, its hiring

'policies and its total mode,of operation, the,Model Cities Agency

P , 0 V o
'

..

--__
e.

appears to be.strongly flitting with the idea that it may_emerge as
.

(

the central organization for the_black community in the largely black

model neighborhoods of its city. If black leade;ship'is toying with .

,..,,

. .

the idear'of Model Cfties as the central communal agency, the same idea.

has not escaped.members of the Cjtv Council. Undoubtedly, the,

"moderation" and "reasonablenes's" of Model City . eadership has con-

tributedto its attractiveness to white city leadership.

There are other factors which raise qUestions about the above
1 ..

. \

.trends.. An election process for neighborhood representation to the

Model Cities Board which sees a turnout of far less thap °Ice percent

)

1 4.
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of:the eligible electorate cannot be seen as .strong evidence of

legitiiicy (or interest'by the black community). 'In addition,

there are soft black readers, who hOpe to see the Model Citie

Board as an instrument of concerted action involving both black's,

and whites, rather than -(or in addition p), being an instrument.

of the black.community. It was this leadership and their_alIies

who,turned down a Model Cities Board' motion that Board voting

privileges be restricted to those who are neighborhood representa-

tives'. Lastly, the credibility ofthe Model Cities Agency as an

instrument of anybody may be demolished if the Federal Government

is unwilling to deliver adequate program resources through the

Model GitieaAgency,.as its local vehicle.

Despitethe mixed evidence as to the futurkcommuna role of

the Model Cities Agelic,.. there are certain other _factors arent7

- now which'point to ecentral 'role r the Model Cities Agency.

,The Model Cities Agency ha, e authority to b1oCk prograurexpendi-

-

tuxes of Model Clties funds in the model neighborhood. This

authority, if skillfulrly nurtured-could well be extended -rU t

expendiure of noic- odel Cities funds. The Model-Cities-

also employs the pr est staff of ski 1 d blackteChnicians

- A

Its comiunity. While these staff a e,nominally city employees,

there is life question that the black staff view their primary

1.0
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constituenm.as the black community. In effeCt they have'become an '

emerging secretariat for the black community. This development is -

/ abetted by the comparative weakness of the Community Actihn Agency,

and its physical location -some distance away. In addition, the

City Council seems willing, at the present time, to honor.the

0

gram decisions made by,the Model Cities Agency, thus affirming its -

strength as the spokesman of the black community.

In this Model CitieS community, it seems cleaFEhafthe Model-

ilik

Cities Agency has \ ecome an important spur to and example of black

communal development. A.skillful black staff and,equally skillful.

and mpderate black leadershtphave'proirgpt an a raotivp partner to: 4-

'

,
.

v

.

,.

city government., The result appears to be-an-important
7
aovement .. ,

,
,,, . . '1-

by the Model 'Cities Agency tpward bdoMingAA sPokeatiugy foreth:'

a.
,

-organiZaa black community . (,,,, 00-4°
0 :

t 11." < 'A. . . . 4, ,0

, .
- , . . ', _! '

. The experience,bf the Urban Renewal Project.Area ComMit tentfer%., .1,
4 e

t leivs ?' r '.41.

'some additional evidence in another.city of the willingness of bla ....
.

-...

-

leadership to use the neighborhood's Mw del Cities Agency as ;a ""

vehicle-for,black communal development. The Project Area Committeet

which had itself been an outgrowth of,the CoMmunity ActionAgenck,
/

has.become inteArated into the Model Citiel AgenCy. This-step toward'

communal integration was facilitated by the that the director
}
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of the Model CitieS Agency formerly was employed by.the Redevelop-

ment Agency. In this latter position.he gave important aid to the

Project Ar( ea Committee in its development as the advisory body to

the redevelopment program.. is example.of the way in which black

staff become key forces m-communal development is, an important

cue to future study. It could be argued that black staff, as
.

..much as (or more than) lay le dership, have become key factori in

"the-deveslopment'ofthe projects we are looking'at. In many instances

thett.-staff were brought in as a symbol of the employing agencies

good faith and as a bridge to the black, community. They have be-

come more than that. As we suggested in-dpseribing the Model Cities

experience,.th'ey-haVe become an emerging secretariat responsive.to

and loyal to the black community. In the case of the Project Aiei

Committee, this black staff has served as'-,a means to:link ffexent
'\

,
elements of,black leade#ip.

The neighborhood Health Cent Aeems a.genericallY,different

experience within the comparison of seven agencies in the develop-

meni of black communalism. A prospectus for .the - Health Center notes

that it is "planned for and'built by and for the people of ."
,o010'

. This prospectus goes on to note that the Center "is owned by the

0

residents of /;.incil is managed by the peOple of
4

'oi by someone of their choosing." Unlike the examples

t,
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.

Now

of the Mental Health Board, the MCdelCity Agency or the Project.

Area Committee, the directors of ghe7---leighblbrhobd Health Servha

stand in alliance with no one at the 1OCal\level. Their financial

resources are all Federal, although asIl"ading of the aforementioned
, 1

.,' ., prospectus would never have revealed this. The Health Center has also

.

. , i ,

\,.. beau successful'An securing the majority of its physicians from

\. the\loilackCommunit9,.although it is doubtful that many of these
. \v., . \

N. ,

.black phftitiAs liven the,neighborhoo& area.-

,
The Health Center represents the purest form of black communalism

\
of any of the projects of this study. It is the one.project wittra

\
.

-- total ,absence of non-blacks in its decision structure and a total \.
\ g 2

a
\

absence of dependence'on "white" organizat for\Saction (other

than the Federal Government)or for,the,,implementatio

In its racial purity,, the Center may be one model oi\what-some,.

black leaders mean by "black self- help or "black separatism." And

-yet even here the example is. not monolithic. The Health Center was

7.4111,pg to accept the services of a white Federal Civil 'servant as

its interim director; there is talk of enlarging the Policy Board

to include Chinese representation; and there is a willingness to

accept some white health personnel in the operation of tile Center.

There is also an apparent willingness to enter into some exchange

relationships with the County'Health Department and various "white

contraled"-hospitals.

-138 w
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To this point it is not clear how the Health Center will become
/.4011/4'

integrated into other eArts controlled by and affecting the black

community.. The Health Center has been wary of accepting help from

the Community Action Agency (which is under black staff direction

and bisick policy control). And the Center had not,yet had to deal

with the total Model Cities effort; whicAfter,two and one-half years
4'.

of trauma, is still largely a paper. organization. The Health Centet
stir

has taken care to keep ,itself organizationally disengaged from the
.?6,

\ _____
variety of black dominated efforts in its neighborhood. It has

()evenmanaged to keep itself relatively, free of any formal respo si-.

bilLty to a constituency. But what the Cenierlacked in relationshik_f

to organized groups in and

\foriin'Ite persons of, its

serving the black community, it compensates

board members. As w111-1 certain braCk mem-

bers of the Mental Health Agency, certain braid members of the Uealth

Center, figuratively, carry the black community in their pocket.

These are the men who play the-rpmmunitypme with great4kill,

' enhanced by an enormous expenditure of their own time., It may be °

\i'irat this leadership will soon be ready t o formalize inflpence

ever the black commbnity..througha single agency. The Model City
. .

.

-- ' Program might haVe offered thlt unifying grounds for the black
)

It

.

%

comm nity and may yet do so.

/
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At least in four of our projects, there is strong evidence o

0 developing black community. The movement is uneven, and the'evidence

As still unclear, that, this communkty will find a-common organizational

,4?0,

vehicle to represent its interests, inmany in thblack and white

Llmmnmunttiesiauediracive black communal Qvehicle must become the

(-). inevitable instrument for, black separatisM. Despite the rhetoric of

those who are most militant in thbia4 coinmunity,,the evidence is

far from clear that the black man in,the street -4.,ints anything resem-

bling the full implications of separatism. What he does wantas

indicated'inAhebe projectsisEtrong,inflx1Vnce Over, the resources

and communal decisions which affect his life chances. And in thi's

area of citizen p ticipation and influence Over resource expendi-
't

tures ft is the Federal Governmenb:whese4I36licies become the most

44-1.significant to black-leadefship and developing black communities.

For it is the Federal Goverpment,.through its programs of direct aid"

.

to localities and grants-in-aid .co the states; that sponsors the pro-

grams which detivet the most important resources for the bl4cki_the

brown, and the poor. ,Thu' in th41ast section of this study we .shall

-Z7:

look at the. role ofAhe Federal Government Wit is perceived in these /

.. -
...'

seven projects.,

;,-:114.
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VIII. ,FEDERAL RELATIONSHIPS:.

9

Each of Ehe seven projects we'are looking at exists, primarily'"
14

onFederal funds. And each of these local projects is related to

a federal program which in some fashion specifies its interests in000 ! 0

ci,tizen'participation. Some of the Federal prograTs are very

specific and,detailed in their concern for citizen involvement; for

example the Community Action Program, Legal Services and Model Cities.

_Other Federal programs are rather vague but encouraging about citizen

participation; fox example, the community Menfal'Health Center Pro-
.

gram, the Partnership' for Health Program and-publico housing. And 'one,

Urban Renewal's Prapct Area Committee; conveys a firmmandate for
#r .

citizen involvement, w.ith-some lackof certainty and speegfication

about-haw it all comes about. 4

v
This small sample of seven agents would indiCafe a rather

4

erratic correlation between,the strength and clarity ofFederal pol-
.-

i -- - -.
,

icy as comparloto the strength pe.81arity with which policy is..

carried out at the local level. There is little question that the

qp. 1......

Legai4Serv4ices Agency in'this study represerits the weakeii, least.'

organized local-affort-:with.regard to citizen involvement'.' Exptaila- '

tions may rest in,the newness Of the program, the,mysteries of making

.. .

;-.4.

policy for Legal Servites, or the f minoritythat the mnority-tommuhity'is
.

,

' .

.

...

. ir
a relit vely ipsignificapt eleMeat in'thi suburban affluent county:7

151'
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On the other'handicthere is little question 'thaX the tleighborhood;
, e

Health Se4ices Progfam represents the boldt of these local efforts

with regard tO teting implications for c tizen invplvement.

.7.

This,,despite the fact that the legislation\and heguiddlines under

. s
-

which the Public,Health -Service had funded the Health Services Pro-

gram do not exactly reflect-stirring mandates for citizen-involve-

ment.

This erratic, correlation between Federal citizen participation

policies and local program efforts suggests that there are/local

. factors which are more important than Federal policies 'in determining

A di&e character of citizen invilvement. Much of the foregoing analysis-

has been an attempt to explore what these local factors might be.
0 .

,
$

.
.

r. !
'---- Feder-But.thes &local factors need to be seen inrthe context of two

1 +,, a

) al?.4velopments:-. ) Each of these seven local projects were connected
.,\

to a Federi program which has something to say in its legislation-as.

,

4

C,,

and or its guidelines about citizen involveltent,l,and (2) each of these

tk&-
,

Federal programs havmade it clear to its potential local constituents.,

*ak' oor'

that it is interested in hAving local programs make aspecifiC attempt

to reach.those who are poor, black and browfio It seems to us that in

tha4attempt to meet this second aspect of Federal concern, eaci,of

these local programs, of neceSsity,,became involved in the issues

- of citizen participation.

-142-
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(

The reader must recognize one other caution.? WI id,no 1

riandgmly select seven Federally-supported programs, lcamine-
,,

A them, and'produce the startling evidence tAht all are concerned,-
:

with citizen participation. We deliberately selectase4en

Federal programs where we kneW there to be Federal concen with .

issues of participation. And we deliberatly oelected local
,

programs 'where we knew there, to be sqme local concern with
.00°

,

v . ,.:
.

Aimplementing Federal citizen participation pOlicie4i
4, -The pur-

, 1- ,

Pose of the field study was not to,emerge with,wiiidenee that
,.- .

.:
1" nothing' is being 'done.

-

It would 'be relatively easy to structure.
k .

that kind of study: The purpose og the 'field study was t-O-under- *

-,
'-

.

' 1.,
.4
stand the way in-which the problems of-Citizen- participation were r- C%, og

y e 6':. . .' - ...

1p A so --I .. 1 1 *

this
. .

being deal with. To'-'achieve Purpose4-We needed,rocal N:,
. , .,,

c.

agencies which in fact were 'wrestling wit 'and implementing
#0.

,
.

Federal policies' in the area of Citizen'paricipatibn.
;,,,1

c . Alr!g.1

'Each- of tlie aeyen .locaggenctes Aiad Fed eral' field staffs,
- .:,,... e-4--.

- ,.-,-;,."-f-,
, ,.,

assigned to them.\ Weiintervieile0 thre,evn differenh'staff
,-, t - ..o :-'

4.-imembers.and found virtually all of the:knowledi&bre about
,

the local level projects, and'con§eined,. 'oflErsties of citizen

involvement..141iVfact, we would, guess that this staff is 'quite
..

. .
,

, , 1 ,5- .

atypioar in7the extent of their personal concern about citizen

involvement.4t(nay-b ,that.this Federal: staff'c ncernwas a -f .... "ipa . e .

hidden factor ii. helping to account for ihi quality and extent
.-

if
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of'ditizen involvement we have observed. Each of the staff has

visited 'the communities they are assigned to, and almost all of!
Ta=4..

the staff are. known to local citizen leadership.

Despite the extent of this contact between local projects

and Federal staff, there Was not much local-mention of the-
.

dmfluenc'e which Federal staff had on the development of.citfzen

participation. _nearly-, one Public Health Service staff person

was counted as amost influential figuieby local agency articiT

pants. This person had served as an interim director of theHealth

Serviies Agency duringOe time Whenthe-Agency,was seeking to find

a replacement' for its first director. This practicee.of having

Federal personnel,out on loan to staff local programs is a rate

one; but-not unknown. 'In,the case of the Public Health SerVice,

the loan.ofstaff.may have reflected, the extraordinary stake the

Public Health Service Agency, feltin the success of the Health

Ser4ices Project. The stake undoubtedly result from the skeptics '

.... 4.
within and outside the Department of Health, Education and-Welfare

. _ _ _ . .
.

.
.

Who questioned the wiidim of funding a Health Service Ptogram.

.

.
. .

.
. ,

.'entirely under the policy control of,a-lay, neighborhood-based

(and blick) group.
,

The Federal Community Mental.Health field person reported

that her advice had been specifically sought by the lodal agenelei-
. , -

1
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'with regard tb c/tizen InvOlvement., She recalls that her advice

rested on two points:, (1) that the size,of.the citizen grOup must

be adequate to haves influence fn policy making, and (2) that the

citizen representatives should bp selected by the community and

not by the agencies -which were putting the program together. .The
. .

reader might agree that these two points represent a wise potential

foundation for allFederal citizen participation policy.

Pedetal staff assigned to the redevelopment area (frbm the

Urban Renewal and Model Cities Programs.) appear to have been influ-
,

ential in laying the groundwork for the amalgamation of the Project

Area.Committe and he Model' Cities Agency. It is the one bit of ,

evidence we have of Federal staff consciously working to.unfte,two
A

programs--and parenthetically-to unite community representatives
. .

rather.
Lvet.furthei fragment theM.

.

. v4...---- In bOth the Community Action Agency and the regal Services
, .

't_Agencyl. the ratio of community representatives to othersqla s-in
.-, ;-'.e ,.,,

-direct response to Federal regulations and guidelines: Despite
4

the.aimilarity og-these guidelines, ft4.is useful to ,note that,

local_ adaptations; -by the Community Action Agency assured-that
.. _

the one=thIrd of the'bOard Who were representatives of the poor,
.

would be,augmented by,a lies from.other.sectors represented on

the boar4;
,

-

A
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The.Model City Agency represented the one project Where
r

community. representatives kelt that action by the current Federal

administratipiraght take away'authority whiCh the City Council

had given to the neighborhood- dominated board of directors. Shortly

after r ceiviiig a department memorandum front Secretary Romney of
1 ,

4 DHUD, the Model
.

Cities director had to speak to a special meeting
I,

of community represtntatiVes to calm their fears about possible

Federal intervention which inight dilute citizen influence. This

-)

incident is outstanding in its uniqueness. In every other situ-

, .

ation, Federal policy and Federal staff'are perceived as supporters
11/

of local efforts to involve connnunity repreSentatives: Despite 1

....

this,&adnumber of those questioned-wondered )whether this Federa
s.

supportlor citizen invplyenignt would continue.

i

questioningOr this note',-'With regard_,Eb the questioning of Federal

, A
intentibns, it might be appropriate to draw the report of this

-
. ,

. .
)1

11. We4eviouslY noted one informants concern that Federal

.
.suppor!of a local Community Action Agency igas for the purpose

,.--,-, of fraginenting,a black community. Even ,if this were so, it

represents An idiosyncratic situation,;alerg, based upon a single
dotion'i-Federel-KlApy is viewed by,someasllostile to citizen
participation., The Change in HUD policy with regard'to aspects .

t, .of community contrpl in *dal Cities decision making, still seems
torep esent the only dep*rtmenialchange in policy in the current
adminstration which,is perceived-ds.antithetical to neighborhood,
interests. c

.

a ci
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field study to a close. Obviously, it would be possible to continue on

with regard to examples of Federal influence. Thereis_little question

that Federal 1plicy establishes the enabling context, for all the citizen

e participation developments we have Seen. And there_is little question

that most Federal staff are seen as sympathetic to this policy and con-
.

cerned with thelact of its implementation. ?he message for Federal

policy makers pt that their efforts are not in vain. Ftderal policy

establishes alloor for the local charaCter of citizen participation.

Changes in Federal policy can change the level of thatIloor But

this field study would indicate that it is,the local factors which are

most significant in explaining what happens and what doesn't happen in

,the area of participation. In summarizing phis study we will pay para.-7.

cular attention to these local factots.

.

IX, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ,

.
,,,,,,,,,

.A8 .'1.-- .

:Our earlier Institute study began with ticamparison of Federal
:

policies regarding citizen participation in -four agenCies;, DOL, HEW; HUD

and OE0:4 We were surprised to 'find a much larger body of,Fedeial Policy-
s .

4Conceinedmith citizen involvement than we had thought exiSted; But we

were not surprised to find that such policies were dissimilar betWeen
.

. agencies, and equally dissimilar between:-the various departments of a

single agency.. Based upon these variations asqimed.a

Similar local variance in the implementation or these Federal poliCies.
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This follow-on-companion study engaged in field Work within

seven local programs, alltof which received the great majority

of their financial support from the Federal Government. These

seal local programs were the local constituents of three Fed- °

eral agencies; HUD,..0E0 and' . And one of these local effdrts,

the Model Cities Prograr,'wasal-scr-a -prime -sponsor of a,Depart-

__ment of Labortconcentrated Employment Program. The reader of

the field study material must be impressed with the great local

variance in citizen participation we have detailed in every

section of this report... Some of this variance clearly fldws from

the policy guidelines of the supporting Federal program. But a

national policy may not be that important a con straining factor.
,.., i

i.

For example, it is apparent that the representatikresof-the poor . , r
. .

are less influential in making policy fon the Legal ServiOas

Agency in the study than are the members of the. Project' AreaCom-

mittee-. This, despite' the.fact; that Lagal.Seryicess national

sponsor, OECr, has the most sophisticated Federaljbody of. citizen

participation policy, while.Urban. Renewalpolicies in support,of

Project Area Committees are new and somewhat ambigudus.x This'

, inverse relationship between strength of national policies and
. .

i
.

. . T

i

,

strength of a local program, with regard to citizen nfluen4,
. ,

is. captured in the following diagram:

-448-
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National Policy with Regard Citizen Influence-on'
Program to Citizen:Participation -Local Policy Making

0E0-Legal Strong and sophie catedtri- Weak--almost invisible
Services ____

'urban Moderate and ambiguous Apparently strong'
Renewal

A simple-minded'quest for the factors which help to invert the

relationship between national policy and local practiCe in the Legal.

, Services and Urban Renewal Protrams might take us,to the %Zack

constituencies.of the respective local projects. The black popula-
, -

,

tion,Of the county in which Legal Services operates s less that one
,.. %

percent of the county population, and blacks hold_on oftwentyronePi

seats; on the policy board. Ihe redevelopment area and the.member-
.

ship of the Project Area Committee both approach 100 percent in the
'

blackness of their composition."

The above inversion.between Federal policy and local. practice

would seem strong evidence of the importance of local-factors in

determining the quality of citizen participation. Equally intgrest-.
- ,

ing are the local counterparts to the PartnerShip ford Health and
,

Conlmunity-Mental Reath Programs. Pallcy in both national-pro-7_
,

grams might be best characterized as weak and laissez faire with'
9

regard to the specification of cititen.involvemept. .The local

_neighborhood Health SerVices Prograta_reflects the strongest

<A.
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- potential for citizen influence of any of the seven projects studied:

And the Mental Health Center .Board represents one of the best local

examples, in this Study, of the way in which neighborhood leader-
_ .

have. maximized their potential influrcover' a project. In

these latter twp examples, the character of,local Citizen influence

bears little resemblance to the body of pertinent Federal iolicy.

A look at local factors which might explain these developments, -

again draws us to the nature of the black population:to be served

by these programs. Both of these communities include large black

. . .

populations; in each case well over 25,006. Both black populations
.

.

contain leadership -which is lugh, aggiessive and experienced in

the realm ofederal programs, and each of these programs has been

attractive to this leadership. Each of the local programs dealt

14 lit+

with Federal staff who were sympathetic to the idea of citizen

participation. And the Mental Health Center Project also included

local-.agency staff who were prepared to risk their professional

careers in order to establish local conditions favorable-idm

citizen-influence.

In these opdniiig pages_ bf the summary, we have made a number'

of points which now need to bd treated more systematically, -In-

our'search for local factors Which may, explain the way in whiCh

;local programs realize (or fail to realize) the implications of

national citizen participation policy, we are attracted to the
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following: Size and density of the black population (and by Inference
/ , 2 9

other minority populations) and the influence of Federal and local

professional staff who-have behaved as advocates on behalf of poor and

minorftTeprogram clientele. We will proceed to iumMarize additional

findings in,these two'areas of the character of the minority population,

and the 'advocacy behavior of Federal and local staff. We will also in-/

clude additinal findings with regard to repres tation, participation,

decision Making, interagency relationships, minority community develop-

ment and Federal relationships; all of which have been treated extensively

in the course of the study.- But this summarization of findihgs based~ upon

the'local experience in even these seven projects can in no way be seen

`ds denial of the influence of Federal policy. In each program, Federal
,

iplicy establishes a context for local factors to assert themselves in.

-The.mere expression of Federal policy interest, even when weak and

laissez faire as in the case of the Partnership for Health and Community Mental

Health Programs, can establish a base for local initiative as well as

'provide sanction for Federal staff activity on behalf of citizen involve

ment.

/ f

Irt,effect, we argue that all seven of these projects show evidence

of,citizen influence because they operate in a context of national,

, .policy interest'in citizen participation. Whether and how they maximize

national"policy interest is heavily dependent upon localfaciors.

I

a
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The reader must remember that there was one sharp limit to the

kind of variance we found in local prbgrams. We did not find any

situations where there was no evidence of citizen influence on policy,

Age suggested that our failure to find programs with no citizen influ-

lehce owes to our limiting the field study-,to agencies whose national

sicicmsots have some body of policy with regard to citizen participation.

1

thiq assumption could of course be tested by surveying a sample of

agencies which receive their support from Federal programs which have
0

given no formal consideration to the issues of citizen participation.

With this restatement of the function of Federal policy, in serving
,,

, . 1 s

fas,a context and a,basefor local citizenparticipation.efforts, we will

/ Akrther summarize findings which help toxplain the variance in these

Clocal efforts. I

IA. Character of the Minority Fopulation:

Five of the seven projects we have Cbsevved,have a body either

'decision making or decision advisory, which is dominated by hose on

I
it who are black. Neither of the remaining two projects is controlled

by a)Mexican-American of an Anglo-Caucasian-poOrpopulation, although

, the Community Action Agency iedominated'by these two_ groups imcoalition'
,

f with black and American-Indian representatives to the CAA 'Board. Thus,)

in presenting material about the character of the minority population
.

-----ai-an-influenoeon local citizen participation, we are primarily

talking Abut the character of various black populations.

1162
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We have already suggested that black population'size.and density

(percentage of the area's population which is black) are important

-

determinants of local papterns of Irrticipation. ("The projeCt with

the weakest-de.facto citizen influence, Legal Seritices, served a black

population of 1,400 representing a density of Less than one percent in

thai Otnicc:sw larly small in density and percentage in

`the Community Action county, but they were able'to)coalesc

_

similarly sized American-Indian ,pcipulation_and.a-much----tar-ger Mexican-_

American population; to take_effective-contiol of the Community

Action Agendy.

In each of the five communities where-blacks were numerically.

large (over 10,000) or large in density .(some 20 percent of the public

-housing project),:there appeared to be a core of black leadership whose

skills community decision-making organizdtions helped them to maxi-

mite the potentials of their profece-s-atructure for citizen influences
lk

This leadership has_ learne d of the relative "openrieds" of decision'
0

making in certain new Federally-Aupported programs, and it has learned

of the 1.4eds these 'programs have for alliance with
,

the black community,

where ifiat'community is to be affected by a planned program. The ..

,sOphistication of this readership, aided by sympathetic Eederat staff,
47.

0 .

liSs helpedAt to understand where FederaL,polteYz,looks with favor upon
i, A '.. s.i 0

1
qo

..,, ,. ,'
Q,'

.

0 0
citizen involvemept. t.;..:9 ** T .0.

C

0
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Thip black leadership hab also learned how to exploiVthe

norm-violating behavior oiotheir own or othe4 black communities

in, bargaining for Afluer4 over deciiion making. There.is ample

evidence, inethis'and other studies, 'that disruptive behavior by

*

some part of the black population often serves to strengthen the

hand-of black leadership in negotiating for participation in

1L/
and control of, decision-making mechanisms.'

What we seem to have in the four largest black,communities

, . -\..
.....

(Health Service, Mental Health, Model Cities and Project Area
-7*

".

..J
Committee) are black governments in the making. h "governments"'

. k .1.

_are represente415Y,toogh and aggtessive leaders, who, like good
.,

public officials in any community, make the point ofbeing'in

.

many places tazbargain on behalf of their constituents. It is.

this leader Which seems to have been so influential in account-

ing for the wth in black influencer.= il
LA_

"the pOlfhe Pedetally-supted
:1, . 1110

projects in thefr.preas. This leaderihip also °seems to. have learned
.,-

that it is easier to influence a course of action when one ii inside
9 .

a structer elping-Tt to make decisions (or controlling those-U-P-

aecisions) as opposed to being outside. It is this willingness
0

.

t
;5r, mean to argue the continuitYof this relationship

Oro betty u m-yiotating,behavior and black influence. We qv have
reached the point'of diminishing and even negative refUrng to the
blabk community, because-of norm-violating beba4ior.

. .
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by black' leadership to seek influence within prograift,

.

to account

..
for the influence they Wave won; and which parenthetically-

n
0 ...., - , z----7., ....,...l'' . , ..... , - . --`--: r...' ---.. "T-

i

1 4
. .

..,.....-

7- seems such -a hopeful sign in these prpjects. Forlonce, the, am
,

P41 ' ,.,, idten,/of a self-kulfilliy prophecy" geems'to hamsalutary effels,

The black leader says 'to' (and'his const
e

encyYithat he
.i:*.?...

..-
1

.,;...,
.,'

canbe influential in community decision_making;then in acting
-:.

.
,

.
;

on the assessment, ineVederally-sponsoiec pro grams, he in fact-. .

. .

becomes influential. "His prophecy id fulfilled,`

Of course, it is not 'a "disembodied" black4eader.wheoeecomes

inflUential as a community rgiAsentaitive. In many cases Mqs-

claim to leadership has been validated by his activity pi black

. , , ,..
politicaLfI andnd protectiye organizations. In some

.
',,

.

i

communities, the,willingness of-leadership from these organize-
.

; 1 ''
)

tions to become"involveihas lent strength to black demands for
I !t

citizen participation and/or control' of decision making. ,This,. .
....

appears to have been particularly so.in theCommunity Action,

Mental Health ana Model diies Programs we have.-observed.
4

other cases,'neighborhoOd based Councils, or .other ditized ,groups

established wider the impetus of the Community'Action-fro
ti. .

,),-.have become ,important factors in providing a nuZ1 of leader-

shill that would bargain for influente in neW programs, This

influence' a, local CAA or ita,ffapring irr determining the

fir'
tr,,-.;
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decision-structure-of a new, program is 'apparent in the .Health,
T.

Center, Model Cities Projedt Area Committee, Legal #ervices
)

ti

and Mental'Health. Despite the influence. of its'offspring in

structuring-the aforementioned programs, in no.dase was the
4

Community Action Agency able'to become the dominant force refte-
.

senting the neighborhood in these programs.

All of the above reflects,evidence, whi,ch can be Pound in'the

- detail of the4field 'study, of the way in which-the character of

minority group (black) leadership has'influenced decisfbn-making

structures in the den projects. In each community where

blackleadership dominated cormunity representation, or was able to

en into an ailiancetwilhother aggrieved groups (as in the

Community Action Agedcy), this black leadership appeared instru-

mental; influenceinherent

in the Federally*aponsore4 program. However, in all cases, this

'black leadership appears ato.haiWheen limited (or aided) by' the -_

.

character of federal policy.. As we ha*ve noted before, this black

le/dership was particularly.auccessfut inAthoie two

. 4
sPonsbred efforts where Federal, pofj.cy with regard to citizen

,
involvement was best characterized as "we would like Citizen '

.

\perticipation, lid were not'going to tell. you how to go about doinga
,

it." Of great.ipterest; is that. these4two'Programs, Mental Health

and Neighborhood Health ServiCes, hive developed into forts whose.

. policy making is dominated by community representatives:

A
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4
B. -Advocacy Behavior onithe Part of Local and Federal Staff:

In seeking to account- for variance, in of citizen

'0 '

participation, we were also attracted to the influence'df Federal

and local staff. We have already suggested that professional

staff in the'Mental 4palth Project were particularly aggressivejn

helping to enlarge 'the mole for citizen influence on decision
--.,.'

-
.

.
.

.

making. Wedg not know whether this,staff action was animated by
'

personal or professional values; or both. Given the purposes we

belie delineated for citizen participation, there.is no question

that some mental health practitioners would argue for citizen

involvement as being therapeutically useful
,.to those involved.-

-In other cases, theInfluence Ot--s-t-ett is fitc(t so easily

attributed to professional orientation. There are the obvious

.........

cases wHere black,professional staff in established agencies,

out of a gense of "brotherhood," seek to develop the
13/

possibilities- fiif Communityt-infbence. There was strong

evidence of this with regard to'staff performance by a highly--

plac,ed black employee in the Redeveloptent'Agency.. In still other

cases; agency staff helped to develop the influefice. of'neighborhood

groups so mas to aid agencies in their management tasks, and to aid
. '

them _in dealing with higher- levels in their'own bureaUciacies.
.

t'The. PubliC Housing and Redevelopmentvrojects are excellent cases

-in point.

4

',
C

13. Durini:the,field study we were constantly impressed with the
apparent, "dual-,loyalties" felt by black staff; to their agenc es
anOtothe blick.communitSr. This is hardly a new phenomeno amongst
racial orethnit grOup Members. 1.t seems particularly wi spread
amongst a rising blaCk professional mass, and its Conse ceqt need
to-be"better understood.

: er.4

,L4
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It-is less easy to capture the influence of Federal staff in the

development of local citizen participation structures. It is an

influence we know to exist, based upon personal experience in three .

major Federal programs. But Wis an influencl'which is not

apparently counted for much by some local inforMants. Federal staff

impact seems to have beet strongest' in those two programs where

citizen participation-guidelies were the least well developed;

. - -

Health Services and Mental Health Services. Federal staff also

appear to have played a central role in the amalgamation of the

Model Cities Agency anct th,e Project Area Committee. In the case

of Legal Servidlbs; Community Action and Model Cities, the influence

.0'
of staff apparently rested in the more specific Federal agency

policies they transmitted and interpreted.

Our evidencs is,not strong, but it seems likely.t,hat in the

matter of influencing the development of local citizen participation,
structures, FederANstaff helped to - establish a' context. Presumably,

- -
they do this based_upoh the policieiT'of the agency they-work,-for .-- ,

We know that'staff often have gteat.latftude in the N2*they go

about interpretingTederal'policy as it applies to loci/ efOitts.

But staff, like the policy they interpret,, provide a-contexC,f6r.

,

the negatiation;_staff are generally not principals in tha negotiation.

.

The principals are program operating agencies (9t local-Rnis of,

government) and the locally organized minority community. The'evidence,-

r

.458-
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in this study, is that the strength of the minority community is reflected )

in theoutcome of its negotiations with the program operator/unit of

gomernme t in r4lizing the potential's of the Federal poliCy contdxt
.

3

14/
3for citizen participation.

W e-do not claim that the character of the minority_ community and .

allils'. its ia (o enemies) on Federal staff and in local agencieS are the-, - 0
.

-

f*,
_

.'.sole loc 1 factOrs in accounting for variances in citizen pa rticipation
. ../ . .

e.structure'..: ' Clearly, there are other facto beside stiff-, residingi

4)

',
. , .

in the character of local government which would help to account for

some varation. But there is little question, based upon our field

study that factors associated with the local minority community,
- . .--: . .

. ..coupledNith FederalA-AT local staff performance, are among the most
41 .

.

;}powerful eXplaineri of local variation in citizen participation.

In proceeding with this summary, we shall now re-examine some of

the moreigenerd findings in the areas of representation, participation

and decifion making. We will not develop seliarate summary materials

.far the sections on interagency relationShips, minority community

devglopment and)Federal influence. Tice area'of interagency relationships

has yieItled few findings which are generalizable: In the immediately
`11,

preceding sections, we .have already indicated findings in the areassof
. ,

.. .
. . . .

--

,

.s..S i

.

. -14, Th'elfollsowqr of thiSargument, may recogniie an antecedent situation,
where some yedlral staff attempt tO.be pr ncipals in negotiation, because
there- is ho Weil organized minority cOmmun y. In other cases; Federal

ffund%Jlelped-ta "socialOcial brokers" (e.g., Mobilization for Youth)
who would bargain op,behalf of the unorganized minority community. The 3.

.era of the "so iarbroker",and Federal staff as-principals in negotiating i

for citizen in olvement seems strangely out -of joint with current4evelop-
-Iments in blaCkland brown communities.

..... )

.
.

4
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m. nority community develoiment and FLderal influenpe idseekAng to

. .
--,

account-for variatiens,in local structure. We will interweave

f - ) t

1

dditional comment's from these areas in helping to-explain repre-
. fig

1
i

sentation, participation-and decision making.

1. Representation

The concluding section of our prior study - -on Federal policies--

aised,somelquistions'about representation. "Who selects &man and
f

ilow is he selected? 'Does he in fact represent somebody?" Our field
#

pork has given us a set of answers',whic h, given the variance between

. , .

the seven ,projects observed have a.rkmarkably good "fit" to most of

I .

lthe agencies. :1,, '.

1 , )

II

Id no case were
.

representatives selected by the agencies

1

i they were to give advice to.. This is a seemingly innocuous point,

il

.

.

but we think it a major departure from the way in which most'

,
communityorganizations secure their membership. In any cases,

. .
* .

memhrs*of?a publit body areleelected by the chief officers of

4 that body. In

:I imittees4 Whose
: ,4
elections. In still ofher casA, the leadership of a-private

.

.

A.
other cases, organizations appoint nominating com-

a
-

selections are generally approyed in single-iIite

agency will select Aelb board.members who represent resources

4 .

the agency would like to-connect itself to. Interestingly, the

--.

closest any of the field study agencies tom:6'v) the above, processes

i.---

.

,)

.
.

of selection was the all-black,'all-neighborhood, Health 'Services
. ... 1%.

.Board of).Directorl. As previously suggested, the Health Services
1

,

4.
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Board may have felt under les9 pressure to legitimate itself before .

its black neighborhood constituency.'"-By appearance and residence,

it was de, facto legitimate.

, .

Five of the seven agencies secured their board members, or

,advisory committee members, through some process of-election as

opposed toseledtion. The forMat of -these elections were most

,
frequentl of the community forum variety (all those interested'can

attend and vote), and the turnouts were invariably small,'411,1east

as compared to gdneral community elections. Thus, in relying on

community forums and similat election procedures, the age ncies which
.

used them-appear to be settling for A device which would ,provide a

/

narrow base for their canmunityrepttsentatives. Despite this

ANY

narrowness, the forum device for elections seems. pragmatically,

useful; it

of all, it

A

is low in,cost, simple to handle, aniormoWir44*t:

appears_to.be legitimate in the eyes of the;gaMiiiunity

being. represented. We'concluded that so long .as chahnele'ta

bOard'memberitip are visibly open and candidacies can be vied-for,

the narraw,base that a forum provides need not be haxmfdl. Perhaps

it is not the size of the Constituency that-is most important, but

5
simply the fact that one,exisfi, it -'has the- authority to eie6t, and-

-

the forum allowsthe opportunity for newly-dOtive constituents to

hivetheir weight felt'. 'Against these criteria, the process of

election through community forums seems En perfo- rm admirably.



/OP

The notion of constituency and the organization of that constituency

, . 111

are not very prominent ideas in Federal citizen participation policy.

Only the policies of 0E0 and HUD's Model City Program pay them any

serious attention.. But the wisdom of 'practice-in the field seems

to accord "constituency" a very different kind of prominence.

In each case where there was a coalitkon board of directors; those

who could be construed- community-representatives had a constituency

body they could relate to. Community representatives on the Mental

lk
Health Board were selected by and met monthly with a citizens'

.

_ advisory board;
.

representatives of the poor in the CAA were selected

v by focal area councils and were occasional] told how to vote by'"
those councils; representatives of the pOoi, on the Legal Services

Board were also members of the organizations which selected,theM
,

and which they remained in contact with; neighborhood representatives

-
on theiModerCities Board were informally connected to neighborhood

councils. The two advisory bodies, the Prpject Area Committee

. if * .
and the Tenants' Council, both were involved in continuous mengs

-

with their con'stituencies,in the persons-of those who came to

periodic meetings. Only the Health Services Boar i seemed less than

aggressive in activating a Health Council as its constituent body.

7

We do not claim that, lationship to a constituency was a

dominant factoz in the rganizational life pf a-community reprei-e-ntative.

,But in each case, soma relationship Co a constituency was there as

Adence of 4 continuing connection between those who were ostensibly

-162-
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being represented and those doing the representing. Because of this

importance gttached to a nonstituepy, each project was in some'

'fashion involved in the issues of community organization. And

because of this, each project (except for Legal Services)- contributed

to the of the organized minority community_incits,area.

of service. The argument here would seem transparent; when a

constituency is influential in selecting communal decision makers-T.

and when this constituency is successful in retaining -inn nce_over

the activities of these decision makers, it would seem that:we are

beginning to emerge with something resembling a-"community of

competence." To this observer, the impact most of these seven

. projects have had on the build n of local commuttities with competence'
f

seems,-a most noteworthy, even if unanticipated nonsequence of efforts
raw

to involve citizens., The conclusion is inescapable, that to talk

of effettive citizen particip4tion, in areas of black an brown

residents, is to talk of building loc i constituencies able to exert
, N -

increasing influerite ovef selected areas of their communal life. ,

The-concern in these seven Federally sponsored programs for citizenr

40.
° involvement, has created what seems-to be a new "opportunity system" 044,kr

-for'the emergence. of minority group leadership., as well as for the

_
creation of organized minority group constituencies. In the pro, jects

.
0..!_

.

abgerved; the great majority of'citizen
representatives'were-m nority .

-- , 7--,--
t.,.,

group members. To this- observer, this leadership tends .to ,seem

-163-
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competent, soOlis.ticated and middle -class aspirin . tven'where these

minority community representatives are themselve poor or repre-

sentatives of the poor,.the economic prognosis r them seems

optimistic. It seems reasonable to conclude th t in these communities,

and,with'these*citizen representatives, these F derally supported

programs hive tapped into,a populltion those c rrent needs awe

<.,05

less to personal failing's than to the failures ofheir environment. , s

And it is precisely with this kind.of populat on thatvcitizen partici-

pation,as an idea seems to make sense.

4.

--
iAs evidenced n the seven programs, the earch for citizen involvement

is not a foolhardy effort to have/the "blind lead the blind."

Particularly in minority'communities, theriappears to be a cadre of
_ . .

.

leadership,oincreasingly young and increasingly male, who have helped

to transform community decision making into a far more complex and

A
useful "game" than it was previously. We do not suggest that this

minority. leadership similarly aggressive or competent in each

community. In fact -communal differences help to account for the

variance betWeen local programs. But in each case,(except Legal

S.ervices), no matter what the competence-or size of local leadership;

it has been able to.use-Eederal-staff participation policy as-a

vehicle for moving into the middle of community decision making.

2. Participation

The materials gathered in field work were useful in convey

a sense of what prticipatiop as a community representative means.

-164 r
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In the main body of this report we were moved to note that these

Federally supported programs have created the grounds for a

remarkably rich, complex, jXciting communal rife for a growing

3

number of people. The reader of this repott, to this point,

knows that its tone has been one of optimism with regard to the

practile and the potentials'of citizen participation. If the

reader is personally familiar with ;local programs involving

neighborhood participants, he may be moved to discount the optimism of

this report. One basis for such discount may be the reader's

r.conclusion that e perience in Northern California is different,

and doesn't rend itself to-generallation. Another Criticism."--

may be that the wri4t has greatly exaggerated the "complexity,"

theurichness" and...the potentials for citizen participation. Surely )

the small turnouts to-elect representatives do not make onesanguine

to zAnd the report of the CAA'directOxs concern as to ease of

manipulating of citizen participants is borne out in other

observations. Citiz representatives do get manipulated; some

1
.--staff seem to conspire to ;create the illusion of participation

while 'control of decision4ests in the hands of staff. One can

attend board meetingl.where there is widespread ignorance about-the

issues being discussed. And one can be repulsed by the pursuit
,,

of globs by agency board,mmbers. One c also be appalled'at the .&
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;

"thinness' of prticipation, and theishaky grounds on-which many

decisiong are made. And in the.case of black leadership, one can

be angry with the periodicpanti-white rhetoric,, the,stridelice,

1

and the sheer nonsense of some of'what passes for "militancy."

(t is very easy to be "turned off" by any or all of the

above failings. It is easy to come away saying that itis much
J-
1

more terrible thein it is wonderful. .Our.observation suggests

that such conclu4ons, as easy as they are to come to, wouli be
1

1

1

gross errors. One must see the quality of citizen involvement
4

1-

within the conte4t of all communal participation. One must see

?

it against the image of one Congressman droning away before a

)

largely empty'chimber, while a-few of his Colleagues are lost in

=their own convers cation. One must see it against all.of the

.other, experiencep we have about the way in which people exercise
C ;

. e .%
their poten Csovereignty over their lives. And measured in

4,
this way we must'conctude that there_isindeed richness and

; -

.complexity'to citizen participation in these seven p.rojects, and

J
' 7

that the progno is is good, if Federal policy continueq to abet

the local developments we have observed. And the prognosfk might -

be even better if Federal policy were more deliberate, widespread,

and clear about the purpose of ci.tzen partiCipation.

What is saille of the-evidence for the above optimism? For
, -

ene,-there is a strong impression that when blacks hold positions

, -;.":'

...

.

of influence orea Aecisionrmaking body and when they' hold important
.,...v

3

17.6
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%

staff positions, there seems a concomittant willingness to work together

with whites, and an interest in racial accommodation; if Aotintegra-

tion. While we have noted situations where blacks refuse to dif er

with other blacks in the presence of a whiteaudience, we have also

noted situations where elast interest rather than'caste position
.0

prevails.

We are also impresse%d with the way in which the community- .

representative tends to view his participation. I is true that
4 , t

1
/.

for many black spokesmen,_ they notion participh 'ion has lost its

relevance; it is control of decision making they say they are after.

And some white "friends"'of the blaCk community insist that control
D % i

is in fact the only relevant issue, and Federal policy ought to move

in,that direction. But the local situation seems more-diffuse.

It is not at all clear that the'black man in the street and the

black leader really want control whiCh would involve a separation

from the larger community. We think. the call for control masks the

following desires of the community representative: to know what his

decision-making prerftatives are and to be'14stened to il not

folldwed; and. to have'dtrong influence over the resources and
Aist

Communal decisions which affect his life chihces. This may sound

like control, and-in some, sitedlions control.may indeed bcpthe--

. demand tha,apyropriate resolution:- For example,. it is clear that

control was the issue in the Neighborhood Health Serftces Program,
-
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and it is likely that the result's of control in that&ase will be salutary
.

dt

for the black community and for the quality of medical-services io.that

Community:

Because we think control is appropriate and has important demon-
,,

stratan value,in certain. stances (e.g.,'NeighborhOod Health Services);, instances

we have recommended that FeReral policy'allow for the possibility of

local control--but not mandate it:, We cannot recommend control as a
46 0

imandatory-pdlicy'because of our deduction that control has a potential

for facilitating'increated facial separatism, and because Of our

observation that many blacks are really asking for something different

than control. Ironically, the movement toward control may be hastened

loy the adiibni of some white leadership in-abdicating situations of

9eintegrated .decision making. In effect, the militancy of black

leadership (which can be misre4d,a a demand for absolute, control)

coupied wi h the timordusness of white public officials, may be

leading to a situation where commupity,cbntrol;,adversary relationships

..i. vli1,., %.

leg" and ,increasing racial separatism are the only possible consequences.

In fatt, theierls evidence in the field studythatthere is movement,
' .

.

situation of-COntrol, although we ard'unsure-as to tthethex .

'

.

the causes of this movemenerest .n black demands:white-disinterest:
. --- . ,,-

.. . . , .

an:abdication, or both. The evidence includes the following:

- -
a). each agency excnptLegal Services the percentage

. -

:
, _.

of blackA,on a policy making or policy-advising board eoeceeded

!
i-the percenfageof blacks in the community to be served.

;

.
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b) In- four of six projects ,where a *policy board having'
0.1communit y fepresentation, influences staff hiring, the director

*

of the project is black,

1

c) Community representatives generally havet'greater 'de facto
power Li making decisions than would be expected based upon the per-,_.
icentage of seats they hold on'a board. This trend toward greater

.--
than expected influenbe for-community representatiVe's -is. 1,( --\

.;,Y .. ..- ...exagg'e;ated further, when 'the Communityl representatives are black.- .- .. ..d) In no case did a coalition-de,ision group drift toward

bec8ming Advisory,..-and in no case did a citizen dominated group.
become diluted through coalition.t'. -

.---

"' . e): Of the two groups Which were advisory, the one which.

.was almost all black seemed best able to maximize the influence
..,-

.inherent _in, its" advice- giving status. (,, .,ti; ..--
t .' -

iThe weight of the evidence in these seven projects seems to
,vbe that we are mOv,ing-to, situations' Of neighborhood Aoininance a;44 'Control.

S.

y.;,.. 1

,_,--t- )'c'.,,,_.
.,.... -,..:.= -,

-.:,_-...

.. r... .
i 4. --c= ......4, whose. grievances- are,-deep and- .whose specigl-interests as a group are. ii .....

...- .-------real.. Sqme Fedaral--po-ii:dy ;has been specifically concerned with the
;...; ---" ,

inciusAor; of, f. 'these aggrieved special intereatgroupiiii.decision
% : e0,. ,.,

,,;...;.-- l' -...- making. ° In,:--fatt, the notions of -1..'citizet representatilie," nCon-anunit seye-- .

-16,,,9! 4/-1' ; 4
- :.-: ---_-/ , ..

f-----t -, " , ......- f; , .
-.,

BUt our impression of the national scene would indicate that this.
--;"--'-' . .

inovement is a long way from being complete, and ironically it may

'nbt be desired .by. neighborhood leadership or local government, 'None
cof, this is, to argue that there. is not-a biack-(or a lirovm) community,--,- -7----

.., k,,--., ..

.:1;:,
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representatives," "community involvement," "community dedision maker,"

"neighborhood representative," as usjra throughout this report,
.

, V it

ere allreuphemisis used 'bo'Federal agencies to refer"tAelireientatives
0...

o
.

of aggrieved groups. But there remain real and very differeAt options

as to how the participation of these repredentativei shall be strpctured

into community decision making.

One optift is to organize the aggrieved group-as an advisoryr
,

adjund,t to the decitian.-Fdaking p'rocess, as in the Project Area Caddittee

ar the Tenants' Council. Another option is to Include representatives
, .

of these groups as partof a coalition of,decision makers, as in the

./
CAA, the Mental health Board and the Legal Servicet Agency. Yet another

1

.
optionis to turn decision making and program control overits-

, - -

entirety to represenatives of these aggrieved groups ,a6-iri the.
r. 0

--

.-
. 1'

Heelth_Services. At this stage in the developmenfvof.citizen participation,
. , -,

, -
,v-

,pgicy,and in thp conflict beEween races, Ne/iee all. of those as appropriate
,

.

,.

'strUctUres for citizen. involvement. We are'less coivinced that a4 structure
, . .

,
. .

O

confined to advice giving is tenable in big-city black communities.
.. . -). -

. . . .
.

. ..

'.. .;4.
. .

a
.

And here we would-tuggett atfentipnibe'given to -the Cities -hybrid .

.. .
A e 1O ,

' , Aructure. .in this. hybrid, a.neighborhood-daminated adyisory group- acts 7

t .z... , ,;- , .
, .

. 4
.

0 advisory to a"eify Council, but tie City Council.irOturn is,barted'from
64. i'. ,,- ,

.,. . I

,--
. .,

! onY.program moves'affectin the neighborhood ullthout the consent of the._

pneighborhood- dominated- advisory grou..We_have labelled this the
A-r .

e , ,.. 0,

,-li

,
,

r-

S

,

.
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15/
e ,

"duallgreerilight" system,
-

and it may hold great promise in our search
, .

for' decentralized modes of decision making which simultaneously allow
.-

-ar

. i,
,iikr.# ''' for the apPtication of central rationalities (e.g., those developed_ .

... .
t .

by a 'city government)
is

l .

, 3. Decision Making
.

1

.

In the previous summary sections on "represen4tiOn" and

i

. -"participation" we have sketched the form, but not the content, of. ,-
,,

c ,,
--- decision making involving citizen,representatives. There is little.

question that the form has changed-. In wry ope ofthe seven

projects,and se4a,communities under observation, the "feel" of
-

,decision making i$ different now that the parties who were formerly

the object-of-the process have become a party to the negotiations.-

While we are Certain that the process of decision making is
.

different, we are less certain aose_pio the differences-in the product.
,

In the nature of this kind of field observation, we cannot emerge

th any substantial data pointing to differences and results which
,

.

L,- ,

can -14,-attributed -to citizen involvement. At th ve±y least orie
,.--,-

Would4eed a field studt in WhiCh Were compared agencies having

sinijiar purposes, but varying formats-for citizen involvement,
.

V
.

,

= specifically, no citizen involvement at ail.

Zk,.

t-e;

-c

We did present some material in the boditof the report which

) attempted tolattribute progrilli movement to citizen participation.
.

_ .

Diva.Grossman, 'formerly with DHUD and 0E0 called this
the "Polish parliament" system, of decision making,, ahen we
obServedta scattered occurrence in the,Cammunity'ACtion Program.
Ac4,nany,-it has-inch in Common with the cheCkS and balances '

"t built into our executive-legialaifVe relationships at.the
,

Federal-level.

".. .. , 1.
*- ".,-.;.,....4.: :

,c,f.......c, . .....;

r-
171-
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Among suc evidence was the ability gftheRopsing Authallity to "find"

for playground equipment yhenprodded by the Tenants' Council),

the movement toward redevelopment and new housingin an area,wh4th

appeared hopelessly stalemated prior to the involvement of-a cftizeps'

group; the move to establish a county ticusing'authority because

,of the influence of the citizefi=dominated CAA; the incipient change

in health service patterns for the residents of a greatly deprived

all-black Tieigroetod. These are indeed evidences of difference

which eight be attributed to citizen involvement. And with'more .

careful attention to this issue of program difference we could

undoubtedly produce additional evidence.

It would be ni,ce to be,able to argue that citizen involvement

is instrume5a1 in changing, all kinds of patterns in the "delivery

0

of resources to people in 'need. 'It-Vid not hurt Ike case for

citizen participation at all. In the-relative absence of such-,

evidence, We-Choose to make the case flor.citizen

. .

onnon-instiumental grounds:, It is not that:citizen,participation

helpv)us to get any place faster; although it-may in fact .do all

the good things that have beetOclaimed for it (e.g., decrease

'alienation, create a program constituency,calm would-be rioters,

etc.) Rather We base the case for .a. broadly conceived Federal
.

citizen participation poly on the argument-that participation

.....-

'represents an unfulfilled goal,. ins and of itself. ,It fits us well,-
. !. , . . . .-. . -... . .

- - . _-

. ' as -a society. ,It is_ what the American' experiment is stout. 'And. perhaps-

4,

^

_

.,L
.
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z4

in the process of ,.wing Aggrieved groups influence over their resources
.

..

and commu al deci ions because it is'right we Will increase the life. ,. .
,

-chances for a of us..
.

.

'. In the fast pfart of this 'concluding section we will return to
.

the common set of issues which we felt needed to be takenaccount
. .1*

,

.of in 11.1e development of Federal interagency minimum performance
,

standards and lin the.development of policy for a single agency

0prpgram. These issues were '!representatives and a constituency,"

"access," "technical asastan)e, "stipends,"'"max4mum standards,"

f

and "monitoring." We return to these issues because it is likely

that the field study. has something, add to what was written at
0, . ,

';,

, ,

,:-
l°-the close ef thetfirstaection of th report.' BUt we ,also retutn

out

the feasibility and 1440oni of Federal minimum performance standards

participation
-, ,

for citizen partfcifpation in all programs affecting resources fori 4 . 77''
aggrieved groups'. We think such performance staidards would need,

-

of the imperatives behind this report.
'

We strohgly helleve-dn

Ar

. ., . . .

as -a minimum,, to deal. with these six issues, whiCh-have ready
1 , ,...._ ,,

.. .

Aieen.descriiied,in some e-detail at
,

the close of thelirst section of-a..

' ,tWeePOrt0: , S .."
S '. ...

...
. ,

- ..,: '1,
,... . ,

a) Representatives
.

and_a Conetithencyfo
4

. Field study makes our fnitial, recommend tionifivoring
.-. c u

`4:iimeeratid-seleCtion,of reRreSentatives seem less than bold. The
. ,

. issuelof-electionys. sseletiotiofrepre'sentatives is.weli_understdod::,
,

0,
... .

,,--

-173-,
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in the field. There seems,n intuitive undevitanding that attempts

4
by "establishment" agencies to select community representatives,

must in fact debasi the legitimacy of those representatives.

The field study.material noted that in each of the seven projects

citizen representativeswere selected by those to be represented,

and not by agencies they were to b' representative Ao. Equally

importantz-from the point of Federal poli y is that none of these

'communities chose general:public election procedures to secure their
. .

F
.

e
,

representatives. In most cases, inexpensive, easy to operate

community forums were held, yhere those attending head the opportunity.

!

to participate in the election of citizen representatives. Based
. . ,

upon observation in theie seven communities, coupled with an assessment

. . .

of-Federal reaction to theseLdevelopments, we are sanguine about
.... .

. .

securing interagency)tgrsesent to aerformance standard which. would

call for.°democra-tilpselection". of citizen representhtives.

te - f -
We cautioned.thatmightlbe less easy to secure Federal agency

. -..: -' .- .

,;.:'." ,' .

.
.

agreement as to tiid'organization of aiconstifuency for 'citizen'

- -
n,:in the4 sev4nagencies, thei-state of practice
7, , : - . i ', .

.

argues that in cur cu4ent,cah4e, ditiOn reirSen`tativea.:AO4 a
.. . s-,- 4;

.

. .. :,

1 it " '.
-.:: ' - .4-. ...::, I. ,,,," D 1

finj ch,.4her..Y..f:TAS'we noted, in eacWprOjec't,..: ,

(althou4h mtTigi311y..W.H 410,and Legal. 4erVf0s) CoittUnit.rppre.

,,,.4.c,:::: -,!..% :- .i.i. -:,;....,i .-,v. ; ..!..,,e -y.-..., .., .,.
entatiims had4 consfii't eiic,04hidh'eteted:°dOilie cOtinuing!COnnectiOn

. , ....- _ .s.:

, ....between't r i ra:

.

. ii:

..
:. 4,,.

.I.: "

14' 0 u ni t f- he;is.suipoSe. d, t o represent.
... '-'--,:..,-.,-; ., : ....,...'..tin. ,. f.,.. i-, d's.'.; ;. 4.: .: .; -.-'. .
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A wise Federal policy would'require that citizen representatives

stand in some relOtionsbiRjo Elnorganized citizen constituency. .

... 0But if' Federal agencies are'not ready to deal with the implieations

.
for community organization, there is room for optimism that in/T,.. t . _

It. Iburnunities with relatively large' minority populations, the issue
f. .

. yould be,resolvedat'the local level. In a numbbr:of the black'
..--.-:-

camMnnities we observed, the level of loCai organiiation insures

a constituency for commun4y representatives.

,In addition, even if' edbral policy were only to specify as a

miniMum,. "democratic selection Oiocedures," it seems likely that.

such procedures in themselves would help to,create a constituency,.';

with or without Federal requirements. The purpose of Federal

requirements would be to shaipen the policy 41:ext in those

communities where local fActors'are not'trong enough to insist

on democratid selection and the organitation aionstituenty.

foi citizen repiesentativesi__,

b. Access:-

,

We have.priviously. argued that perfo4mance:standards-tou

,
.not to limit the.potential variation in structuresto enable eccess .,

.-..!:-

between neighborhood groups, their rdliresentatived and the estataished-

decisionmaking bodies. The fiela.piudy,identified thtde such-
.

structures' for access: 1) those where neighborhood residents sit,

in .soviAdvisory relationship to established bodies; ).coalitions

04.
-175-
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a.

,where neighborhood reirseritatives share dehsion-tmaking'authority with

representatives of, other communal sectors; 3) decision making bodies

which are controlled by neighborhood representatives.

Each. of these structures for access to decision making, hold

'negative and positive consequences.' Federal policy must not prematurely

cut off our experience with any of them. What Federal policy' uit do

as-a minimum is to insure'that a situation of no access by citizens

4
decision making cannot prevail in a Federally-supported program.

The field study indicated that the two strycturd reflecting_

advisory access (Tenants' Council and - Project` Advisory Committee)

were each able to exert more,infiuence on decision making than seemed

nherefit in the advisory role. The Project Area Committee was

particfflarly successful'tn this regafd. Yet the advisory structure

for accessay not allow for adeqUate citizen influence._ Because of

,,,_ , .

thisAfeiiure; the'advislm structure,may not prevail as an acceptable
, - )

form. We have,indicatid our gieat attraction p the Model Cities 4P
, ..

advisory relationship where a neighborhooAlaMinated advisory body,

also had the authority, to block pxogamu/.1eveloOMeni.for its'nei0orhood

which it did not approve of:,
.

We think Federal minimum performance sta dards ought to educate.i;
. 4

,7'7\
'

communities as to the variety of structures enabling_ neighborhood access

tq 'decision making,. But. it ,ought not to stipulate Otmandateariy of .the,
\

such mandates might indeed beappioprilte for indiv ital age

_ .

7
=476=7.

.1. =-, 18,0
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4

progratas (,e.g.,MoatlCitieS, Community Action), The only stipulation

0of Federal interagency p y ought to be the non-acceptance .0*,
,

11
dituationt,w here neighborhood ancl'their representative- e live no -,.

g

organized access to decision making .thin Federally sponsdted
. * /

prograMi.
o,

c. Technical Assistance

al,

We were not greviously optimistic about the developkent

of an interagency agreethent providing, technical assistance to aid
t ... "

neighborhood groups'in developing alternatives and influencing

decisions. Practice in the field was supportive of this pessimism

.

in-that thetewas*almost no evidence of the furnishing of technical

assistance. There was one important giece of evidence,to the

contrary where the black director of the Model Cities Agency,-

frowned oti the notion of independent technical assistance tooOk

ieighborhood groups, saying'that he did not needda "watchdog."

Observation inthe field his refined what we think would be

appropriate fOr a ilm p eifo rnan a standard. We t hink.the provision

.

of independent technical assistance ought to be linked to the structure
0 . --,.. .-- r . 4 ,$ .

,

for- citizen access that a local commfinity chooses. WVert a loc41.:
.... . -, . ,

. ,--

Caiiiiannity chooses neighborhood contrO1,,ot'coa tion as a structure,,
.4-,k,E

.,

/the notion of independent technical assistance be omealess pertinent.
-

It is most needed where a cess is, via an advisory structure. It our
.

Study, the Tenants',councii .bad the greatest apparent need for techtical

1



assistance.

r '-

A minimum perfdrmlince standard.thight require tht in

communities where citizen representatives were given access

through an advisory structure, funds must be made available to

furnish sta'ffitassistance to that advisory structure. It would

seem possible and heful to get interagency agreement on this

kind of policy for the provision of technical, assistance.
-

d. Stipends:

Despite the

provision, of stipends

area lends itself-to

is
chao4c state of practice with regard to Ow

and allowances, we remain convinced that the

interagency agieement%. It is a simple matter

4

of equity, which'all those close to the issue perceive; but seem

unwilling or,unable to co anything about. A
'411

mandatory policy with

regard to the payment'of stipends and allowances will be particularly

, useful to:those-neighborhood representatives who do not apply for

such payments, even where -.they are eligible for them. ',Unfortunately,

1

'' their senseof "pride"-is aided by project directors who choose--

not to farce the issue, and in the process
1r
wind up with Add itional

)

. .

. f '
program funds to be spent elsewhere. A Federal policy which earmarked

_ .

Certain funds -for the express NpUrp'ose of stipends'and allowances

would be most useful.

e. M'aximtmrSeandards:

have commented that the ideas of limiting certain forps,
. .

of c tizenRarticipation,, is appropriate-'for indtvidual'agency

"'

e -
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programs,'but not appropriate for an interagency performance standkrd.,

For exempl,/, Model Cities might well stipulate that a dt?ty goverrimept*

could not - surrender program ataountabilityto Afcirizengroup,
/ .

because the.4tetettion of the city goverhidellt as an:accountable partner
,

..

is inAfrinsic /to the puipOrle of'the Model:Cities Program.
..-

dur field work iddicateiv,program varity,; and costs end

benefits associated with each of these varieties, which.o ld be
-.

lost by an'across-the-board prohibition.o.f.certain pract

#Within certain policy minima, we make a plea for'an perimental

agproach to citizen involimment.. Field. study indicates that local

projects are preparec%to'engage in such experimentatiOd.within the
.:.'

.,,a_.,

:;'.,, .17,.....

context of Federil-1.egulations.-:: We would suggest fhat there is'4:.

4.,.
too much that we donikliklow inthis'area, to arbitrarily cut of .

-

experimentation because of perfor-mance standards which1/4spetify maxima

in-addition to minima.

f. Monitoring:

have:zecommended,that.interagency.,p. nce standards

I., .

ek
i:

specify a minimum level of, Federal staff Monitori citizen

paiticipalon efforts., During-the course of the fie0 study,' e...,....

.

; . ,found that each of the-seven Federal staff responsi,,W fot 4.cal.
.

projects.Was knowledgeable4bout:the
-44.

and-in most

that any ag

w.

,

....-

citizen parttifilatidh-ffort,
0 ,..

.
..

r
. i

. -,- C: '14; , 4:....,

,

'cases, sympathetiokwith its goals. It -is unlikely .

:-,.... z ,:-,.;

eed upon perfoiMance stand4rdS for morillfritirig would haVe.

' .-. .
.

4. '.
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C

!Acted the amount` ol time this staff was spending with regard to

I.citizen, parti liativnexceptipossibly in the,case of the Tenants'
)

/ -r!....,,Alauncil. Federal staff in,the Western Regipn are clearly involved
' .

-With theissue of participation and accorded it-an important share

of their time. It is even likely-that the quality of the local

effort' owes something to the quality of Federal staff concern and

help. Surely- it maylpe no accident that the Public Health Services -

staff and the NIMH staff, both of whom -represented programs with

loose citizen participation guidelines, were deeftly involved with-

the Health. SerlAce and Mental Health,Projects. Possflily, as a

k

consequence, both of these loci programs reflected some of the

field study's most aggressive rand experimental steps with regard

to citizen involvement.

We do not know whether the quantity and quality of Federal

staff preience in the West is duplicated in other' parts of the

county-. It is even possible that more extensive Federal involvement

in certain regions of the country would depress the level, of local

% e *

performance and experimentation with regard to citizen participation..

We would be strongly in favor of risking this possibility through a

performatice standard which mandated a certain levei3of Federal
k

-staAconcern aboutcitizen,participation in local projects.

..;

42
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A Con; tluding Note

, -

V
-it seems to have secured important commitment by Federai,an4 local

. staff, and it appears tO,haye something very useful to contribute
. . t.

. ...

to the amelioration of tensions in our society. And\it fits the
-

American experience beautifully; so- beautifully that we haver l'

It may be that, the quantity and complexity of material from the

d study has obscured the study\s most sent points. Thede

are that citizen participation Is therf to'be observed, it works,

repeatedly argued that citizen participation is best viewed as a

goal for policy rather than an instrument toward achieving other goals
A

(although it will accomplish that4too).-

Counterposed against the above.visible beneftts ara% equally-
O

Visible lacunae with regard to policy and practice. Citizen participal

tion policy at the Federal level is erratic, piecemeal, mi§understood,

and possibly not really cared about. But this patchwork of Federal

attitudes and practicesmay have 1 great utility in contributing
'

.

.

. . 4
to0FederalandLOCk eXperdillentatidil,141.thregiidtopartipad.011,,i

1r7-
in the decade.of the 60's:- We would suggest tturye have now

learned enough to move beyond the benefits of a benign anarchy inl policy, _
.

Pr

to a'setting forth of what is we have-learned and.whefe we want to go
/ ,

404
with'. a Federal palicy 'for citizeri'participation- To continue the "benign

g,..,.'
.

- I

anarchy" of .citizen participatidh ''? ilCy into the 10'sAwoUld be a denial
loft f

of the utilitY of these experimen .ears. Even more discouraging

.
.- .

. . ,, ....

4
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4/-
would. be the additional evidence that% do not,know how to create

4 .4.

a sequence betwer the
dev%

elopment of knowledge and the development

of policy.
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